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IMPROVEMENT IN STEAM-ENGINES. 
The steam-engine, as it is tke most useful machine of 

the present day, receives its due and proper share of atten
tion from the inventor, and is continually having changes 
made in its construction, some of which are for the better 
and others cause simply additional expense without giv
ing any improvement or saving. When therefore a real 
improvement is placed before the reader for consideration 
it should be carefully examined and c!'iticised, and the 
subject of the accompanyiQlt illustrations will bear this 
close scrutiny. It is the invention of C. A. Schultz, of 

New York City, and will be seen in perspective in 
Fig. 2; Fig. 3 being a view 
of the back of the other 
side of the engine, also ex
hibiting the working parts 
of the invention on an en
larged scale. 

A is the framing, B, the 

cylinder, and C, the piston

rod, attached to a ,cross

head, D, which works in 

slides, K K. To the cross

head the connecting-rod, E, 

that gives motion to the 

crank, F, on the shaft, G, 

to which the fly-wheel is 

secured, is attached. J is 

the steam-chest in ""hich a 

balance slide valve, H, (the 

subject of a separate patent) 

is placed. This valve is 

seen separate in Fig. 2. 

The boily, a, is the same 

as the ordinary slide valve, 

and four columns, b, "
rise 

from it, supporting a plate, c, 
and cap, d, which is so 
placed as to allow c, to move 
freely up and down ; springs 
in the upriU;ht columns keep " 
the face, a, against the 
cylinder, and the plate, d, 
against the top 01' cover of 
the steam-chest, and no 
steam Can enter between 
the cap and the cover of the 
steam-chest. 

I is a valve-rod, which 
has two friction rollers, e, 
placed in a suitable position 
on it, and between which a 
double cam-wheel, L, ro-
tates, so as to give the valve 
rod the back and forth motion by the action of the 
cam on the friction rollers as it rotates. The wheel L, is 
placed on a shaft, M, that is placed in suitablc bearings 
on the side of the fr�me, A, and derives its motion from 
the bevel gearing on its end and the shaft G. A gear 
wheel also placed on it gives motion to the horizontal 
shaft that causes the governor, N, to rotate. The rod, I, 
can be connected or disconnected with the valve-rod, !', 
by means of the simple clutch or holder, 0, or by any 
other convenient means. 

Each cam-wheel has a slot and a small hole in it, the 
hole of one being opposite to the slot of the other, so 
that the bent V -shaped yoke, P, can pass through the 
noles and be free to move in the slots. This yoke is at
�ached to a collar, Q, that can slide on the shaft, M, 
md that has a nut provided with a pointer through which 

the screw rod, R, passes, connected with it ; so that by 

turning the rod, R, the yoke can be made to pass in the 

holes to distend the cams, and thus give the engine 

more steam, or can be retreated to bring the cams more 

together to cut off at any desired point to give the en

gine less steam. An index attached to the governor 

pillar allows the exact number of inches at which it is 

desired to cut off to be exactly obtained. This rod, R, 

is also operated from the governo' by a rod, S, and a 

bell-crank connection (not seen), so that the governor 

instantly corrects any variation in the speed of the engine 

from work being put on or thrown off, or from other causes. 

Pig. :; 

SCHULTZ'S IMPROVED STEAM.ENGINE. 
The inventor has built an engine and it is now on ex

hibition at the Fair of the American Institute at the 
"Palace Garden" in this city. We have seen it work and 
have seldom seen any engine which ran so smoothly and 
economically, as the steam can be used with any amount 
of expansion of which it is capable, and any required 
speed steadily and continuously kept up. We would 
state that the engine may be reversed at will by the en
gineer, and operated in either direction as the work re
quires. 

The patent on the main part of the engine iq dated 
October 26, ] 858, and the patent on the slide valve is 
dated April 19, 1859. The inventor will be happy' to 
give any further information upon being addressed at the 
Neptune Iron Works, foot of Eighth-street, East river, 
New York. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AND LITHOGRAPHY. 
Lithographic printing has also been pressed into the 

service of the photographist, as yet with but moderate 
success ; although a specimen now before ns, obtained by 
a process, the invention of Messrs. Cutting & Bradford, 
ot Boston, Mass . ,  and introduced into this country un
der a patent, in the name of Yew ton, bearing datc Febru

ary 23d, 1858, gives great promise of success, chiefly on 
account of t.he effective rendering of the middle tints. 
The idea of taking photographic images on stone, with 
the view to their rc-production by ordinary lithographi� 
printing, was broached so long ago Il1I ] 852 ; but a de

scription of the process 
above referred to will suffice 
to give a correct notion of 
the present state of inven
tion in this direction. To 
re-produce a line-engraving 
the lithographic stone mRy 
have a polished surface; 
but to obtain a landscape, 
w here gradations of shade 
are required, the surface 
should be grained. This 
grained surface is coated 
with a solution of gum
arabic,' INlgar and bichro

'mate of potasBa ; the sugar 
preventing the immediate 
fixing of the gum upon the 
stone, and the chromic salt 
causing it to become more 
firmly fixed , or much lesS' 
soluble, on exposure to 
light. When the coating 
is dry, the stone may be 
exposed in the camera a 
sufficient time to fix the 
gum at those parts of the 
pictnre where the lights are 
to appear. The stone is 
next to be washed with a 
solution of soap, which at
tacks the stone, removing 
the unfixed portions of the 
coating, and taking the 
place of these on the sur
face of the stone. After 
this, it is to be washed with 
clean water and dried. An 
in king roller is now to be 
passed over the stone, to ink 
the soapy portion. of the 

surface and give an addi
tional body to the picture (the fixed parts of the coating 
having been previously damped to cnable them to resist 
the ink), and when brought up to color, the printing
off of impressions may be proceeded with.-Ncwton's 
London Journal. 

---------.. �.� •... � ... -------
BABBITT METAL. 

Joseph Baker & Son, No. 820 Rachel and 821 North 
Second streets, Philadelphia, Pa. ,  manufacture and sell 
large quantities of Babbitt metal at various prices. It IS 
chiefly used for making the journal-boxes of axles and 
shafts of machinery. This firm have been manufactur
ing it for fifteen years, and. have acquired a high reputa
tion for the superior quality of their metal, us it requires 
great experience and good judgment to mix thc metals 
forming the alloy, to sllit the different prassures to which 
the journal-boxes will be subjected. 
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202 THE SCIEN1'IFIC AMERICAN. 
A NEW AERIAL SHIP. tuns; each cor4 being capable of 811sta,ining Ii weight of 

REPARATIONS FOR A TRANS-ATLANTIO VOYAGE-THE 400 or 500 pounds. 
4!R-SHIP "CITY OF NEW YORK." The basket, which is to be suspended immediately be-

[From the New Y�k Daily TImes.] low the balloon, is made of rattan, is 20 feet in circum-
. . . ifi b 11 • h ference, and four feet deep. Its form is circular, and it 

I An expenment In SCient c a oonmg, greater t an 
lias yet been undertaken, is about to be tried in this city. . is surrounded by canvas. This car will carry the aero-

Wealthy men, who are his backers; sharing his own en
thusiasm, declare failure impossible, and invite a patient 
public to wait and see. 

The precise time for the aseension has not been flxed. 
The ship is so near completion that the event will not pro
bably be delayed beyond three or fonr weeks. Proper 
notice of the time and place will be given. 

- .•. -
ffie project of crossing the Atlantic ocean with an air- nauts. It is warmed by a lime stove, an invention of 

ship, long talked or but neTer accompllilhed, has taken a O. A. Gager, by whom it was presented to Mr. Lowe. A 

shape so definite that the apparatus is ah·ead.l'. prepared, lime stove is a new feature in air-voyages. It is claimed PRESERVING RAILROAD TIMBER· 

and the aeronaut ready to undertake his tas)l;.{ Whether that it will furnish heat without fire, and is intended for Our attention has been directed to this very impor-
a warml'ng apparatus onlv The stove l'S one and a half tant question by a pamphlet sent to us by l'tS author, Mr. successful or not, the enterprise merits mention from its • . 

magnitude , and the energy and fertility of resource dis- feet high and two feet square. Mr. Lowe states that he F. Hewson, C. E. It is stated in this pamphlet that 
played in its prosecution. is so well convinced of the utility of this contrivance the renewal of the timbers of.. bridges and other super-

The work has been conducted quietly, in the immedi- that he conceives it to be possible to ascend to a strnctures of railroad,.tracks, is the most expensive item 
ate vicinity of New York since the opening of spring. region where water will freeze, and yet keep himself from of repairs. The life of a "sill" seldom extends beyond 

[fhe new air-Ship.Jwh!ch�s been christened the Oity oj freezing. This is to be tested. eight years, and the rate of annual depreciation on 

New Yorgis soenearly completed that but few essentials Dropping below the basket is a metallic life-boat, in bridges and other structures equally exposed to atmos

of detail are wanting to enable the projectors to bring it which is placed an Ericsson engine. Capt. Ericsson's in- pheric influences, amounts to 12, per cent. Upon 25,000 
viSibly before the public. vention is therefore to be tried in mid-air. Its parti- miles of railroad track in the Unit.ed States, it is estima-

(!!i.e aeronaut in charge is T. S. C. Lowe, aNew eular purpose is the control of a propeller, rigged ,ted that 3,125 miles of timber superstructure are renewed 

Hampshire .man, who has made 36 balloon ascension!! upon the principle of the screw, by which it is proposed annually at an expense of no less than $8,500,000. 
IDs last public appearance was at Portland, during this to obtain a regulating power. The application of the The great question is, can this rapid depreciation be pre

year's celebratIOn of the Fourth of July. Since that mechanical power is ingeniously devised. The propeller vented by so treating railroad timbers that they will ac
time he has given his undivided attentiou to the perfec- is fixed in the bow of the life-boat, projecting at an angle quire the property of greater durability, and thus effect 
don of the air-ship designed for his trans-atlantic voyage, of about 45 degrees� From a wheel at the extremity, a great saving, not only in the cost of timher, but for 
and has devised various improvements in its con�trnc- twenty fans radiate. Each of these fans is five feet in the labor necessarily involved in removing the decayed, 
tion, by which he claims to have overcome the more seri- length, widening gradually from the point of contact and putting in the new materials P The chief obstacle 

wI'th the screw to the extreml'ty where the wI'dth of each t� the atta1'nment of such a result is stated in Mr. Hew-OWl. impeaiments to aerial navigation. " . 

The dimensions of the City cif New York so far ex- is 1. feet. Mr. Lowe' claims that by the application of son's pamphlet to be the great outlay required in the 
� those of any balloon previously constrncted that the 

these mechanicoll contrivances, his air-ship can be readily outset, for the apparatus which is usually employed for 
bare fac� of its existence is notable. The spot where its raised or lowered, to seek different currents of air; that such purposes. Thus in practicing the processes for treat
huge envelop is now undergoing the final process of oil- they" 'will giv� him ample steer�e-way, and they will ing timber, at Lowell, Mass., as described on page 93, 

ing is an open piece of grass-land, four or five miles dis- prevent the rotary motion of the machine. In applying Vol. XII, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, it is stated to be so 

tant from the city. The prof9,ne have not yet tieen ad- the principle of the fan, he does not claim any new dlS- inconvenient for railroads as to preclude its nse. The 
�tte4 to the knowledge of the mystery whicb. 8urrounds covery, but simply a practical development of the theory apparatus for this process consists of a large iron tank, 
the mighty heap of cloth and cord, and the jealous eye advanced by other aeronauts, and partially reduced to like a steam boiler, in which the timber to be impreg

of a faithf.l watchman has kept at bay the inquisitive practice by Charles Greene, the celebrated English aero- nated is placed, the air exhausted by a pump, and the 
stranger. As remarkable events are prepared most care-

naut. Mr. Lowe contends that the application of ma- preservative solution then foreed in under pressure. In 

fully in the dark, so Mr. Lowe has reserved the surprise chinery to aerial navigation . has been long enough a the KyaIrizing, Burnetizing, and Bethelizing processes, 

of this biggest of balloons until the last moment, when mere theory. He proposes to reduce the theory to prac- (so-called) similar apparatus may be employed ; the above 
the immensity of its measurements can be palpably dis- tice, and see what will come of it. It is estimated that names are merely derived from those of the persons who 

tlnguished. Briefly, for so large a subject, the following the raising and lowering power of the machinery will be patented certain solutions for treating the timber. Thus, 

are the dimensions :- equal to a weight of 800 pounds; the fans being so ad- Mr. Kyan used corrosive sublimate; Sil' Wm. Burnet, 
justed as to admit of very rapid motion upward or down- chloride of zinc ; and Mr. Bethel, pyrolignite of iron. Greatest diameter, feet................... II1l> ward. As the loss of three or four pounds only is suffi- BaiI1'6ad timballLimpregnated with any of these substan-T,ransverse diameter. . ••• ......... ...... .•• 104.. . 

�ight, from valve to boat... . . .. .. . ...... 350· cient to enable a balloon to rise rapidly, and as the ces are used on most of the railroads in England, with 
Weight, with outfit, tuns................ st escape of a very small portion of the gas suffices to re- very satisfactory results. 
Lifting power (aggregate), tuns......... 221 duce its attitude, Mr. Lowe regards this systematic regu- The laudable object of Mr. Hewson's pamphlet is to 

r
-Capacity of gas-envelop, cubic !'!:.et . .. . 725, 000 lator quite suffi cient to enable him to control his move- bring to the notice of railroad companies a very simple, 

l:he City of New York7!thereforeris nearly five times ments, and to keep at any altitude he desires. It is his inexpensive and convenient method of treatin, their 
larger than the largest baltoon ever �ore built. Its form intention to ascend to a hight of three or four. miles at timbers with antiseptic substances. It consists in placing 
is that of the usual perpendicular gas-receiver, with bas- the start, but this altitude will not be permanently sus- them (railroad sill, for example) with their bntt ends 
ket'lud life-boat attached. The introduction of valu- tained. "He prefers, he says, to keep within a respeota- down in an open rectangular wooden tank, then filling it 
able improvements, however, leads to thl! conviction ble distance of mundane things, where he "can see up to the top with a solution of the pyrolignite of iron. 
that itt ,eneral arrangement is greatly superior. Me- folks." It is to be hoped his machinery will perform all For sills seven feet long, a column of liquor of this 
chanical power is to be applied; the aeronautic party that he anticipates from it. It is a novel affair through depth expels the sap of the wood, and the preserving 
will keep the cold away trom their marrow by the use of out, and a variety of new applications remain to be solution takes its place. A tank for treating 100 sills 
a lime stove; a new arrangement of revolving fans has' tested. Mr. Lowe, expressing the utmost confidence in costs only $70, and it weighs but two tuns. It can there
been devised; and the ma�rial of wlilch the envelop is aU the appointments of his apparatus, assured us that he fore be easily transported (rom one station to another 
composed is cove�d with a peculiar varnish, the inven- would certainly go; and, as certainly, would go into the on a railway, whereas another expensive apparatus is 
tion of Mr. Low�;j ocean or deliver a copy of Monday's Times in London on fixed, an:! all the timber has to be taken to one locality 

Six thousaml yards of twilled cloth have been used the following Wednesday. He proposes to effect a land- for treatment. A number of experiments conducted In 
in the construction of the envelope. Reduced to feet, ing in England or France, and will take. a conrse north this manner have given satisfactory results. By immers
the actual measurement of this material is 54,000 feet, of east. A due easterly course would land him in Spain ; ing white; red, rock, and black oak, and chestnut and hem
or nearly 11 miles. Seventeen of Wheeler & Wilson's but to that course he objects. He hopes tomake the trip lock. sills, for seven days, in a solution of one part of 
seWing-machines have been employed to connect the from this city to London in 48 hours; certainly in 64 pyrolignite of iron to one of water, the average gain of 
pieces, and the upper extremity or the envelop, intended hours. He scouts the idea of danger, goes about his pre- the jix specimens was 3'8 Ibs. per cubic foot. Some 
to receive the gas-valve, is of triple thiokness, strength- pal'ations deliberately, and promises himself a good time. specimens absorb their solutions more slowly than others, 
ened with heavy brown linen, and sewed in triple seams. As the upper currents, setting due east, will not permit chestnut and hemlock require much longer steeping than 
The pressure bemg greatest at this point, extraordinary his retunl by the same route, he proposes to pack up the oak. Some kinds of timber aIso absorb different sub
power of resistance is requisito. It Is asserted that 100 Oity of New York and return home. stances in variable proportions. Thus while a stick of 
women, sewing constantly for two years, could not have 'l'he air-ship will carry weight. Its cubical contents white oak gained 6'8 per cent in weight while steeped in 
aeeomplished this work, which measures by miles. The of 725 000 feet of gas suffices to lift a weight of 22t tuns. a solution of chloride of zinc, 7'9 per cent in a liquid of 
material is stout, and the stitching stouter. With 'outfit complete its own' weight will be 3. tuns. blue vitriol, and 10'7 in pyrolignite of iron, a hemlock 

'fhe varnish applied to this envelope is a composition, With this weight 19 tuns of lifting-power remain, and stick gained 9'7 in the chloride of zinc, 10'1 in the blue 
the secret of which rests with Mr. Lowe. Three or four there is accordingly room for as many passengers as will vitriol, and 7'6 in the pyroUgnite solution. Heavy tim
coatings are applied, in order to prevent leakage of the care to take the venture. We understand, however, that bers, for bridges, were also treated in this manner, in a 
gas. Mr. Lowe is daily eng�ed in the personal super- the company is limited to eight or ten. Mr. Lowe pro- tank 27 feet deep, sunk in the ground, a hoisting crane 

Intendence of the process of manufacture. We found vldes sand for hallast, regards his chances of salvation as being used to put in and take out the sticks. Timber 
him yesterday hard at work in an open field, assiduously exceedingly favorable, places implicit faith in the treshly cut absorbed the �olntion readily, the sap being 
testing the progress of certain gallons of a villainously- strength of his netting, the power of his machinery, and pressed out by the column of the pyrolignite: The pl'O
smelling ·�".llpOlmd, which boiled furiously at a temper- the buoyancy of his life-boat, and altogether considers cess of Mr. Boucherie, illustrated on page S86, Vol. XII, 
aturc of 6000• himself secure from the hazard of disaster. If he accom- SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, is also illustrated in this pam-

The netting which surrounds the envelop Is a stout plish his' voyage in safety, he will have done more than phlet and favorahly noticed, but it is principally designed 
eord, manufactured from flax eKpressly for the purpose. any air-navIgator has yet ventured to Imdertake. If he for treating newly-felled trees in the forest, and Is not so 
Its aggregate strength is equal to a resistance of 160 fail, the enterpl'ise sinks the �nug sum of $20,000. convenient for railroad purposes . 
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The expense ' of impregnating railroad timbers by the 

method advocated by Mr. Hewson is quite small, but it 
is not claimed for it that the timber is superior to that 

treated by other methods. As it has been practically 

demonstrated that timbers charged with the antiseptic 

8u�tance8 described, have had their durability increased 

to double the number of years of similar timbers in an 
unprepared condition, this question is one which deserves 

the earnest attention of all persons connected with rail

roads. The great reason why so many of our railroads 

have proved failures, so far as payment of dividends on 

the original stock is concerned, is owing to the vast 

amount involved in wear and tear of the materials, and 
for paying the working-expenses. One ,great item of ex
pense is the rapidly-decaying . timbers ; therefore every 
doIlar saved in this department by treating them as de
scribed above, will tend to advance the interests and 
increase the prosperity of the railroads. 

__________ �.�4 .. __ -------

OUR RAILROADS. 
The progress and condition of our railroads forms an 

instructive chapter in Stow's Otpitalists' Guide and 
Railway Annual. It would appear that in nine years, or 

from 1850 to 1859, the railroads of the United States 
increased from 7,355 to 27,944 miles in length . In this 
period the increase in the New England States amounted 
to 62.74 per cent, while in the eight of the western 
States the increase was 2,201.41 per cent. At the same 
time the former gained in population 16.12 per cent, and 
the latter 46.22. The total cost of the roads, up to 
1859, amounted to $865,451,070, of which large sum it 

is Illpposed one-third had been wasted in construction; 
yet by their influence, lands have been advanced in value 
and the speed of internal communication greatly aug
mented, and the whole country benefited., There are at 
this time 28,000 mi1&lS of· finished roads in the United 
States, and about 16,000 miles either under construction 
or projected, requiring $400,000,000 for their comple
tion. It is estimated, however, that many years must 
elapse before sufficient capital can be diverted from other 
oq;ects to carry them through. In the meantime, many 
projected in a spirit. of rivalry to. other �ds will be 
abandoned. It is calcnlated that 20,000 miles of rail
road are sufficient to do all the business of the country 
at the present time, and that 8,000 miles have been 
constructed, in part, in rivalry to other roads, which 
have proved a dead loss to stockholdel·s, and in the main 
will pasl into the hands of the bondholders. The average 
cost or railways per mile has been $36,328. In the 
middle States, $40,919; in the southern States, $22,906; 
and in the western States, $36,383. 

The reason assigned for the cheapness of construction 
of railroads at the south is that they were built on the 
cash plan. Among the net earnings, the Panama shows 
the largest returns, being $29,564; per mile ; and those 
earning the least, or nothing to stockholders, were found 
in Maine, Vermont, Mississippi, Missouri, Iowa, IIlinois, 
New York, &c. The list ot dividend-paying roads com
prises 78; among which, two. pay annual dividends of 
19 psr cent; nine, 10 per cent; two, 9 per cent; ten, 8 
per cent; six, 7 per cent; thirty, 6 per cent; five, 5 
plr oent; one, 4 per cent; one, 2; per cent; and one, 
2 per cent. The list of delinquent companies on stock 
or bonds amounts to 38. The total bonded debts of the 
.American railroads, all of which mature between 1859 
and 1874, amount to $411,199,702. 

..... -
STEAM-ENGINES FOR CITY RAILROADS. 

We learn by the Philadelphia Ledger that the direc
tors of one of the railroad,s in tha� city are now making 
arrangements for running their cars with a steam-engine. 
For this purpose one of four horse-power is being built 
by A. L. Ar<"hambault, and is nearly ready. It will be 
10 feet long, 4 feet 8 inches wide and weigh about 2 
tllns. It' is intended to drive the truck of the engine by 
a b� passing round the pulley on the engine-shaft, thence 
around another on the hind axle of the truck. It is 
purposed to throw the wheels in and out of gear with the 
engine by a shipper, 80 that, when the signal is given to 
stop, the belt may be thrown off and the engine still kept 
in motion, and vice versa. At present we do not Bee the 
advantages of this roundabout arrangement, but probably 
It may have merits which have been carefully stndied out 
by hs projector. The railroad company are having a 
hand�ome car made to run with this engine, and its 
p.ractcicl\bility will be fully tested. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
MAGNETISM ON RAILROADS. 

MESSRS. EDITORs.-In your valuable paper of the 3d 
inst. (page 153, present volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN) you kindly noticed my efforts to introduce a sub
stantial improvement in our railroad economy, for which 

accept my acknowledgements. You made one remark 
however, which it is perhaps well to refer to. You say: 
"The increased adhesion of a magnetized locomotive wheel 
is camed by inducing polarity in the rail, and it must 
take as much power to break the magnetic contact between 
the wheel and the rail as that which induced their mu
tual attraction. According to this view, whatever is 
gained by increased adhesion is at the expense of steam
power." 

You are perfectly right in this, that whatever adhesive 
force exists must take a corresponding power to neutral
ize it. But as this is produced by chemical decomposi
tion in the battery, it is not at the expense of the 
steam power of the engine. Again, whatever increase 
of adhesion there may be, it is concentrated at the point 
of contact between the wheel and rail by the curved 

form of the helices, and there operates continnously, and 
the contact has not to be made and broken as you evi
dently suppose, and therefore the forces are balanced 
exactly ; although it requires much more force to lift or 
to slip the wheel when magnetized than when it is not, 
it requires no more to roll it �n one case than the other, 
which has been determined on a four and a half-feet 
diameter wheel, the'Tationale of which you will readily 
see. A weight of 20 pounds at either end of a scale

beam may be vibrated as easily as 10 pounds Similarly 
placed, if the fulcrum is not crushed, excepting the power 
necessary to overcome the inertia, and as the magnetic 

attraction is equally in front and behind, the point of 
greatest magnetic effect, which coincides with the point 
of contact between the wheel and rail, and as their is 

no appreciable inertia or vis-inertia in magnetism, it 

follows that the wheel will roll as easily when magne

tized as when it is not, provided the point of maximum 

magnetic effect is continued at that point where the 

wheel and rail touch, whether at rest or in motion, 
whieh is tW case with the arrangement of mechanism 
under discussion. The whole idea is concisely com

prised in this: magnetic teeth to the wheel, and cogs to 
the rail. 

EDWARD W. SERRELL. 
Greenfield, MasS., Sept. 5, 1859. 
The f(jUoW1ng is another letter on this subject:

MESS:RS. EDITORs:-I have bee.ll much elIiliefl by 

reading your able article in the edition of September 3d, 

on the subj\lct of magnetizing the driving-wheels of loco

motives; but I have ventured to address you again (as 

briefly as possible) as I believe you have overlooked the 
point uport which the value of the application of that 
power depends, boih. "a� regards my theory, and the 
results of Mr. Serrell's experiments, which latter go to 
show a gain of 75 per cent in tractive powers by the 
employment of an imponderable agent. An engine 
weighing 20 tuns, with tha wheels magnetized will draw 
as much freight with the same amount of steam, as an 
engine weighing 85 tuns, can draw without magnet
ism; in. other words, we obtain 10 tuns adhesion, 
by using an influent'e weighing nothing, and, it must 
appear obviolls, that, if the depreciation of railroad 
structure be $26,000,000 annually, and caused principally 
by the use of heavy locomotives, a reduction of 75 
per cent in their weight, without detracting from their 
(lfficiency or increasing their running expenses, mnst 
necessarily diminish this $26,000,000 in the same pro

portion. In my former letter, I stated it was my belief, 
that the slop and mess of coils and batteries could be 
dispensed with, by a peculiar construotion of the driving 
wheels, rendering them powerfal permanent magnets. 

O. H. NEEDHAM, M.D. 

New York, September 7, 1859. 
[In our article referred to, we gave some reasons why 

the economy of magnetized wheels may not be so great 
as has been estimated; we want more experiments to 
test them under different conditions of speed, load oar

ried, the expenditure for fuel, &c. The steel tires of 
driving wheels may be so contrllcted as to be made into 
permanent magnets, but we eould not expect any benefit 
from thpir use; nevertheless we go for testing all these 
'things by experiments.-Eos . 
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LEVER POWER IN PT...A.CE O]j� STEAM OR 

WATER. 
" Mr. E. Harris, of Princeton, in this State, who is one 

lIf the most ingenious and successful illll'entors in the West, 
has recently obtained a patent for a new contrivance for 
the propulsion of machinery, which, if successful, is 
destined to supercede steam or water power, It is le"el· 
power, operated by means of a heavy, swinging weight, 
attached to a pendllium that is fastened above to each 
end of a horizontal iron beam resting on III cy linder, 
which, by means of cog-wheel 'dogs,' operates a great 
overshot wheel that' connects with and operates the gen
eral machinery. This is the entire arrangement, simple 
and apparently effective. Mr. Harris has his invention 
only in model form as yet, bat designs to apply it prac
tically as soon as possible. He feels confident of its 
practicability, and we see no'-difficulty in the way. The 
invention will be of the utmost importance if sac
cessfally put into practice, inasmuch as it can be liS easily 
applied to. steamboats, railroad <"Hl'A, and. common car
riagQs as to saw-mills or any other kind of mil1& or ma
chmery. We shall expect to heal' of its entire success." 

The, WisconBin Cultivatol' copies this from an "ex
e.pange," name not given. The writer of the extract 
is evidently not acquainted wIth mechanics. Levers are 
mere mechanical devices for applying steam, water, and 
animal power j they possess no vItal energy for moving 
machinery, because they are machines themselves. It 
would jast be as sensible to say, Mr. Harris has invented 

a machine to drive a machine, as to liay this is "a new 
contrivance for the pro.pulsion of machinery." For want 
of a very little accurate knowleeolge ' of mechanics .. many 
men have spent years in contriving nseless machines for 
affecting an impossible result, namely, gaining power' by 
levers. 

• I ••• 

MOLDING PARAFFINE CANDLEs.-If paraffine is ron 
into molds and heated in the usual way for makin� can
dles like those of wax, it becomes cloudy, mottled 
on the surface and full of C1l&cks and indentations. An 
improved method of rencieriHg paraffine c andles s1!l0oth 
on the surface and semi-pellucid in appearance, was pat
ented by Horatio Leonard, OR the 8th of February last. 
The invention consists m first heating the molds to 2120 
Fah., then pouring in melted paraffine at this tempera
ture rota them, then dipping them Into cold water at 
about 34° in which they are kept for seven minutes. 
After this they are placed in a chamber containing cool 
air (varying from 32° to 40°) until they arc quite 
cold, when they are rem<wed in the -,.Bual way from the 
molds, which are of the trip-matrix kind. It is when 
the paraffine is passing from th� liquid to the solid state .. 
that it is liable to become cloudy and full of fissures. 
The cooling of it quickly in the mold by cold water pre
vents the cracks and indentations being formed on the 
surface, and the cooling of it gradually afterwards in thc 
air-chamber renders the candle beautiful and clear in 

appearance, free from cracks and mottled blemishes. 
The inventor resides at New BedfOrd, Mass. 

To ELUlINE A DEEP TA': OR A WELL.-It is 

scarcely possible to see the bottom; ef a well by looking 
down in thQ common manneJ:, buiit is peifeotiy practical 
to do so with a reflector . When the sun is shining 
brightly, hold a mirror so that the refl.ected rays of light 
will fall into the waller. A bright spot will be seen at 
the bottom, so light as to show the smalleilt object very
plainly. In the same way one can eKamine the bottom 
of ponds and rivers, if the water be somewhat clear •. and 
not agitated by winds or rapid motion. If a well or cis
tern be under cover, or shaded by buildings, so that the 
sUl)light will not fall near the opening, it is ouly neces
sary to employ two mirrors, using one to reflect the light 
to the opening and another to sen d it down perpendicu
larly into the water. Light may be thrown fifty or a 
hundred yards to the precise spot desired, and then re
flected downwards. 

. .,. 
OILING HARNESI!l LEATHBR.-Oils, when applied to 

dry leather, invariably injure it, and if to leather con
'taining too much water, the oil cannot enter. Wet the 
harness over night, cover it with a blanket, and in the 
morning it will be damp and supple j then apply neats
foot oil in small quantities, and with 80 much elbow 
grease as will insure hft disseminating itself throughont 
the leather. A soft pliant harness is easy to handle, 
and lasts 10n£'(8r than a neglectea one. Never use vege

table oils on leather, and among the animal ol'ls, neats· 
foot is the best. 
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HOT-AIR OVENS FOR IRON FURNACES. 

[Continued from page 188.] 

in the Staffordshire district, a strong prej udice existed 
against pig-iron manufactured with hot-bla5t; and it was 
not until the hot-blast had been in use some years in 
Scotland that it was taken up in Staffordshire. In 1834., 
Messrs. Lloyds, :I!'osters & Co., of Wednesbury, erected 
an apparatus at their works for heating the blast ; and, 
singularly enough, at that early period, proposed to apply 
the waste gases from the tunnel-head for this purpose. 
This is believed to be the first attempt at utiliziug the 
waste heat in that portion of the furnace; and, as such, 
is deserving of special notice. The apparatus con
structed at these works consisted of a circular wrought
iron heating-chamber, placed within the brick-work of 
the tunnel-head, the flame from the furnace rising up 
tkrough the center of the chamber; the blast was sup
plied into it from the cold maiu through several small 
apertures, whick distributed the air against the plates of 
the chamber on the side exposed to the action of the 
flame, aad the hot-blast was conveyed in a pipe down 
to the tuyeres. This apparatus was very expensive in 
its first construction, and constantly required repairs ; 
and it produced a heat of only about 3600 Fah. , so that 
a small supplementary oven was required near the tuy
ere to raise the temperature of the blast still further pre
vious to its entrauce into the furnace. This plan has 
long since been abandoned for more perfect arrange
ments. 

About the same period Mr. Neilson's plan of hot-blast 
was introduced by Messrs. Firmstone, at the Lays 
Works, near Dudley. The first experimental oven 
erected at these works was on the plan as that lailt de
scrIbed as erected by Mr. Neilson, " by which appara
tus," Mr. Firmstone states, " a  supply of hot-blast at 
6000 was with difficulty maintained, and never long 
without great damage to the semi-circular arch pipes; 
the pressure on the blast was seriously reduced by its 
friction in passing through the small arch pipes ; but the 
effect in the reduction of the ores used was astonishing. " 
To remedy these difficulties, both Mr. Neilson, at Calder 
and elsewhere, and Mr. Firmstone, at the Lays, proceeded 

:Fic.. (j li'vg 7 to construct ovens on a plan 
. 

similar to that shown in Figs. 
6 and 7, which show the 
permanent oven erected, in 
1833, at the Lays Works. In 
order to overcome the diffi
culty that had occurred pre_ 
viously from the arch tubes, 
E, being burned down, they 

were elongated into the form of a siphon, in some in
stances carried to a hight of 10 feet above the main ; 
and, as an additional safeguard, the grate, B, was placed 
in a separate compartment, and the oven heated by the 
gases passing from the burning fuel through small aper
tures, as shown in Fig. 7. At this stage, also, the pre
vious plan of having a separate oven to each tuyere was 
abandoned, and the general heating capacity was so 
much increased, that one oven like that shown in Figs. 
6 and 7 was found to be capable of heating the blast for 
three tuyeres to a temperament of 6000 Fah. The di
mensions of the oven are as follows :-

Length of longitudinal mains . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 ft. 6. in. 
Number of siphon pipes . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  9 
Area of direct heating surface, total . . .  240 sq. ft. 
Do. per tuyere . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  80 · " 
Area of fire-grate, total .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 " 
Do. per tuyere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 " 

Fracture of pipes, however, and leakage of joints stilI 
took place, but to a much more limited extent than for
merly ; and these were found good ovens for the require
ments of the furnaces of that period. 

Another oven worthy of notice is shown in Figs. 8 and 
9, erected at the Monkland Works, near Airdrie, Scot-

Pig . . 9 J!i;g. 8 land. It consisted of two 
main vertical pipes, E E, of a 
horse-shoe pattern, with nu
merous sockets, cast on one 
face, erected opposite to each 

===::::====: other, at a distance of about 
six feet apart ; small, straight cast-iron tubes, F, 15 in 
number, were then inserted into the sockets, and the 
horse-shoe mains haviug been drawn together to close the 
sockets on the pipes, the joints were well rammed in with 
iron cement. This arrangement is interesting principally 
as giving the first example of the curved main ; but, as 
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erected, it was a comparative failure. It was subject, 
also, to the serious objection that, in the eTent of one 
pipe becoming burnt or damaged, either the sockets must 
be stopped up at each end, or the whole apparatus taken 
down to insert a single new pipe. 

In addition to the above, a great number of other 
modifications of these principles were constructed at 
various works, involving different arrangements of the 
tubes, and different modes of setting, too numerous to 
admit of notice in the present paper. It may be well to 
add, however, that, with a view of obviating the re
pcated fracture of pipes and joints, Mr. G. Firmstone 
made a further trial of wrought-iron in the construction 
of ovens at the Lays Works, having the c.onnecting arch 
pipes made of that matedal; but, although this oven, 
while in operation, raised the temperature of the blast to 
8000 Fah., and on this ground was declared by Mr. 
Neilson to be the most peliect apparatus he had then 
seen, the old defects of wrought-iron in this position 
arising from oxydation and want of durability, as previ · 
ously pointed out, soon became apparent, and the appar
atus had to be abandoned. 

[To be continued.] 
--------�.�,.�----

GOULD'S IMPROVED WINDOW FOR SUB
MARINE HELMETS. 

Walking about on the bottom of the ocean is not a 
very agreeable pastime, but when it results in the recovery 
of large amounts of treasure, men are found willing to 
practice it. Encased in 'Suits of water-tight armor, with 
which a pipe cOJ:llmunicates leading above the surface for 
the supply of air, the hardy cxplorers conduct their la
bors at ·the bottom of the sea. The helmet of the armor 
is of 

·
course furnished with a window in front of the eyes, 

to furnish light to the encased operator. But it seems 
that this window is liable to be obscured by moisture be
ing condensed upon it, and Mr. Gould, of Worcester, 
Mass. , has invented a device to obviate the difficulty. 
His plan is simply to form the window of two plates of 
glass with an air space between them. 

.li'i!l 3  

In the annexed engraving, Fig. 1 represents a perspec
tive view of the whole, and Eig. 2 the several parts. B 
B, is the common bezel, a a, the plates, e, the space that 
separates them, and c c, the screws by which they are 
pressed firmly to their beds. They are packed water
tight by rings of india-rubber cloth, and a ring of india
rubber cloth is interposed between them at the edge. 

The patent was granted to Charles M. Gould, of W or
cester, Mass. , and is dated July 26, 1859 .  

- ' .. . 
JAMES' RIFLED CANNON AND PROJECTILE. 

A new projectile, invented by Hon. Charles T. James, 
of Rhode Island, and which is intended to be used in 
connection with a rifled cannon, is a cast-iron cylinder 
surmounted by a solid conical (canoid) head. The 
diameter of the cylinder is .02 of an inch less than the 
bore of the gun; its length is nearly equal to the calibre 
of the gun; while the length of its conical head is about 
one inch greater than that of the cylinder. The cylin
der retains its full diameter for a quarter of an inch of 
its length at each end ; thell, for its intermediate length, 
Its diameter is shortened one-half an inch, forming a re
cess in its body, which loss of diameter and external 
surface of the cylinder is replaced by a compound filling 
of canvas, shQet-tin and lead. 

The dngs at the end of the cylinder, formed by short
ening its diameter, constitute the beariugs of the pro-

jectile, when introduccd into the gun for loading. The 
solidity of the canoid is continued into and thereby forms 
the solid portion of the head of the cylinder. The base 
of the cylinder has a central cavity or opening of 1. 95 
inches in diameter, which extends into the body 1 .5  
inches, and from which (like mortises i n  the hub o f  a 
wheel for spokes) there are eight rectangular openings, 
enlarging as they approach the circumference, in the re
cess of the body of the cylinder. 

When the charge is fired, the gas evolved by the burn
ing the powder, in its effort to expel the projectile and to 
escape from the gun, is forced into the cavity and 
through the rectangular openings against the compound 
filling, which is thereby pressed

' 
into the grooves of the 

bore, and by its firm hOid in them, the rifle motion is 
imparted to the projectile. 'rhe canvas and tin, in the 
order named, constitute the extcrior of the filling, and 
are molded in the recess to the body of the cylinder. 
This is done by enveloping with canvas the strip of tin, 
which mu£t be equal in length to the greater circumfer
ence of the cylinder, and in width equal to the length of 
its recess. The strip of tin, when covered with canvas, 
is formed around the cylinder opposite the recess, and 
firmly secured there by an iron collar clamp, after which 
the space between its inner surface and the body of the 
cylinder is filled with melted lead, which, readily adher
ing to the tin and iron, forms a compact mass in the re
cess around the cylinder body. 

. Thtl following are some of the results of practice with 
an ordinary six-pound gun (rifled, 15 grooves, and car
rying the new projectile), recently made at Chicopee, 
Mass.,  under the direction of a Board of officers attached 
to the Ordnance Department of the United States army, 
Major W. A. Thornton, chairman. 

The gun was first placed at a distance of 674 yards 
from the target. The quantity of powder llsed at each 
firing was one and one-fourth pounds, the service charge for 
a six-pound round ball, while the weight of the new pro
jectile was over 12! pounds. Eighteen shots were fired 
at a cloth target four feet square, fastened on a board 
frame eight feet square. The shots varied from the cen
ter, from three and a half inches to four feet, 14 of them 
entering the boards. The gun was carried back to 867 
yards, or nearly half a mile from the target, elevated at 
such au angle as should carry a six-pound round ball to 
the center of the target, and fired. The shot passed 
over the top of the board frame at an elevation of about 
20 feet, cut off four pine trees (one six inches in diame
ter) without deviating apparently from a direct line, and 
was lost. This shows the greater range of shot from rifled 
guns. This charge of one and a fourth pound of powder 
would carry, by calculations in engineering, a round shot 
of six pounds weight to the target, and no more; but in 
this case a shot of more than double weight goes over 
the target at such a hight and force as to probably double 
the distance to the target. The gun was then lowered, 
and five shots fired, two of which entered the board 
within about two feet of the center. A 12-pound rifled 
gun was then placed in the same position (867 yards dis
tant), and 19 shots fired. Five of these entered the 
board at from three and a half to four feet of the center. 
Great difficulties were encountered in arriving at exact
ness, inasmuch as the guns had no sights perfectly 
adapted to them. 

At a subsequent trial, with the same weight of pow
der, projectile, and gun as in the first-described experi
ments, a range of at least 3! miles was attained; beyond 
this point the course of the ball was lost, but the entire 
range was supposed to be as great as 4.! to 5 miles. A like 
result with the same conditions of powder and weight 
of projectile, has probably never been equaled. 

In a report on the above experiment, officially sub
mitted to the Secretary of War, the Board say : 

" The depth of the grooving in Mr. James' gun is so 
shallow, as in no case to materially impair the strength 
of the gun; while it is sufficient to firmly hold the pro
jectile and compel it to take the rifle flight. The perfo
ration of the largest in all instances, and the obtain
ing of the projectiles after firing, freely indicate that 
they invariably impinged point foremost ;  and further, 
in having one imbedded in damp earth, its spiral motion 
was plainly indicated in the sand to the close of the 
flight. The grasp of the dfling is further shown by 
the increased range obtained while using the same 
charge of powder and elevation, in projecting masses of 
double the weight of the usual spherical balls. The 
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merits 01 the projectiles consist in their answering fully 
the expectations desired of them-their ready fabrica
tion and adaptation to guns, their ease of loading, as it  
required but little more force to send the projectile to the 
bottom of the bore, than is needed to move a body of like 
weight, on a smooth surface ; the certainty of the ex
pansion of the filling, aud its firm true hold in the 
grooves of the gun ; the greased canvas wipes the rifling 
clean and leaves the bore in a condition to receive readily 
the next charge, and which is also a sure protection to 
the bore from injury in loading and when the gun is 
discharged . These conditions commend the guns and 
projectiles to the favorable considerations of the govern
ment. " 

- ... . 

IMPROVED HYDRAULI C MOTOR. 
The use of hydraulic power has been a broad neld for 

inventors, and the ideas on the subject do not seem yet 
to be exhausted. The accompanying engravings repre
sent a plan for using the momentum of water in swiftly
running streams, for which Letters Patent were granted 

to Morrill A. Shepard, of Orio, Dlinois, July 19, 1859. 

T represents a tapering 
tube placed in the water, 
with its largest part up 
stream. As the water rushes 
iuto this tube, it is carried by 
its momentum , on to the 
�heel, W, to which it im
parts motion by filling the 
buckets on onc side of the 
wheel. The vacuum cylin
der, V, is to be made air

tight, and the ends of the 
axle of the wheel &hould be 
enclosed in water jackets, 
110 as to encompass the wheel 
in an air-tight case. The 
wheel is to be started and 
stopped by opening and clos
ing the cocks, C and C2. The 
valve, L, prevents the water 
from reflowing out of the 
tube back into the stream, 
when the wheel is stopped. 

The object of this inven· 

tion is to use the power of 
rapid st.reams in a way that 
will save the expense of 
damming. 

The inventor, Morrill A, 
Shepard, will be happy to 
furnish any information in 
regard to his novel improve-
mcnt. His address is Parkersburgh, Richland county, 
Illinois. 

_ i.e" .  
THE HEAT·CONDUCTING POWER OF METALS. 

As there are many erroneous ideas afloat regarding the 
qualities of different metals for conducting heat, Messrs. 
l!'. Grace Calvert and R. Johnson-distinguished English 
chemists-have lately reported to the Royal Society �he 
results of a series of experiments performed by them to 
exterminate all the perplexities connected with this �ub
ject. These experiments were conducted by placing 
bars of a certain size of the pure metals, also alloys, in 
a box so constructed as to prevent radiation, and then 
applying the heat to them through hot water in such a 
manner as to secure very accurate results. From these 
the conductibility of the pure metals have been arranged 
as follows :-Sih er (standard), 1 , 000 ; pure gold, 981 ; 
rolled copper, 845 ; cast, 8 1 1 ; mercury, 677 ; alumin. 
um, 665 ; rolled zinc, 641 ; cast, 608 ; cadmium, 577 ; 
malleable iron, 436 ; tin, 422 ; steel, 397 ; platinum, 
380 ; sodium, 365 ; cast.iron, 359 ; lead, 2 8 7 ; cast 
antimony, 215 ; bismuth, 6 1 .  These lesults are entirely 
different from thos" which are usually appended to works 
on the conducting power of metals . Gold is set down 
in common tables at 1, 000 and silver at 9 73 ; here the 
case is nearly reversed. Platinum is usually set down 
at 981 (the same as the gold above), while, by the ex
periments of Calvert and Johnson, it is placed as low as 
380-far beneath that of malleable iron. The latter 
metal is placed in common tables at 847, while above it 
is ranged at 436. These are very important differences, 
.and should not be overlooked by mechanic� and chemists 
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in choosing metals for their conducting powers in any of 
their operations. 

It was also found in these experiments that the mole
cular condition of the metals greatly affected their con
ducting powers. Thus, rolled copper, compared with 
silver at 1, 000, was 845, while that of cast was but 8 1 1  ; 
and while cast-iron was but 359, malleable iron was 436. 

It is probable that, as the particles of rolled metal arc in 
closer contact, they may thus conduc t the heat more 
rapidly, according to Joule' s theory of heat traveling by 
the vibrations of matter. It was also found that there 
was a difference in the conducting powers of bars cast 
vertically and horizontally. Zinc cast vertically was as 
628 to 608 of a bar cast horizontally. There is a very 
great difference in the crystallization of bars cast in dif. 
ferent positions, a fact which deserves the attention of 
all machinists who use cast metal for any purpose . 
Those bars cast vertically had their crystals more closely 
arranged, and better disposed for strength and conduc
tion. The higher conducting power of wrought iron 
over steel and cast-iron shows how lauch superior it is 
for boilers and all articles for transmit ting heat. 

SHEPARD'S HYDRAULIC MOTOR. 

A very remarkable result, developed by these experi

ments, was the inferior conducting power of alloys--the 
pure metal always giving the best results. Thus, an 
alloy of gold, with one per cent of silYer, is inferior to 
pure gold in the proportions of 840 to 981.  In making 
brass, composed of copper and zinc, for boiler tubes, it 
has always been considered the conducting power of the 
alloy was in proportion to the copper it contained. This 
is not so, according to the experiments referred to. In
stead of the superior metal (copper) clcvating the con
ducting power of the inferior, the latter brings down the 
former nearly to its lower standard. Thus, in a brass 
alloy, containing 49. 32 copper and 50 , 68 zinc, the cal
culated power is 7 1 8 ; but its actual power, obtained 
from experiment, was only 688.  Again, by increasing 
the quantity of copper to 66.06, the zinc being 33.94, 
the calculated power of which brass is 748, it  was found 
by experiment to be about 621. Common yellow brass 
is composed of 64 parts of copper, zinc, 56, and has a 
a conducting power of 558, which is higher than that of 
iron for the tubing of boilers ; all other alloys, however, 
of copper and zinc in other proportIOns ; also, the bronze 
alloys, containing copper, tin and zinc, pos�ess no higher 
conducting powers than wrought and cast-iron . 

A brass composed of eqnal parts of copper and zinc is 
of a beautiful 'gOld color, and crystallizes in prisms. Ex· 
periments were made to discover, if possible, whether 
alloys are simple mixtures of metals or definite chemical 
compounds ; but they were not able to determine this 
question . When suffered to cool slowly, several alioys 
have a tendency to form crystallizable compounils, differ
ing' in composition in various parts of the cast bars, The 
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less fusible are found on the exterior, the most fusible in 
the interior of the mass. This will afford an explanation 
of phenomena sometimes witnessed in rolled iron bars 
and tubes, namely, that one part will be quite fibrous, 
while another, not over 18 inches from it, will he highly 
crystalline. 

----------.� ... �.�.----------
SEA-WATER AND MARINE AIR. 

The density of sea-water is greater than that of ordi
nary soft water; it varies between the extreme limits of 
1 . 02 in the case of the waters of the Dead Sea, and of 
1 . 00057 in that of the waters of the l!'rozen Ocean j and 
M. Aime has ascertained �the densily of the water 
of the Mediterranean to be precisely the same at the 
depth 1 750 yards, which it is at the surface. As to the 
temperature of the ocean, the surface is exposed to the 
action of local dis turbing causes, but there is a zone, of 
course at a depth varying with the latitudes in whieh the 
temperature is constant ; below this zone, the tempera
decreases, and at the bottom of the ocean the tempera
ture is notably less than it is upon the line of the aver
age. Much has been written upon the subject of the 

source of the mineralization 
of sea-water, but, the whole 
of this questisn is involved in 
such mystery that no solu
tion hitherto presented can 
be considered �atisfactory. 
The presence of the chloride 
of sodium in such large 
proportions, and with such 
strange permanence OVIl: the 
face of the globe, must be 
considered to be one of the 
original ('onditions of mat
ter ; and all the attempts 
hitherto made to account for 

its presence upon secondary 
causes only substitute effects 
for cause. It has been a8, 

certained that the mineraliza. 
tion of sea-water increases 
with the depth from the sur' 
face, but the distance from 
the equator has little influ. 

ence upon its composition : 
in its normal state, sea-water 
appears to contain 35 parts of 
solid residue in every 1,000, 
of which the chloride of sod
mm constitutes 81 per cent. 
It is singular that, with the 
exception of Bouis, no chem-

ist has yet been able to 
detect iodine in sea-water, although it is notorious that 

sea-weeds derive their supply of this metalloid entirely 
from this source. Is analytical chemistry, then, so in
competent to discover the real constitution of a body so 

universally diffused as sea-water ? 
It has been ascertained that sea air contains not only 

the chloride of sodium in a highly comminuted state, 
but also the hydro.sulphuric acid, the hydro-iodie, and 
the hydro· bromic acids, combined with ammonia and 
lime ; and in addition to these substances, it also con
tains at times organic substances. The influence of 
these agents upon the human frame is great ; but their 
mode of action has hitherto escaped analysis. It is 
hardly so with their influence upon building mate

rials ; for the decay of the latter in so many instances 
when exposed to the sea air ha� been traced in its chem
ical and mechanical bearings with considerable success. 

----------.-.. , �.�.---------
GRAPE JELLy.-Put the grapes into a j ar and place 

the jar in an oven, or on the top of a stove, to draw ont 
the juice ; then squceze them through a cloth, and to 
every pint of juice add one pound of loaf SUgltr, and boil 
nearly an hour ; after which, pour i t into the pots, and 

le t it stand till next day ; then cover with paper and tie 
up tight. 

PREVENTION OF PITTING FROM S!IALLPox. --A new 
remedy against this result has been recently communi. 
cated to the Glasgow Medical Society, by Mr. Branton, 
clerk to the Infirmary, as having becn used repeatedly 
with success. It consists of glycerine, nitrate of silver 

and collodion. 
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STRAW BRAID AND BETSY BAKER. 
An exeeedingly interesting incident occurred at one 

of the meetings last year of the Rhode Island �ociety for 
the Encouragement of Domestic Industry, an account of 
which we have just received in the published transactions 
of the society. The incident of which we speak was the 
presentation to the society, by Governor Dyer, of a fine 
portrait of Mrs. Betsy Baker. This old lady, 61 years 
ago, in 1798, when she wail 12 years of age, invented 
the art of braidiug straw. She was not the first inven
tor, but she was all. O1'iginal inventor of the art. The 
facts have been collected hy Judge Staples, the learned 
and able secretary of the society, and there is no doubt 
that Betsy Metcalf (as her name then was) invented, out 
of her own head, the art of straw-braiding ; and that 
it was from her instructions that this branch ef industry 
spread into Dedham, Wrentham, and the adjoining 
towns ot MassachUiietts, where it has grown up into its 
present gigantic dimensions, giving employment to 
10,000 people. Judge Staples requested a relative of 
Mrs. Baker to write to her at Dedham, where she is 
now residing, and he had the satisfaction to receive, in 
reply, the following most interesting letter from the old 
lady herself, giving her own account of the invention. 
It will be seen that, with the exception of the word 
" learned," which is inaccurately used for " taught, " the 
letter could not be improved. It presents the facts 
with a direct and simple brevity, which makes it a 
model for this sort of composition :-

may well regard it as a most valUahle and useful orna
ment for their rooms. 

many @f the original tubes were found to be much injure!! 
by the action of sea-water, owing to an impure copper 
having been used in their manufacture. The builders of 
the KeY8ton e's machinery determined to coat the new 
tube with either zinc or tin, . giving zinc the preference, 
on account of its superior conducting power, though 
more subject to the chemical action of sea water. 
However, some of the tubes were coated with tin, and 
the balance with zinc ; and were jmt into the condenser 
side by side. . The tube heads were of copper, and the 
external casing of ca.t-iron. A tube of each sort was 
placed before the meeting. The one coated with tin was 
perfect as when first put in, witlr the tin still remaining ; 
whilst that coated witIY:ziiic was much corroded, parti
cularly neal' the ends where It approaclied the tube 
heads ; and the heads themselves were ealen away 'at 
the places of contact : thus, the coating of tm seems to 
be the best preservative of the tubes. 

" In compliance with your request, I WIll write an 
aecount of my learning to braid straw. 

" At the age of 12 I commenced braiding. My 
father, Joel Metoolf, brought home some oat straw 
which he had just moved, in June 1 798. I c�t th� 
8tra w, and smoothed it with my scissors, and split it 
with my thumb nail. I had seen an imported bonnet, 
but never saw a piece of braid, aud could not tell the 
number of straws. I commenced the common braid 
with six straws, and smoothed it with a junk bottle, and 
made p.art of a bonnet, but found that it did not look 
like the imported ones. I added another straw, and 
then it was right. An aunt, who resided in the family, 
encouraged me, while most of my friends said I should 
never learn. She would sit and hold the braid while I 
braided many yards, thus keeping it straight and in 
place. 

" We could not make it white by exposing it to the 
sun, and knowing that brimstone would whiten other 
things, she put some in a pan, with some coals of fire, 
and set it out in the garden ; then standing to the wind
ward, she held the braid in the smoke, and thus bleached 
it, 

" I then braided all sorts of trimming, but it was dif
ficult to ascertain the number of strands. The first 
bonnet I made was of seven braid, with bobbin put in, 
like open work, and lined with pink satin. This was 
very much admired, and hundreds, I should think, came 
to see it. 

" Soon aftoc, I vi!!ited Dedham, and learned the ladies 
here, and made bonnets for several of them. There has 
been a story reported that I braided enough in the stage 
to defray my expenses. I did braid several yards, bnt 
not enough to pay my fare. 

" After I returned to Providence, I learned Sally 
Richmond, a near neighbor, to braid all kinds. She 
went on a visit to Wrentham the next spring, I think, 
and learned them there. 

" It has been published that they first began to braid 
in Wrentham, but it is a mistake. Mrs. John Whipple, 
after she was aged, told some one that she thought it 
was Hannah Metcalf who first braided ; but this was a 
mistake, for she never braided. I learned them to braid 
from nearly all 1ihe towns around Providence, and never 
received any compensation for it. I learned all who 
eame to make bonnets, free "f expeUiie. Many said I 
ought to get a patent, but I told them I did not wish to 
have my name sent to Congress. 

" I  could easily earn one dollar per «ay, and sometim1!6 
one dollar and ·fifty cents, for several weeks at a time. 
It became a very profitable business for several years. 

- I •• •  
THE W  AY GERMAN MECHANICS 'WORK 

AND LIVE. 
There are two brothers, Germans, manufacturers ot 

cutlery, one of whom superintends the manufacturing 
operations in Solengen (Prussia), and the other sells the 
articles at his warehouse, No. 18 Cliff-street, in this city. 
From the latter, William Kind, Esq. , we have received 
the following account of the mode in which the manu
facture of cutlery in Germany is conducted. It gives us 
a striking view of German life, showing not only in in
dustrial organization, but in social habits and arrange
ments, some curious contrasts to those which prevail in 
this country. 

Solengen ts a town of some 7, 000 inhabitants, and the 
mechanics who make Mr. Kind's knives and scissors 
live in small villages scattered round the town at a dis
tance of from two to four miles. The Germans all live 
in villages ; they are so social that they could not bear 
to live alone, in scattered houses, as the Americans do. 
From one of these villages a blacksmith sends his wife 
to Mr. Kind's establishment in Solengen, for a quantity 
of iron and steel, to be forged into scissors. The mate
rial is weighed and delivered to the woman, who puts it 
upon her head and carries it home. After the black
smith has forged it all into scissors, of sizes and forms 
according to directions, his wife puts them into a basket, 
and carries them back again, on her head, to the ware
house, and receives the pay for the work. From SQme 
other :village a mechanic, whose trade is grinding and 
polishing, sends his wife to the town to procure a quan
tity of scissors to be ground and polished. After the re
turn '·'·",n the polisher's, they go to a third village to re
ceive the screws and rivets ; and sometimes to a fourth 
for an extra polish. On the roads leading out from Sol
engen may be seen these stout German women, with 
necks as straight as an arrow, trudging along three or 
four miles, with their ponderous burdens on their heads. 
The iron, from the time it leaves the warehouse for the 
blacksmith's, till the time that the scissors are finished, 
is carried on the top of women's heads an average dis
tance of 12 miles. 

This plan of operations for manufacturing differs some
what from the course pursued in England and the United 
States. Here, a large building is erected in which all 
the workmen are collected together, all convenient tools 
and engines are provided ; the scissors are forged by one 
man and passed directly to another who hardens and tem
pers them, another does the grinding, another the polish
ing, and another the riveting ; thus great division of la
bor is secur�d, and all distant transportation of the ma
terial during the process of manufacture is avoided ; all 
the heavy work, such as driving trip-hammers and turn
ing grind-stones, being done by steam or water-power. 
The result is, that a given number of mechanics will 
make several times as many soissors in America as the 
same number will in Germany. Whp,n the scissors are 
sent into the market of the world, those made by the 
Germans will bring no more than those made by the Am
ericans, being worth no more. As the American produces 
several times as many in the course of the year as the 
German does, the American realizes several times as 
much for his year's labor, as the German does for his. 
This matter is so plain, that it is astonishing that there 
are people yet who cannot understand that the tendency 
of labor-saving, or rather, labor-doing machinery, is to 
raise the wages of labor. The German mechanics en
gaged in the manufacture of which we have been speak
ing, are paid by the dozen, and earn from 25 to 40 cents 
per day. 

Another feature in the case, from which the Ameri
cans might extract a profitable lesson is, that the German 
will obtain more pleasure for his 30 cents than the Am
erican will for his dollar and a half, or two dollars. 

While the Americans. in fierce rivalry, are struggling 
to outshine one another in foolish display:, tbe Germans, 
content in their mutual equality, pass their lives in friendly 
commune and social enjoyment. 

_ ... . 
TINNED AND ZINCED TUBES. 

TO CHEMISTS - A  DESIDERATUM. 
For propelling carriages on common I'oads, for plow

ing, and for countless other purposes, we want an engine 
far less heavy in proportion to its power than the steam
engine. This can only be accomplished by getting rid of 
the boilel·. It is true that our mechanical and philosopili
cal inventors, who are going over the old field of re
action and percussion engines, may succeed in slightly 
reducing the weight of the steam-engine ; but for any 
large step in this direction, we must look to the c.J.em· 
ists. What we require is the combination of two sub
stances, solid or liquid, which, on being brought into 
contact, will assume the gaseous form. It would seem 
that the place to look for this is among the organic pro
ducts. In .these the compound is not generally very per
manent, hut is disposed, as soon as the vital force which 
drew it together is removed, to decompose into its original 
elements. The organic products are so numerons that 
the field is a broad one, but success would reward almost 
any amount of research and experiment. 

-----.� ... -----
PUMPING WATER FOR IRRIGATION. 

MESSRS. EmToRs :-Permit me, throngh the columns 
of your paper, to say a few words to your correspondents 
S--, of Canada West (page 85, present volume of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN), and W. ,  of Elmira (page 151), 
relative to pumping water from great distances. 

To 8-, I would say his plan is practicable, not. 
withstanding W. says " your Canadian con-espondent 
would find it impossible to irrigate his grounds on the 
plan proposed by him." The only drawback, if any, 
would be the cost. The objections brought by W. on 
account of water being a solid, and the consequent 
damage. to reciprocating pumps, may be entirely over
come, so that there would be no difference, practically, in 
drawing water through a half-mile of pipe to an elevation 
of 25 feet or from a pump-well to the same hight, except 
the greater amount of friction and momentum due to the 
longer pipe. I speak advisedly and from some experI
ence, and weuld guarantee the erection and efficient work
ing of a reciprocating pump under the circumstances. 
Of com-se, I am assuming the pipe to be perfectly air
tight, and I assume this also to be practicable with a lead 
pipe, but with no other pipe that I am acquainted with. 

The cost of a two-inch lead pipe one half mile:in 
length, and the laying of it in the trench after it ;as 
dug, would amount to about $1 , 200. The power re
quired to discharge the same amount of water as from 
a pump-well, would have to be increased in proportion 
to the increase of friction and momentum in the long 
pipe. The greatest objection to the plan is its expense, 
and S-- must determine as to the practicability of that 
matter and of its payability to him. J. D. R. 

Philadelphia, Sept. 3, 1859. 

. '. -

" BETSY BAKER. 
" West Dedham, Masli. Feb. 1 1 1 858." 

'-:t the l�st monthly meeting of the Franklin Institute, 
" PhIladelphia, two tubes, taken from the Pirsson's fresh-

THE IRON FURNACES OF ORIo.-The Cincinnati 
TiTT!(JS refers to a chart comprising a list of iron furnaces 
in the vicinity of Portsmouth, Ohio, published by Mr. 
McFarland of the Portsmouth Tribune. The entire 
number of furnaces is set down at 45. It allO contains 
a list of 17 furnaces in Kentucky. making a total of 62. 
The yearly aggregate of pig-iron turned out from there 
is estimated at 155, 000 tuns, with a value of $4, 650, 000. 

The nUIDber of hands employed at these furnaces is esti
mated. at 6, 200, receiving the total sum of $ 155, 000 pel 
month. The iron trade i. quite u; featlll'� in the S<:iotll 
V\\ller lIud Its !!eillhh.wh!Jo<J., 

The portrait of Mrs. Baker WtlS painted for Governor water condenser of the steamer Keystone State were laid I?y�r by the best portrait-painter of the city, and the I upon the exhibition table, for the inspection of the 
!SoCiety fo� the Enc()ur.agement of Domestic 1.udustry . members, Silt months 111101 after II. tlsil of 8evoral nU.!1ithol 
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THE LARGEST WATER-WHEEL IN THE in the day-time. To demonstrate the fallacy of such an A COLUMN OF INTERESTING VARIETiES. 
WORLD. assertion by actual and scientific experiments, I have, 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-Iu the course of a very interesting with great care and with the use of very perfect appara- A Californian walking along the streets of New York, 
article entitled " India-rubber and its Manufactures, " tus for testing water-wheels, observed their performance and seeing thrown out from a cellar-excavation some of 
published in No. 11 of the present volume of the SCIEN- in several successive days and nights, namely, five exper- the red gravel which is so common in this city, is always 
TIFIC A�mRIcAN, mention is made of a water-wheel at imeuts in the middle of the day and three in the tempted to stop and " prospect " it by washing out a 
the works of the " New York Belting and Packmg Co. , "  middle of the night, on a wheel of 1 8 inches diameter, pan-full of dirt ; it resembles so closely the gravel among 
on Pot atook river, and you state that this wheel is running without resistance under a fall (H) of eight and which a large portion of tlae gold of California is found. 
" 5'0 feet in diameter, and is said to be the largest in the more feet ; running the wheel for 2, 000 revolutions at The gold-bearing rocks all over the world are of the same 
in the world. " There is at least one larger. In each experiment ; and the time being calculated by geologic formation as the gneiss (pronounced nise) or 
" Qlliggan's Illustrated Guide to the Isle of Man " noting the seconds for every 100 revolutions, by the bell- stratified granite of Manhattan Island. Thcse are the 
(Douglas, 1 85 8), page 1 68, will be fonnd a description hammer attached to the wheel-shaft, which is a good metamorphic rocks which were deposited in layers in 
of the village of Laxey and its neighborhood, and we time-keeper. water, and were afterwards crystallized by heat ; they 
read as follows :-. I give below the results of each experiment opposite exh� both the crystalline ... and the stratified structure

,

' 
" About half-way up the glen is the Laxey mine ; the the fall (H) which actuated the wheel, in revolutions . . . . .  J!.he aurora of the 28th ult. was seen as far liouth as 

vein, running nearly north and sonth, contains copper per second ; and I then reduce the rev olutions to what Galveston, Texas, where it WRS visible nt 8! o'clock in 
ore, lead ore rich in silver, varying from 80 to 120 ounces they would have been had the fall (H) been the same in the evening. It lasted about 15 minutes . This phe
in the tun of lead, and a great body of black-jack or every experiment, having one in cach series, night and nomenon is rarely seen in that locality, and it was at 
blende. Of late years the mine has beeu worked with day, equal to 8. 4 1' feet. I reducc R to that H by the for- first quite generally attributed to fires on the prainesl 
great vigor, and very extensive machinery erected. A mula as ,JH : R -i\lS '4 1' :  R'. .. . . . .  The Saxons first introduced archery, in the time Of 
water-wheel, believed to be the largest in the world, was nAY EXPEiUMl!NTB. Voltigeur. It was dropped immediately after the con-

b H Ch I H h r ,II Revolutions. H" R'. started (in 1 855) y on . ar es ope, t e leutenant- 8.410 fect, 4.901960 8.4\/eet, 4.Q0196 que ,t, but revived by the Crusaders, they having felt the 
governor, and named after his lady, who assisted in the �:g�g :: g��� g:J� effects of it from the Parthians. Bows and arrows, as 
ceremony , the ' Lady Isabella. ' This wheel is a great �:m6 :: g��� t�:�tg weapons of war, were in nse, with stone cannon-ball, as 
object of attraction, and is certainly a proud triumph of Mean revolution, 4.92569 ; mean temperature of water, 70.7" ; bar. late as 1 640. It is singular that all the statutes for the 
engineering science. Situated towards the northern ometer (mean hight), 29.98 inches. encouragement of archery were fmmed after the inven. 
extremity of the valley, on a lofty elevation, it arrests H Rev�t���Q��T8. R'. tion of gunpowder and fire-arms. Yew tree� were en-
immediate attention on entering the glen. It is sup- �:�l l��t, t�� 8.4Veet, t�llll�Z couraged in church-yards, for the purpose of making 
ported in its bearings by a massive, yet elegant struc- 8.42 .. 4,93!l27 .. 4.00533 bows, in 1742. Hence their generality in church-yards 

d Mean re volution, 4.99159 ; mean temperature of water, 70.7° ; bar� ture of masonry and iron, arrange in open arches and ometer (mean hight), 29.91 incbes. in England at the present time . . . . . .  Geological formations 
galleries. The first gallery admits of an inspection of On comparing the results of the two series of experi- are going on ,at the present day, the same as in ages past. 
the under portion of the wheel, and the second is on a ments it will be seen that there was a difference of Large swamps of vegetable matter are ch'lnging into 
level with an d  supports the bearings of the shaft. At 0. 004 {0 in favor of the wheel's revolution during day" peat, peat is hardening into lignite, and lignite is being 
the extremity of the second gallery, in front of the time. L. W. B. transiormed into coal. In some places, rocks are being 
masonry, is a colossal entablature of the familiar armorial East Pepperell, Mass . ,  Sept. 5, 1 859.  formed by deposits at the bottom of the ocean ; in other 
bearings of the Isle iu high relief. The ascent from the _ .. _ places rocks are being slowly raised above the level of 
first gallery to the other points of elevation is effected by MODEL TURBINE WHEELS FOR PHILADELPHIA.- the sea . . . . . .  There as 245 gas.light companies in the Uni-
winding staircases round a massive white pillar. Up the Some time since the Committee on W ater, of Councils, ted States, with an aggregate capital of $40, 000, 000. 
center of this pillar the water rises, and is carried by a invited the inventors and constructors of turbine water The price of gas ra'lges from $2.50 to $7 per thousand 
duct under a projecting balcony and over the very sum- wheels to compete for the erection of two at the new feet. There are hut comparatively few instances, how
l11it of the wheel, which there receives it. This arrange- wheel-house in course of erection at Fairmount, stating ever, where the price exceeds $4 . . . . . . The Russian em
ment is effected by having the reservoirs of water at a that workmg models would be required to be sent to this pire contains 7, 906, 397 square miles ; the British empire 
considerable elevation above the wheel on the neighbor- city for trial before any contract would be given out. contains 7, 568, 821 square miles ; the URited States (be
ing hills, and the water is conveyed from thence in pipes Letters were received from engineers in various parts of fore the purchase of Arizona) contained 2 , 963,460 square 
two feet in diameter, nnderground, to the pillar. The the country of their intention to send models as soon as miles. The population of the Russian empire is 
stairc.ases cond uct to the balcony, which is surrounded they could be constrncted, and two have all'eady been 65, 331,568 ; that of the British empire, 1 6 1 , 50 1 , 034 ; 
by iWI1 railing" from whence a magnificent view of the sent on, one fwm Reading, Pa. , and the other from New and that of the United States (census of 1 850), 
valley is obtaiued ; but to those unaccustomed to great Jersey. Each will weigh about 1, 500 pounds, and are 23, 363, 327 . . . . . .  Twenty and one-fuurth pounds of sul
ele¥ations, it has for a time a dizzy and confusing effect. capable of passing 200 cubic feet of water per minute. As phurous acid consist of lOt pounds of sulphur, and 10 
The \vhcel is properly an ' overshot,' though mevmg in soon as the other models arrive, the trial will take place pounds of o:;:ygen . . . . . .  Among the sovereigns of Europe 
the reverse d irection to the stream of water, which, so to at Fairmount, -works having been already constructed for to whom Columbus applied for aid in his enterprise, was 
say, enters the wheel . at that portion of the circle in- this purpose. , 'l'he coffer-dam, so as to allow of tbe con- Henry VII., of England. This is a convenient fact to 
dicated by ' twelve o'clock. ' The water is stopped at struction of the fonndation for the new wheel-house, is connect in the memory the dates !Jf English IiIIld Ameri
pleasure by a neatly constructe,l hydrant on the second now completed, and a direct-acting steam-pump, built can history . . . . . .  The invention of bells is attributed to 
gallery ; and the connecting rods for working the pumps by Mr. Rich, at. Sixteenth and Hamilton streets, to work Polonius, Bishop of Nola, Campania, about the year 
at the mine are carried on a long viaduct of arches from for the purpose of keeping it clear of water. MI'. Rich 400. They were first introduced into churches as a de
the wheel to the mine shaft, which is about 200 yards has also one of his pumps iu operation at the big culvert, fence against thunder and lightning ; they were first put 
distant. This great wheel is of the following dimen- now building in Twenty-ffiurth-street, and with its aid up at Croyland Abby, Lincolnshire, in 945. In the 
sions :-Diameter, 72 feet, 6 inches ; circumference, 21 7! the workmen are enabled to continue their operations 1 1 th century, and later, it was the custom to baptize 
feet ; bread th, 6 feet ; length of shaft (malleable or without interruption.-Philadepltia Ledger. them in the churches before they were used. The cur
wrought i ron), 17 feet ; diameter, 21 inches ; weight, 10 [This notice refers to the experiments to be undertaken few bell was establish,d in 1078. It was rung at eight 
tuns ;  length of crank, 5 feet ; stroke, 10 feet ; stroke of in Philadelphia, as mentioned in the letter of Chief En- in the evening, when people were obliged to put out their 
beam at the mine pump, 8 feet ; revolutions per minute, gineer H. P. M. Birkenbine, on page 67 of the present fires and candles. The custom was abolished in 1 100. 
2 (can be increased to 4t) ; estimated horse-power, 200. volume of the SCIENTIFIC A�IERICAN.-EDS. Bellmen were appointed in London in 1556, to ring the 
It pumps 250 gallons per minute from a depth of 400 •. ·e' - bells at night and cry out, " Take care of yeur fire and 

h SEALING-WAX FOP FRUIT-CANs.-Don't buy any seal-yards, but its capacity in t is respect can be materially ing-wax for yonI' bottle;; of fruit, or fruit juice called candle ; be charitable to the poor, and pray for the 
increased. "  A. M .  G. wine, or anything else that you want to seAl up for fu- dead ! "  . . . . . . It is the opinion of persons acquainted with 

Albany, N. Y. ,  Sept. 8, 1 859. ture nse. Make it yourself. " How ?" We will tell the character and circumstances of Louis Napoleon', 
[At B urden's Nail 'Works, near Troy, N. Y., there is you. The seare the ingredients. Beeswax, ! oz ; Eng- mother, that there is not It drop of the Bonaparte blood lish vermillion, I !  OZ ; gum sheliac, 2! ; rosin, 8 oz. one of the most peculiar and majestic water-wheels in Take some cheap iron vessel that you can always keep in his veins. The marriage of Josephine's daughter, 

the worid. It is 50 feet in diameter, 22 feet in breadth, for the purpose, and put in the rosin and melt it, and Hortense Beanharnais, with Napoleon's brother, Louis 
has 30 buckets, and is built on what is  called the " sus- stir in the vermillion. Then add the shellac, slowly,  Bonaparte, was contracted for state purposes ; and Wit! 
pension principle ; "  that is, the shaft is  carried by the and stir that in, and afterward the beeswax. When intensely repugnant to the feelings of the beautiful girl, 

wanted for use at any after time, set it upon a slow fire and soling through suspension rods. It will repay a long melt it so yon can dip bottle-nozzles in. Recollect that who was in love at the time with another man . . . . . .  Ifl 
journey to witness this wheel in operation. Its great the vemilhon is only put in for the looks of the thmg, our revolution around the sun, we are not carri«l by the 
mass in revolution excites the same feelings in the mind and if you want to use it for any purpose where color is earth, but revolve by the direet attraction of the sun 
as the sight of a huge steamboat in motion, or a large no object, as for instance sealing over �ound.s upon trees, upon ourselves. If the e .. rth could be annihilated, 'With you may leave the color out. The mgredlents for the . '  I body 'If water flowing over a high fall.-EDs. above, bought in this city, cost only 25 cents, for which everythlUg upon It except one man, he would, of course, 

_ .eo • and a little trouble you can have three quarters of a , immediately die for want of air ; the body, in the conrse 
WORK OF WATER-WHEELS BY NIGHT AND pound of good sealing-wax for auy common use. For of h alf an hour would be frozen solid by the intense 

DAY. any p�r.pose, such as an application to .trees, . where y?U cold wbich pre�ails in space and would continue Its want It tougher than the above preparatIOn WIll make It, . . . . ' . MEssns. EDITons :-In the course of my business of add a little more beesw ax, and leave out the vermillion. flight With a velOCity 60 times that of a cannon . .  ball, m 
building 8:ld pnttmg in the " Blake" wheel (of which N. 1'. TI ibune .  its long, curved track around the sun, and would thus 
there are about 900 bnilt, all giving full satisfaction), I [If the vermillion is left out in the above, the wax revolve forever . . . .  , . Fol'ty pounds of sulphurie acid con
have (,I', ten heard It asserted" by mill-owners aud others, will be "n the better f{)f it, as thi6 is II- auJphur of mer- I eiat of , silttOO:U plJUuds of sulphur !lnd ;14< pouuds ", 
'tt,,!; \; ",\','r,wh€()l� will I.l!: !!!'Jfd worM in !,hll J.11/!ht tbnn . !lUf¥ .. lid ,� l'Hlroly t!ood for oQIQl'in� PllfV06egj 01\Ylleu 
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APP4RATUS FOR CLARIFYING CANE JUICE. 
The production of sugar is the foundation of the 

greatest social problem which is engaging the attention 
of the world at the present day-the supply of labor for 
the tropics-for it is mainly for this production that the 
supply is demanded. At this time, long-tailed Chinese 
are yawning away the monotonous hours of a sea-voyage 
on their long journey from China to Cuba ; natives of 
Indi", who have emigrated from their own country, 

where wages are two cents and a half per day, are re
joicing in their increased pay on the plantations of 
Mauritius ; and the ship-carpenters at the Brooklyn 
navy-yard are busy on the propellers for our African 

squadron, all in connection with this great question . 
The whole labor problem has been greatly modified in 

the last few years, by the 
improvements which have 
been made in the manu
facture of sugar. There is 
not probably one of the 
arts which has occupied a 
larger share of the atten
tion of the highest class 
of inventors, m e n  0 f 
science, than this manu
facture. The evaporation 
of the juice has enlisted 
an amount of study and 
ingenuity which is almost 
inconceivable ; but the 
clarifying department has 
been the greatest field for 
investigation and contri-
vance. Aftcr all the com-
plicated and costly methods which have been adopt.ed 
or proposed, Richard A. Stewart, of Louisiana, has pro
duced a process (which was patented August 23, 1 859) 
so simple and efficient that It is rapidly going into gen
eral use. His plan consists in forcing the vapor of 
sulphuric acid into the cane juice. He does this by an 
exceedingly simple apparatus. Sulphuric acid is one of 

the six combinations of 
sulphur and oxygen (8. 
0.2), and is the product of 
the combustion of sulphur 
in atmospheric air. To 
produce t h i s  sulphuric 
acid, therefore, Mr. S. has 
simply to burn roll-brim
stone, which he does in a 
close vessel, admitting the 
air slowly to regulate the 
rapidity of the combus
tion. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

til allowed to pass forward. When it is allowed to pass 
forward to the vacuum cylinder, it first goes through the 
water vessel, when any sulphuric acid which may have 
been formed in the retort will be principally absorbed ; the 
juice-receiver is filled with cane juice, and the stop-cocks, 
c and c', are opened, whereby the steam passes into the 
vacuum cylinder, expelling the air therefrom. The 
cocks, c and c', are then closed, and the condensation 
of the steam in the vacuum cylinder produces a partial 
vacuum therein ; the stop-cock, c2, is then opened, and 
the sulphurous gas presses forward to fill the vacnum 
cylinder. The stop-cock, c2, is then closed, and c and c' 
are opened, when the steam rushes into the vacuum cyl
inder, forces the sulphurous gas therein through the pipe, 
P4, and perforated pipes throughout the cane juice in 

STEWART'S CANE JUICE CLARIFIER. 

the receiver. 
The inventor states, in his specification, that, if neces

sary, successive charges of the gas may be passed 
through the saccharine liquid. The process occupies but 
a few minutes, and the expense is a few cents to the 
hogshead of sugar. This improvement entirely dispenses 
with the necessity of using either bone-black or bi-Slll-

cane. Hupdreds of these have been sent from this city 
to the West. But the active minds of the western peo
ple, coming into actual eontact with thc matter, are busy 
trying to make improvements over everything imported 
from elsewhere. The annexed engraving represents a 
mill for crushing cane for which a patent was granted to 
Daniel Bassett, of 'Vhitewater, Wis. , August 2, 1859. 

A simple inspection of our illustration will give a very 
good idea of the machine without any description what
ever. The principal feature of the invention is the com
bination of the tongues and grooves of the cruShing 
rollers. The upper rollers, A A, are either provided 
with projections or tongues to fit loosely into the lower 
rollers, or they are made cJf tile proper thickness to con
stitute these tongues themselves without any projection. 

T h e  cog-wheels, C C, 
mesh into each other, and 
being of eq nal size, secure 

a uniform motion to the 
rollers in opposite direc
tions. The shaft of the 
upper rollers is so placed 
in boxes at either end as 
to permit a vertical move
ment ; a n d  i s presscd 
down by levers at each 
end, on which levers are 
placed weights, W W, by 
means ot which the pres
sure upon thie rollers s ad
justed at the pleasure of 

the operator. 
A second feature of the 

invention is the packing or 
wiper, to prevent the expressed j nice from spreading. 
This consists of two separate portions of leather, india
rubber, or any similar elastic substance, attached by 
metal plates to the inside of the bar, V, at each tide of 
the interior aperture, and is placed closely in contact with 
that portion of the sides of the tongued roller which runs 
in the channel of its opposite roller, and also closely in 

contact with the edges or 
periphery of the lower 
channeled roller, its form 
being such as to adapt it 
to this position, and to pre
vent the lateral discharge 
of the expressedjuice. 

An end view of this 
vessel is represented at r, 
in the annexed cut; a rep

resenting the small adjus · 
tible hole, about an inch 
in diameter, through which 
the air is admitted. The 
cylinder, v, is 12 feet in 
length and thre� in diam
eter, made of iron, and 
lined with some substance 
which sulphuric acid will 

not corrode. A pipe, P, 

four inches in diameter, 
leads from the cylinder or 
retort, r, into the top of BASSETT'S CHALLENGE CANE CRUSHER. 

The manufacturers of 
this machine say:-" In 
plain rollers, if a large 
cane is passing at each 
cxtremity, the intermedi
ate space on a plain roller 
would press a small cane 
only partially. Now, in 
our mill, the pairs of rol

lers are placed near each 
extremity of their shafts, 
and so constructed as to 
press in each channel re
spectively, according t o  
the pressure of the weight
ed levers, whether the cane 
be large or small. The 
cane is confined in a small 
space, the pressure local
ized, and a great velocity 
may be attained with safe· 
ty, as there can be no clog

ging. The speed is only limited by the ability of the 
feeder to supply the rollers." 

the tight iron vessel, W, of the size of a barrel, which I phate of lime. An apparatns of the dimensions here 
is partly filled with water, the pipe, P, extending down described is sufficient for the largest sugar-house. 
below the surface of the water. Another pipe, P2, leads The claim of the patentee is to " the defecation and 
from the vessel, W, into the top of a tight iron cylm- clarification of cane jnice, and other liquid or semi-liquid 
der, V, 10 feet in length and three in diameter, called forms of saccharine matter, by disseminating through
the vacuum cylinder. A third pipe, ps, conducts the out the !ame sulphurous gas or sulphurons acid gas, 
steam from the boilers, B B, to the bottom of the vacuum for the purposes set forth . "  
cylinder. A fourth pipe, P4, communicates with the top THE -C-HA--L-L-E-;·G .... E'4·�' ... ;-·AN-E-C-R-U-SHER. 
of the vacuum cylinder, and a series of tubes coiled in Another invention in the manufacture of sugar ! It the bottom of the cane-juice receiver. seems that the introduction of the Chinese sugar cane is 

The operation is as follows :  The brimstone (pulver- calling forth a serias of contrivances for making 'sugar 
ized) is spread from end to end along the bottom of the from it, adapted to the use of scattered farmers who raise 
retort, r, and ignited at the end nearest the pipe, P, the but little of the cane, and who, of course, require an ap
admission of air being very slow. Sulphnric acid gas paratus entirely different from the great mills on our 
is constantly produced, with, perhaps, a small quantity Routhern plantations. A large business has already grown 
of sulphuric acid, all of which remains in the retort 1111· up in the manufacture and sale of mills for crm:, : : ' ;; : he 

For further particulars, address the inventors or Messrs. 
Winche6ter, DeWolf & Co. , Whitewater, Wis. The 
latter have an equal interest in the invention with the 
patentee. 

- '." . 

STEAM CARRIAGES rOR COMMON RoADS.-Thc New
ark (N. J.) Mercury says, that J. K. Fisher, of Paterson, 
has constrncted his steam carriage, which was tried on 
the common road to Acquackanock, a few days 
ago, when it went on the level 15 miles an hour, 
with 12 passengers. One mile was run in three min. 
utes. This is the engine mentioned in Mr. Fishers' 
letter published on page 67, this volume of the SCIENT�' 
FlO AM EIUCAN. 
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�o�e�

h
�ro���c"r::��:r;::.;. No Traveling Agents employed. 

arc now formed, and completed the whole distance be
tween the two cities in May, 1 844. It was a great suc
cess from the very first, and although the apparatus, 
then used was large and clumsy in comparison with the 
neat recording instruments now made, nevertheless, the 
principle of operation was the same. The principle of 
this telegraph is the employment of the attractive power 
of �lectro-magnetism to make marks or records-it is 
a long pen by which the operator in New York can write 
his letter in Washington. 

The public we believe is not aware of the fact, that 
most of the telegraphing in our country is now performed 
neither with the Morse, House, Bain, nor any of the 
visual recording telegraphs, but simply by sound. Ten 

VOL. I., No. 13 . . . . . .  [NEw SERIES.] . . _ . . .  Fift e enth Year. years ago each line had a most complete set of apparatus. 
The receiving register was made with the greatest 

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1859. care, so that the clock-work would move with the great-

TELEGRAPHIC SCIENCE. 

VERY science in its history 
and progress may be com
pared to the flowing of a no
ble river. At its fountain_ 

est perfection, and the various appliances had to be 
arranged in a particular form. The operator put the ma
chinery in motion and he read from a paper the dispatch 
as it was slowly received. As he read aloud, a copyist 
near hy wrote it down with a pencil, and when finished, 
it was handed to the copying-clerk, who wrote it out, put 
it in an envelop and dispatched it by a messenger. head it may be seen as a 
Expert telegraphists at length dispensed with the slender rill trickling down 
ropyingclerks, and soon after the recording instruments 

the hill side; then, as it pur-
were laid aside. The first-operator who practically receivsues its devious course through 
ed messages by sound was Mr. Edward F. Barnes, of this meadow and valley, stream 
city. This is now the daily practice of all the leading after stream mingles with its 
telegraph stations in Amerioa, only the local or interior 

waters and augments its vol- . 
stations have in use recording apparatus. Mr. Shaffner 

ume, until it becomes the majestic river floating great 
states in his work that, some years ago, as president of a 

navies, and forming fertile aeltas by Its alluvial de-
telegraph line, he made a rule forbidding the receiving 

Posits ; then-like the Nile-it finally discharges into the 
of messages by sound, but since then it has been reversed, 

ocean through several channels. This comparison is par-
and no operator can get employment in a first-class sta

ticularly applicable to _ electric science. Its fountain is 
tion unless lie can receive by sound. At the Cincinnati the little rill ,,,itnessed by the Greeks, 600 years before 
stations there is not a single recording instrument ; the the Christian Era, in the electron or amber, which when 
mysterious agent speaks through the wires ; the pen has 

excited attracted feathers and straw. For 2, 600 years 
. . . given place to the tongue of the lightning, and an expert 

this little rill of electric SCIence flowed on WIthout recClV- . 
2 000 d h S h ' h . . .  . . . operator can receIVe , wor S per our. uc IS t e mg a slllgle tnbutary; but III the 16th century, the Impor- ti ·  d h th t d '1 t" A . 

. . . • per eot1On an suc e presen Rl y prac Ice III men-tant discovery was made that, by fnct1On, a vast number 
I t ' t I 'h' d th ' 0  ' 1  t . b . ' . - ean e ec rlC- e egrap mg ; an e ,.  rol es 0 wue e-

of bodies besides amber possessed like propertIes. In 
t 

ur 
h

' 
gt d B It

' 
. 18" h . . ween n as m -on an a Imore III ""', ave grown 

the next century the first electric machllle was Invented . b 40 000 '1 . 15 al t . . ' . . mto a out , mI es m years-an mos muacu-
by Otto Guencke, and from It the first �arks were obtam-

lous achievement. 
cd. In 1727 it was discovered that \vue could conduct ______ ..., •• ". "' __ ----
electricity to a considerable distance ; and soon after this, 
the fluid was condensed in the famous Leyden jar. 
Twenty-five years subsequently, Dr. Watson found that 
both the earth and water could be used as conductors, 
and (in 1752) Franklin proTed the identity of electricity 
with the lightning of the thunder-cloud. In this way 
electrical knowledge flowed along through a long course of 
years, gradually augmenting in volume until it became 
an important science, and was taught in colleges as a 
branch of natural philosophy. 

Up to the beginning of the present century, the whole 
science was based upon tension electricity obtained by 
friction, and its application to what are called "-the use
f ill arts " was unknown, At this time, the Voltaic pile 
was discovered and electricity was obtained by chemical 
decompositioH, instead of mechanical friction. The 
science afterwarde assumed the proportions of a great 
river, by the application of the galvanic current to 
several of the arts, and it now flows on in several dis
tinct branches each forming a separate practical science 
in itself. This is especially the case with the electric tele
graph, as is fully evinced by quite a large number of 
works published on the subject, among which, the latest 
and most copious is the volume of Tal. P. Shaffner, our 
countryman, who is now on an exploring expeditiou on 
the northern seas for the purpose of laying out a new 
eourse to connect America and Europe by a series of 
short submarine cables. 

Prior to 1837 fifteen telegraphs had been invented, 
most of which were impracticable for common purposes. 
In that year Professor Morse exhibited his telegraph and 
operated it through a circuit of 10 miles ; and in 1843 Con
gress appropriated $30, 000 to construct a line between 
Washington and Baltimore. It was first attempted to 
make it subterranean, by laying two copper wires covered 
with resin and placed in a leaden tube in the ground. 
Nine miles of this were laid and proved a perfect failure ; 
not a mile of it could be worked, because a short earth 
circuit was formed. Profellsor Morse after consultation 
with some friends, lifted these wires and elevated them 
pn poles in the same manner as all onr American lines 

THE GREAT BALLOON. 
We give elsewhere a description (from the New York 

Daily Times, and on its own authority) of a mammoth 
balloon that is being built in the neighborhood of this 
city for the express purpose of crossing the Atlantic 
ocean; in size it as much exceeds all fonner balloons as 
the Great Eastern steamship surpasses all other vessels. 
All the recent balloon ascensions seem to confirm the 
supposition that there is a cnrrent of air at the hight of 
about 10, 000 feet, blowing from the west to the eMt ; if 
this current should be found to Le constant, and to ex
tend across the ocean, it is very likely that the great feat 
may be accomplished. In regard to the Ericswn engine, 
unless it has sufficient power to raise itself by its fans, 
without being attached to any balloon, tho most efficient 
way to raise the balloon by it would be to regard it 
a part of the ballast and throw it overboard, rather thil 
to use it in turning a propeller, while the fire to drive it 
would cause more danger than all the other perils of the 
enterprise combined. M. Rozier, one of the two men 
who made the first balloon ascension in 1783, lost his life 
two years afterwards by his balloon taking fire ; and 
Madame Blanchard, widow of the famous aeronaut, was 
� killed by a similar accident. She carried up some 
lfeworks, one of which set her balloon on fire, and she 
fell into one of the streets of Paris and was dashed to 
pieces. A lime stove was carried up by Messrs. Holland, 
Mason and Green, in their famous ascent fro n London, 
in 1836. 

If the current of air should not be rapid enough to 
take the aeronauts across the Atlantic in a sufficiently 
short period of time, the air of the atmosphere would 
mingle with the carbureted hydrogen in the balloon, 
from the tendency which gases have to m;x together, 
and thus the buoyancy of the balloon would be destroyed 
and the navigators dropped into the sea. If the speed 
should prove to be one or two miles a minute, there will 
probably be no difficulty from this cause i but it would 
be prudent to carry only three or four living persons, in 
order to have as large an amount as possible of dead bal
last which may be thrown overboard. 

THE ILLINOIS STATE FAIR. 
[Special Correspondence of the Scientific American.) 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-Being present at the lait day of 
the Illinois State Fair, and knowing that you are inter
ested in things of that nature, I propose to give you a 
brief account of the most prominent mechanical novel
ties there. The " Mechanil's' Hall, " on the north-west 
side of the grounds, was a large shed fitted with a line 
of shafting, which was driven by a handsomely-finished 
horizontal engine (made by P. W. Gates & Co. ,  of Chi
cago ), by which the stationary machines were operated. 

It will be remembered th�t the Illinois Central Rail
road Company (or the Hlinois Central Railroad Land 
Company) offered a premium for the best ditching-ma
chine; and, in consequence, there were many devices for 
such work on the ground. The most of these were in
tended to work by means of rotary scrapers and cutters ; 
a number of oLhers by means of plows and elevators; 
others were simply plows of peculiar shape, used by 
being passed several times through the same furrow. 
The most unique of these machines was Leonard Har
rington's excavator, consisting of 

'
an upright shell of 

boiler-iron ; the vertical section of the lower end being 
the cross section of the ditch cut. This shell contained, 
on the inside, an archimidean screw, and had spiral . 
openings in its sides, provided with projecting cutters, 
which werc rotated through peculiar mechanism, to 
throw the earth out of the ditch wherever desired. To 
commence work, it is only necessary to dig a hole large 
enough to let the shell and cutters m. This looks like a 
very good machine for heavy work. AR usual, ii was 
very difficult to ascertain the names of the machines and 
their inventors. There was a long row of reapers and 
mowers, each possessing somc special advantage. The 
most noticeable novelties there were two " binders, " 
one binding with wire, requiring one man to rake aud 
one to attend

' 
the apparatus ; the other binding with 

hemp cord and a cast-iron fastener. The wire-binder 
made a very loose bundle; the other was better, but the 
cord and fastening must be expensive. The latter ma
chine was very ingenious and tolerably simple, the cut 
grain being carried off the -platform by means of an end
less apron, and delivered to a set of covered fingers, when 
it was compressed while being bound. The general opin
ion among the farmers seemed to be that binders wcre a 
great thing, but not yet brought to perfection. 

Beside hii machine, in an antique stove-pipe hat and 
a rusty coat, stood that veteran inventor, Pells Manny, 
who, with his son, John (now gone from earth), have in
troduced and invented more valuable improvements, 
probably, in reapers and mowers than any other two men 
in America. 

Passing by the reapers, the ground allotted to the 
" steam plows " is in sight ; and those, of course, claim a 
large share of attention. Only two were on the ground, the 
one announced from Seneca l!'alls not making its appear
ance. These two were " Van Doren & Glover's Rotary 
Plow, Reaper and Mower, " and the widely-known 
" Fawkes' Plow." Van Doren & Glover's plow is an in
vention possessing some novelty, and the necessary fea
tures of cheapness and lightness seemed to be regarded. 
"'he engine was only four-horse power, horizontal, with 

k motion, and the piston-rod running through both 
ends of the cylinder. The outer end was fitted for at
taching a crOS8-Cut saw i the connecting-rod was of wood 
and double; the piston�rod was continued through a 
wooden guide-block, thus obviating the use of slides and 
crose-head. The boiler was an upright tubular, with a 
very emaIl fire-box. The " plows," five in number, were 
simply cutters placed on each end of a strong iron bar, 
bent in such shape as to allow them to " lap " as they 
rotated, and this bar hung at its center on an iron shaft. 
This plow is not intended for " breaking ; "  it is for old 
land. A four-horse machine, the inventors state, will 
plow five acres in a day of 10 hours, reducing the ground 
to a fine tilth, and it can be built for $ 125 per horse
power, thus making a four-horse power cost $600 only. 
'rhis machine weighs only 3, 300 pounds. It was wretch
edly built, the frame and much of the engine-work, 
levers, &c. , being of wood ; and it could not have run a 
week and held together. It further had the misfortune 
to have had its boiler burned the day before, causing it 
to leak so badly into the fire-box that only five pounds 
of steam could be maintained, which ruined the whole 
machine for all purposes of exhibition, and obliged its 
inventors (who were also its exhibitor,) to take it off tb03 
grounds. 
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Fawkes' steam plow-the H :r;.�n�ter"-is a ponder- position, and offered Mr. Fawkes the sum of $1,0 ball to be sent with great farce. He also has an illl-
ous machine,. �ighin, 10 tuns, when empty, exclusive This he at 1J.rst refused to take, but some friends advised provelllent in the lock, which enables the pistol to be 
of ' the gang of'plows. It is built.in the most substantial him to accept of it, as his means were very limited and made very compact. An- effective pistol may thus be 
manner, and was the grand obJe«;t· of attraction on the he had been at great expense in going to Illinois to con- made small enough to be carried in the vest pocket. The 
grounds. Thll general construction qf this machine is tend for the prize. @e felt indignant at the mean treat- patent for this " parlor pistol," as it is termed, is as
too well known to the readers of the SClENTIFlOAMERlO..\l!j ment he received, and it was hard to persuade him to signed to Messrs;  Remington lit Sons, rifle manufac
to require a . detailed account here. It was built by Hans- take the $1,000, when he considered that the $3,000 turers, (Jf llion, N. Y. 
worth, Eakins & Co., of the " People's Works," Phila- were fairly won, and honestly his due. His plow 'was FILTER AND WATER-COOLER. 

delphia, and is very plain in fini&.h, but did admirable operated witli satisfaction, iu plowing, in traveling over This invention cOllsists in the employment of spun 
work on the ground by drawing a gang of eight plows the common roads, both rough and smooth ground, and glass for filtering purposes; the glass being placed over a 
(built at Moline, Ill.), and cutting 10 or 11 feet wide. as a stationary engine for driving machinery such as semi-cylinder in layers and held down in place by long!
It was said to be capable of plowing 25 acre$ per day. threshing machines, �rist-mills, and other machines, re- tudinal strips or bars of either metal or wood. It also 
The two engine-cylinders are 9-inch bore and 10-inch quired on a large farm. It is stated that the society had consists in arranging this filter in a box of a peculiar 

stroke, gear�d down six to one on to the driving dmm f not sufficient funds to p�y the prize; if so, they should constrnction, so that the water will be supplied to the. 
it carries steam at 100 to 140 lbs., and has a direet-llction not have offered ft:l They have backed out from it filter and from it to a receiver, where it is cooled and 

under a mere shonf an excuse, because the woode� 
"doctor" (about three-horse), built like the Philadelphia pins which held the plows broke, owing to the stiffness of 

becomes ready for use. The inventor of this improve-

steam fire-engines, with a balance-wheel. Tile fireman the soil and the depth at which they cut the furrow and ment is Eugene Duchamp, of St. Martinsville, La • .  

stands in front of the boiler, in a very confined space, because the engine had to be stopped till new pins 'were IMPROVEMENT IN FAUCET!. 

anu it has only room for carrying about 350 lbs. of coal. furnished. The grouud was so hard and dry that a The novelty of this invention consists in {)perating the 
The opinion on the grounds seemed to be that the "Lan-

six horse team could barely plow more thun an acre and stem enclosed ' th t b of fi t k "-
a quarter per day; yet the Mechanical Committee which 

1D e u e '  . a auce or stop-coc , VJ 

oaster" demonstrated the possibility of plowing by steam, reported on the subject say, " with the most liberal allow- means of a hlintlle so arranged that a leTer power is ob
but its paying practicability was more doubtful. The ance for hauling water and coal, one mile for stoppages tained, and the stem is moved back and forth in a slot 
ladie$ wreathed Mr. Fawkes' machine with evt>rgreens and turnings, the machine will plow 25 acres per day." oblique to the axis of said stem w,hen using the faucet for 
and flowers; planks were placed on top, making tempo-

The cost for breaking prairie is $2.00 per acre; accord- drawing liquor. Eugene Duch.amp, the inventQr of the.. ing to the estimate of the committee, the steam plow 
rary seats, and taking a number of the aforesaid ladies can do this for 64, ets., per acre. filter mentioned in the preced�g par�ph, ia &leo ta. 
on plank, Mr. Fawkes ran around the grounds on a Mr. Fawkes has gone to Chicago, to operate the plow patentee of this improvement. 

pleasure excursion, to the huge delight of the crowd. on his own account; from thence he will proceed to IMPROVEMENT IN TREES Jron SIDE-SADDLE&. 

Th h' d h t d· f: h " F· 
New York to be present at the Fair of the Amedcan In- The ob, iect of thl·8 'Inventl ·on IS· to. obtal'.n a tree t"A> e mac me rew up II s or lstance rom t e· 'm- stitute. X. x. " . ' ...... 

ancial Office," in front of which was placed a two-horse Freeport, TIl. , Sept. 10, 1859. will be capable of adjusting itself to the back: of the 
wagon from which some speeches were made on steam- _ ••• animal and correspond to its size and form, so that a 
plowing; Mr. Fawkes being placed by one gentleman in WEEKLY SUMMARY OF INVENTIONS. pemct fitting saddle may invariably be obtained-one 
the list with Watt, Fulton and Stephenson. Mr .. Fawkes' • that will not injure the horse but fit snugly 'and comfort.· 
financial backer was called for, and made his appearance The following inventions are among the most useful ably on thl! back of the animal, and at the same time 
on the stand. He is a short, round-faced gentleman, improvements patented this week. For the claims to form a more agreeable seat for the rider than those of 

and wore a grey suit and Bonner hat; with benevolence these inventions the reader is referred to the official list usual construction. The invention consists in connecting 

in his looks, and good business tact in every motion. He on another page. the two bars of the tree by a bridge at a point which cor. 
was satisfied that Fawkes' principle was the best for a RECLlNL'i'.G AND FOLDING CHAIR. responds With the hollow or lowest part of the back or 

steam-plow, and he' should stand by itSc inventor as long This invention consists. in a no'l':& way of jointing or dorsal vertebrae of the animal, and dispensing with the 

Il8 he had a cent; whereat he made a bow, wavedhls connecting together the seat, .back and arms of the chair, "head" which has hitherto connected the front ends of 

hat, and sat down amid the most vehement applause. and attaching said parts to the tops or frame, whereby the bars directly over the withers of the animal. The 

He spoke about a minute, and left the stand with a good the occupant of the chair may, with the greatest facility, inventor is Henry Adams, of New York City. 
word {or him on every man's lips. Fawkes was the place himself in a more or less inclined position, and be IMPROVED SEAL LOCK. 

next called for, but a shower of rain beginning to fall, retained at any desired point within the scope of the This invention is designed as a safeguard against dis-

the crqwd incontinently took untQ thetll$lyes legs and movelJie.nt oft,J1�parts, ap.� with<?�being,4iscqIll1ll9de4 hilnestemplo!lt8on railroad freight tnlip�, and. the like. 

ran away, to the regret of many who very milch desired ' when in: a recumbent position by· the 'arms of the c�aiI'., .Tb8 .. oltj_llIf.'h:wtmtioiJ; is toa.ttach orllombine with 

to hear Mr. Fawkes' speech. One of the " Committee The invention also consists in a novel way of arranging a loek a certain means which will disclose the opening of 

on Steam Plows" took that opportunity to state that no the legs or framing of the chair in connection with the the lock, even if done in a legit,lmate way. The inven

award of either prize (first $3, 000 , second $2,000) had back, seat and arms, connected together as above alluded tion consists in combining with a padlock, or any lock 

been made; that this_ committee were merely examining to, whereby the chair may be folded within a small provided with a shackle, a supplemental shackle so ar

to report to the State Board, whowould decide!upon the compass for transportation and also for the convenience of ranged as to be locked or fastened with a lead or other 

propriety of handing Mr. Fawkes the prbe before-men- stowage when not required for use. This is a most con- soft metal tube, which must he severed in order to de

doned. So ended the steam plow trial at the Illinois venient invention. We have had one of these chai;cs in tach the tube, the severed tube indicating that the lock 

State Fair. use for some time, and can testify to its utility. �nd has heen. opened. It is. the invention of J. H. Lyon, 
On the whole it is scarcely possible to avoid the con- comfort. It is th.e inventi.Qn of J. H. Swan, of New New York City; 

clusion that steam-plowing is, in point of 6conomy, yet York City. 
IMPROVED I,OCOlllOTIVE LA.lIIP. 

a doubtful question. It is much to be regretted that 
HIPROVE11EN'f IN PIANOFORTE�. This invention consists in, so combining an ellipsoidal 

Mess�Nan Doren & Glover were so unfortunate with An invention by F. C. Lighte, of New York City, and a paraboloidal reflector that a large flame may be 

their littl� machine, which is only two months old from consists, first, in a plate of glass or other material capa- used, and the rays of light which issue therefrom be pro

its first conceptIOn. It is on the principle of the Freuch ble of vibrating· freely when struck . by the vibrations of jected parallelly within the limited dimensions required 

plow illustrated on page 401, Vol. VI., SCIENTIFIC the air, arranged below or behind the sound-board of a in order to receive the full benefit thereof. In locomo.. 

AMERICAN, or rather a combmation of that and' 'Usher' s pianoforte, for the purpose of receiving the vibrations of tivQ lamps, commonly termed "head lamps," which are 

Plow," illustrated on page 288, Vol. VII, of the sam the air on the underside or back of the soundrboard and placed 01;\ the front plll·t of the locomotive in order to 

J-.:;o;.rnal. This principle seems a good one for old land, erberating them thrmlgh suitable openings provided in. throw light on the track, a paraboloidal reflector is used· 

�11 a machine can be built in this style at a much less the sound-board, and so causing the said vibrations to in order that the reflected rays may be projected parallelJy 

east than a traction engine. That much has yet t. be swell the tone of the instrument instead. ·of being all lind, so far as possible, kept within a !pace equal in width 

done, and that many men have yet to expend their absor�d in the bottom and blocking of. the caSe as in to the track. In order, however, to carry out this plan, 

talents and capital upon steam plows before they can most of the pianofortes in use. It consists, secondly, in the flame of the lamp is necessarily placed at the focus of 

come into common use, is the prevailing opinion at the insulating the iron frame or string plate from the wrest the paraboloid, and as the focus of a paraboloid of suffi-

West. HORACE L. ARNOLD. plank aud wooden blocks npon which it is supported, by cient dimensions to keep the rays of hght within a com-

Elk Horn, Wis., Sept. 10, 1859. applying collars or washers of india-rubber, gutta-pe pass equal to the width of ·the track, is quite · near the 
leather, or other suitable moderately yielding materi , back end of the paraboloid, a flame of quite limited.size 

THE ST�M PLOW PRIZE. 
MESSRS. EDlToRs:��e fair is over, and the Execu

tive Committee of the Prairie State" Agricultural So
ciety has done its duty iu the most ignoble manner. 
The great feature of this fair was the steam-plowing 
match; a prize of $3,000 having been offerecil by the 
society for the best steam-plow; it was fairly won . by that 
of J, W. Fawkes, of Lancaster, pi] iJIustrated 01l;.ll..age 
lGI, this volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. ll'he 
mechanical judges appointed to examine and report upon 
its construction and operatio�onsisted of such men as 
Isaac Hedges an .. A. B. Latta, of Cincinnati, and P. W. 
Gates, of Chicago, whc@portedin fayor of awarding Mr. 
Fawkes the $3,000 prize i but the Executive Committee 
in the face ot thlg retlOllllMlldl!tioti gild dt;nvtl ftam their 

round the screws by which the said frame or plate is can only be used. By this invention, as previously 
bolted to the wrest plank and wooden blocking of the stated, a large flame may be used and made to throw a 
case, so that the said frame or plate . shall rest· upon the more brilliant and intense light on the track at a greater 

woodwork only at a few points and not over the whole distance, than uSllal. The invention is applicable to 

surface thereof; aud t4ereby, while a firm bed i�provi<hld ships, auli. $(1 .IllIlY be used. for sigpal lights, &e. The 
for tbesa.id . plate or fr&llle, it is ptev�ted �eri.ng ill,venf91 is,l;i. J •. Kuapp, ofChicagp,Jll 
with the. vibra!ion of the woodwork, aQii pr.o�llpingthe �OV� WBIfiiIiG. �VIO&. 
shQrtnesSc of tone so commonc topianofQrtes with the<fu.ll Theob,ject of t�. inven�o�,iJ, 1;(1 obtain a weighing 
iron frame. , , ... "I devic;e by whioh articles may 1;le. weighed accurately and 

IMPROVEMENT IN PI({oi:;� with facility, the adjustment of poise weights dispensed 
Joseph Rider, of Newark, Ohio,�. PAtented a very with, and at the same time one that will admit of being 

ingenious mode of applying a movable breech to a pistol, used on a counter as the ordinary counter scales. The 
which enables a common percussion cap to be used both invention consists in: combining a spring balance with 
for the priming and the charge, confining the cap in such the be&lll levilr and scoop platform,whereby the desired 
a way that.none of the force developed by the explO$ion e�d i. attained. The inventor is ,1, A. Turnbull,.Qt 
of ilii! ttetoflittll1lf ii!Fli'Gef ill 10l�i linG eilabllui /I, iIIfilaU West Meriden, COIUli 
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FOREIGN SUMMARY-METALS AND MARKEI['S. America, and beginning to supersede them i n  some in-
• stances. The wick in these candles is self-consuming, 

The price of gas in most of the cities of Great Britain is and requires no snuffing-a very ir.Jportant improvement 
less than one half that of New York. In London it is in tallow candles. 
only four shilling sterling (not quite a dollar) per 1 , 000 
cubic feet. Mr. Fliutoff, in delivering a lecture on this 
subje.ct recently in Glasgow, stated that, while five shill
ings per 1 , 000 cubic feet were charged in the Scotish 

city, or one shilling more than in London, the coal was 

one shilling less in price ; thus proving that companies 
which had the monopoly only regarded their own inter
ests and made all thoy could out of the people. He 

asserted that gas. making was not that mysterious oper
ation some imagined, and that a new company could 
manufacture gas in Glasgow with a reasonable profit, at 

two shillings and eleven pence per 1 , 000 cubic feet, not 
one-third the price of New York gas. 

Messrs. Burns, of Glasgow, the principal stockholders of 

the Cunard steamers, are perhaps the greatest steamship 
proprietors in the land. They have lately contracted, 
in conjunction with Mr. Mac Ivor, of Liverpool, another 
proprietor, for six new large iron screw steamers, four 
for the Mediterranean service, and two for the Glasgow 

and Liverpool trade. Besides these, they have also either 
four or five still larger steamships in the course of con

struction for the Atlantic trade between Liverpool and 
Americau ports. 

A new screw steamer, called the Thetis, of 680 suns 
burden lately made the passage between Greenock and 
Liverpool, burning only 1,018 Ibs. of coal per horhe 
power, per hour. No less than four and five Ibs. are 
generally consumed in steamers per horse power. 

Returns of the mineral wealth of England for 1859 have 
Just been published. It amounts to £3 1 , 250, 000 sterling 
in value. Of coal there were 65,008, 649 tuns raised, of 
iron, smelted from 4he ore, 3, 456, 06� ; . copper, 14,456 ; 
lead, 68, 303 ; tin. 6,920 ; silver, 569, 345 oz. The 
,Yield of copper ore wa.s 226, 852 tuns. 

A great trial of reaping-machines, recently took place 
in Belgium on the very fidd where the famous battle of 

Waterloo was fought. It was anounced beforehand 
that 26 machines would compete for the prize, but only 
four entered into the contest. These were Burgess & 
Key's (McCormick' s), Bell' s  (Scottish), J. A. Teelan's 
(Hussey' s), and Cranstoun's (Woods). These were all 

American reapers, with one exception . The prize 
was awarded to Bell's, and this gave great dissatisfac
tion to most persons present, because it was held to be 
inferior in many respects to two of the others. It cut 

the grain (oats) very well, but it could only be turned 

with great difficulty, and was not very manageable. It 

laid the cut grass beautifully in swaths, and this appears 

to have been the main merit which it possessed. Burgess 

& Key's machine was of superior construction, and 
in a subsequent trial (not for a prize) it cut a field of 
trefoil, which Bells' had failed to do, and the machine 
was instantly purchW!ed by one of the j ury who had 
awarded the prize to the Bell machine. These statements 
are taken from the Brussels Jfessenger. 

In several of the seaports in England schools have been 
provided for training boys for the mercantile marine. 
The government has given the old frigate Conway to 
Liverpool for a school , and great efforts are being made 
to elevate the character and qualifications of the com
mon sailor. Hitherto such efforts have been confined to 
government-dockyards, in training youths for the navy. 
The low character which sailors have acquired in Ameri
can ships, by our ship-owners employing the scum of all 
nations, forcibly calls for some great effort to revolu
tionize our entire mercantile marine, and a school 
for training boys in New York should be tried to see 

what effect it will pro(luce. We think it would work 
well, if conducted upon correct principles. 

It has been announced that a great reduction was About 

to take place in the French tariff on foreign metals, and 
hence we ' find that, as a conseqnence, pig-iron has be

become firm in expectation of a large demand from 
France. The prices in our table are unchanged since 
our last, but in consequence of reports that Louis N a
poleon is in favor of free trade, great expectations have 
been excited among the metal-workers of Sheffield and 
Birmingham in regard to large demands soon to be made 
for their cheap manufactures. 

Amel·ican candles, with S. R. Weeden's wick, manu
factured at Providence; .R 1.;  lire oll the traek !)f nritish 
�ilo'\O MI1(ti!!li; l!-itji P�,jtllli�ld t!.�,tN1H #lil}; if! /ill!«tli. 

PRICES 01' FOREIGN METALS, SEPT. 5. 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 

IronB�r��.h Bar and 

In London, per tun. 7 
In Wales . . . . . . . . . .  6 0 

��a��3!1rl�! · B�rs·.: 6 10 
8 0 

Sbeet, .ingle, . . . . . .  9 10 Double . . . . . . 11 0 
Hoop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 0 
Rod, round . . . • . . . .  8 0 
Nall Rod, square . .  9 0 

Shipping Iron : -
Stafford,hire Bar .. . 8 0 
Sheet, 'Ingle . . . . . . .  9 10 Double . . . . . .  11 0 
Hoop . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .  9 0 
Rod, round . . . . . . . .  8 0 
Nail Rod, square . • . .  9 0 

Iron, Raila, in Wales, 
casb . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •  6 6 
Do. 6 month' . . . . . .  6 10 
Iu Staffordshire . . • .  7 0 

Ra.il way Chairs, in 
Wale' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 0 
In Clyde . . . . . . . . . . . 4 0 

Pi
l_ltgs 

l'A�.
(,
yd:-.;d 2 18 

2.5ths No. 3 . . . . . .  2 IS 
Staffordshire }'orge 
i���

t !��':��� 3 15 
Welsh Fw.e Pig . . . 
Acadian g, Char-

coal • • . • • . . . . . • . • .  8 15 
Scotch Pig, No. I, in 

London ... . . . . . . . .  3 10 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
6 

0 

0 

Iron, Swedish, bani" 
per tun . . . . . . . . . . •  IS 0 0 

Russian C C N D . .  1.7 0 0 
Steel, Swedish Eeg, 

nom . . . . . . . . . . . . •  20 10 0 
Do. Rolled . • . . . . • •  19 10 0 
Faggot. .  . • . . . . . . . .  21 19 0 

Spelter. . . •  . . . • . .  . .• . . 21 (I 0 
Zmc, in 'heet'. . . . . .  . 28 10 0 
Copper, Tile . . . . . . . . . .  107 10 0 

Tough Cake . . . . . . . .  107 10 0 
Sheathing & Bolts, 

per lb. ' . . . . . . . . . .  - - 1I!,!' 
Sheet . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - 1I!,!' 
Bottom.. . . . . . . . . . . . - - 12 Old . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . • • - - 10 
Yellow Metal . . . . . .  - - 10 

Lead, British Pig. . . .  22 15 0 
Sp:mish . . . . . . . . . . . .  22 10 0 
Sheet . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  23 10 0 Tin, English Block, 

nom . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS8 
Bar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139 
Refined . . . . .  ' . '  . .  ' 145 
Foreign Banca . . . . . 146 
Straits . . . . . . . . . . . . .  143 

Tin Plates, Charcoal, 
D��i:r.�· ��:'. : .. .

. : :  
(Jok", IC . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Do. IX . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

CflJlQ.da, Plates,p'r t'n 
Qulck,ilver, per bot-

1 13 0 
I 19 0 
1 7 6 
1 13 6 

IS 0 0 

tle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 0 

(The above are prices within .three PCI' cent discount, the pound 
being valued.nt $4.85. 

• 
New York Markets . 

COAL.-Anthmclte, from $3.50, $4.50, to $4.75. 
CoTTON.-Ordinary-tTplands, 9�c. per lb.: Florida, P),(c: Mobile, 

0),(0. ; New Orleans and Texas, 9),(e. Middling-Uplands and Flori. 
da, 11%e.: Mobile, 11%.c.: N. 0, and Texas, 11%. MiddlIng fair-Up. 
lands and florida, 12;\Oc.; Mobile, N. O. and Texas, 13o. Fair-Up
lands Bnd Florida, 12),(c.; Moblle, IS!,!'e.; N. O. and Texas, 14c. 

COl'l'Ell. -Lake Superior ingots at 23e. per lb. for cash ; new sheath-
ing, 26c. 

FLOUR.-State, good, $4.70 a $4.75 ; State, extra brands, $4.75 a 
$4.85. ; Michigan and Indiana, extra, $4.75 a $f'.i.20;  Gl'::neeee, extra 
brands, $5.50 a $7.50 ; St. Louis, extra, $11 a $8.50 ; Canada, extra, 
$5 a $6 ; Ricbmond City, $6.50 a $7.25 ; Baltimore, $5 a $6. 

GLAss.-Amel'ican Window-First, second, third and fourth quali
ties, per 51l feet : 6 by 8 to 8 by 10, $3.50 a $2.75 ; 8 by 11 to 10 by 15, 
$h $3 ; 10 by 16 to 12 by 18, $4.50 a $3.25 ; 12 by 19 to 16 by 24, $5.25 

a $3.50; 16 by 26 to 2ll by 110, $6 & $4 ; 2ll by--8l to94 by 36. $B & $4.50 . 
26 by 36 to 30 by 44, $9 a $5. These prices are subject to a large dis: 
count-sometimes 50 per cent. 

HE..\lp.-American undressed, $140 a $150 ; dressed from $190 a 
$210. Jute, $95 a $90. Italian, $2. 75. Russian clean, $210 a $215 
Manilla 630 c. pel' lb. 

INDlA-Buu.wm.-Para, fine, Mc. a 6Oc. per lb.; East India, 37c. 

a 40c. 
INDloo.-Beng"l, $1 a $1.50 per Ib.; Manilla, good to plime, roc. " 

$1.10 ; Guatemala, $1 a $1.15. 
IBON.-Anthraclte pig, $28 a $24 per tun ; Scotch, $23 to $23.50 ; 

Swedish bar, ordiIml'Y sizes, $86 a $87.50 ; English refined, $53 a 
$54.50 : English oolilmon, $43 a $40 . Russian sheet, first qua lit)·, 
11c. a 11!,!'c. per III.; English, single, double and treble, 33(c. a 3%c. 

LEAD.-Galena, $5.75 per 100 Ib .. ; German and English ,,,fiued, 
$5. 7U ; bar, sheet and pipe, from 6e. to 63:(e. 

LEATHEB.-Oak slaughter, light, 33c. a 350. per lb.; Oak, heavy, VOc. 
a 33c. ; Oak, crop, S8c. II 40c. ; Homlock, middle, 23c. a 24c. ; 
Hemlock, light, 23c. a 24e. ; Hemlock, heavy, 22c. a 23c. Pat
ent enameled, 16<:. & 170. per foot, light. Sheep, morocco finish, $7.50 
a $8.50 per dozen. Calf-skins, oak, 67e. a 6Oc. ; Hemlock, 56c . .. 6Oc.; 
Belting, oak, 22e. a 34e. ; Hemlock, 28c. a 31c. 

NAILB.-Cut at 3c. a 3%c. per lb. American clinch ,ell In 10\8, as 
wanted, at 5c. a 6c.; wrought foreign, SXe. a 3Mc.; Amelican horae
shoe, 14,",c. 

OILB.-Linseed, city made, liSc. per gallon ; whale, bleached spring, 
5Sc. n. Mc.; sperm, crude, $1 .25 a $1.2.13 ; sperm, unbleached spring, 
$1.35 ; lard oil, No. 1 winter, 87c, a 92c.; extra. refined rOfllin, 30c. a 
4Dc.; machinery, 50e. a lODe.; camphene, 45c. a 46c.; coal, refined, from 
$1.12 a $1.50: palm oil, 10c.; linseed, 59c, 

REIIIN.-Common, $1.60 per 310 Ibs. bbI. : No. 2, &CO, $1. 7U a 
$2 : No. 1, per 280 lb .. bbl., $2.25 a $3 ; wblte, $3.25 a $4.50 ; pale, 
$5.50. 

SPELTER plates, 5c. a 5),)'c. per lb. 
STEEL.-English cast, 14c . ..  16<:. per lb.: German, 7c . ..  IOc.; Am

erican spring, 5c. a 5!,!'c.; American blister, 4�e. a 5�e. 
TALLow.-American prime, 10%0. to 10),(c. per Ill. 
TIN.-Banca, 32.!(c. a 33c. ; Straits, 32M •• ; plates, $7.50 .. $9.75 

per box. 
TUltPENTINE,-Crude, $3.62� per 280 Ibs.; spirits, turpentine, 46c. 

per gallon. 
ZINc.-Sheet •• 71(0 . .. Be. per lb. 
The foregoing rates indicate the state Of the New York markets up 

to Septemher 15tb. 

The demand for Bour has been somewhat more lively 
during the past week. 

There wa� a large supply of fat cattle during the week, 
5, 930 having been received mostly from the West, and 
they sold as low as 8!c. a 9c. per pound . 

A circular issued from the office of the Shipping and 
Mercantile List, No. 58 Pine-street, contains a statement 
of our total c otton crop for the year ending August 3 1 st. 
The crop of Sea Island was 49, 089 bales against 40, 566 
In the pte�i<IUs year, and the increase of th� entlre Cl'OP of 
Jl,1! itil!r1� fat tit\! yti.i!f *M rwt;lJ 1 " 1m,IM: 

ISSUED FROM THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFWE 
FOil THE WEEK ENDING SEPTEMHEB 13, 1859. 

(Reported Officially fo7the' SOlEN1IIFlO AMruuOAN.] 
�-". 

• •  Pamphlets giving full particulars ot the mode of · applying tor 
* patents, size of model required, and mueh oth�r infol1l18,tion use.. 

f1ll to inventors, may be had In'atis by addressmg MUNN & CO. , 
Publishers of the SclENTIFlO AMERICAN. New York. 

25, 375.-Henry Adams, of New York City, for an Im-
provement in Saddle-trees : 

1 claim a tree for side or ladies' saddles, constructed by connecting 
the bars, A A, by .. bridge, B, at the point specified,.and ,with an 
open epace, ft, between the front e-nds of the bars, at melr Junction 
with "tlie horns, C D, for the purpose set forth. 

. '25, 376.-Geo. S. Avery, of Cross River, N. Y.,  for an 
Improvement in Rails for Railroads :  

. I claim an improv.ement in railroad iron bars or �',�ila by an ofise-t or 
bend, made in one end of the l'ails, and the lapPJJ)g on of tha other 
end of the rails, and ins.erting a key between them at the lap, and 
riveting or bolting them together, substantially as and for the pur
poses described. 

[An engraving and description of this inventi9D will appear in our 
columns in the COUl'8C of a few weeks.] 
25, 377.-0. S. Bartlett, of Romulus, N. Y., for an Im-

provement in Ditching-plows :  ' 
I claim the combination of the arm�. D D D, brace, H, rods, d d, 

and blocks, F Ii', 8ubs-tantially as and for the purpose rtet forth . 
I al,o claim the mode of ottnching and adjusting the share., E E 

E, by means of the packing blocks, I I I, in combination with the bolts 
b 0, and arm!:!, D D, sub,£ltantially in the manner specified. 
25, 378.-A. F. Blunk, of Indianapolis, Ind . ,  for an Im-

provement in Straw-cutters : 
I claim a straw r.nt.tel', constructed as shown nnd specified, thrrt i8 to 

say, with angular knives, T, arms, X, wheell E, feen rollers, B C, 
ftod D. sUdes P S, sprinp;s, 0, band, N, pul eys, J J, and endless 
belt, I, · when these severnl parts are constructed and an-anged to op
erate conjointllrG IliI and for the pm-pos€s described. 

25, 379.-E. K. Breckenridi!e, ot West Mpriden , Conn .• 

for an Improvemen t in Window-sash Fasteners : 
I claim tbe employment or use. of two cams, B B', placed on a com· 

mOD arbor, b, WIth a spring, E F, applied to them and a lever, U, 
the whole being fitted withiB a ti'amt!, A, and arranged to operate 
substantially as and 101' the purpose ,et forth. 

[This invention consists in placing two cams on a common arbot', 
and connecting both by a Single spring, the parts being placed in the 
slll of the window casing, a.nd in such relation to the Bash as to bea.r 
against its edge ; one cam retaining the sash in an upward positioE, 

at any desired bight within the scope of its movement, and COllse· 
ql1ently opposing a downward movement, and the other cam Ol1POsillg 
an upward movement, and thereby retaining t.Ile sash in a downward 
position, either cam being moved or adjusted when required, for the 
purpose of ral.ing or lowering the sash by means of .. lever.] 

25 380.-Z. B. Brown and M. C. Godard , of Granby, , 
Conn. ,  for an Improvement in Seed-planters : 

We claim the arrnngf'.ment Hnd combination of the carrier and 
stamping wheels F F, cnms and marker device I I, upon the wheel F", 
the reciprocal k.ver�" Ii 11, seed slides or valves, D D, hoppers, B B, 
drill formers:, J J, and covering shar�s, K K, sumtantiallY in the man
ner as and for the purpose described. 

25, 381 .-J. S. Buell, of Buffalo, N. Y.,  for an Improve
ment in Sewini! Machines : 

I cln.im, first, In combination with the st.at.innary corrugated sur. 
face, 0 0, the corrugated foot.piecc, Q, cOI!�tructed, arranged and 
operating therewith, as eet forth. 

Second·, I also claim, in combination with the needle or its thread� 
the conical spool, X, Rnd �uid e, U, for causing the slack in the thread 
to form the loop, and hOlding said loop from turning until seized by 
the looper, as set forth and explained. 

25,382.-Stephen Burrows, of Lima, 'Vis. , for an Im
provement in Seed-drills ; 

I claim the emplo.vment of a grooved ]'in�, B C, fitted on the axle 
or shaft of a seed drill, in combination wIth the peculia.rly constl'uct� ed !. ube1 D E, leading from the hopper into the groove of the ring, Bub. 
stantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
25, 383 . -Wm. Campbell, of Waterloo, Pa. , for an Im

proved Churn : 

th! ���:'���o��}oJ::rl�l�h�a�i;Fo��c:��'��' P, as an Improvement in 

25, 384.�Rosanna Carpenter, of Medford, Mass. , for an 
Improvement in Extracts of Fruits : 

r claim, ti S a new article of manufactt1re� the above.deseribed ex. 
tract of truH, prepared in the manner substantially as specified. 

25,385.-R. P. Clark, of .Johnstown, N. Y., for an Im
provement in Handmills for Grinding Apples, &c. :  

r claim the described improved hnndmlll for household use, in 1"e. 
ducing ar.ples� potatoes, and other fruits and roots to pomace ; the 
���hh�ng ��r:::d 

c
�:d

b
�����li�cI�e 

a��rti�rl�:��nte�I:��1�h� 
25, 386.-Barnes Claytcn, of l'hiladelphia, Pa.,  for Im

proved Fastenings for Shirt Studs : 
I claim the hollow sliding case, At and sprin�, B, jn combination 

with the tie, or post., E, and the bar, D, the same bemg arranged to 
j!J';;'ha::;'��::�:ii;e

d�bstantiall:Y in the manner and for the purhose set 

25, 387.-P. S. Clinger, of Conestoga Center, Pa. ,  fur 
an Improvement in Wire Fences : 

I clB.im the e¢mh\llat!on of the pin, S
h 

wit"h. the ratchet. T, in <1Oll
nectloD with the morti!ed post, and t e hooked wires, H W, when 
these several part. are arranged substantially as desorlbed for the 
purpose set forth. 
25, 388 . -T. T. and H. W. S. Collier, of Lavcrnia, 

Texas, for an Improvement in Cotton-see d  Plantets : 
We claim t.he arraol!ement of the distribut.or, E� and t.ne fltirrcr, 

H, construr.t.ed as det\cribed, to operate in combination with the pack. 
ing wheel, 1, &.ubstantially as and for the pUl'po:-:e SRt forth. 

(The principal obiect of this Invention is to obvIate the difficulty 
of diotributing cotton-seeds evenly from a hopper. FOI' thio pm'po'. 

th�l'e I� 8i'l'aQged hi the hopper ., eUi·'·et m.de of h0� 0-' IrOll !tblei.l 
I'U� thtoti!1t d!�'k� Ii' t.lj� Mi�l "h!�j; �H!l'�i tH:,P.+'t.IJ �i!l>t'l iti# fl�' 
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tributor and forc .. the .. ed into the seed eeU.. The .eed ceUs are 
formed by cutting ratchet teeth into the face of the revolving cylinder 
called the dlltrlbutor, and receive the seed from the hopper and carry 
it down Into the discharging tube which passes down through the hol
low share of the planter. A broad wheel follows the share and 
presses the earth around the seed.] 
25 389.-Henry W. Colvin, of Pendleton county, Ky. ,  '

for an  Improvement in Sights fo
.
r Fir�-a�s :  

. 
I claim the semt-circular form of the fore-sIght W1�h Its.range:ple.ce 

or bead and shades and triangUlar fonn of the hmd-Ellght WIth lts 
needle, or range and shades, substantially ... deseribed and for the 
purpose set forth. 
25, 390.-Gcorge Cook, of Paris, TIl., for an Improve

ment in Rotary Harrows : 
I claim the arrangement of the teeth d, placed eccentrically on 

triangular frames, E, which rotate on oblique pivots, c, substantially 
as and for the purpose specified. 

[This invention consists in arranging the teeth of a rotary harroW' 
on triangular framcs which revolve on oblique pins, said teeth to be 
act on lines which do not pass through the centers of the frames, so 
that nhey clear themselves more readily and c-ause the frames to re· 
volve without any extra weight.] 
25, 391.-Solomon Crowell, Jr. , of Palmyra, N. Y., 

for an Improvement in Coffee-pots : 
I claim the combination of the pc>rforated diffusing-cham' er, C, 

having a tight conical bottom, f, with the concentric perforateu di. 
gester D, whereby the coffee is exposed in a thin la.yer of nearly uni. 
form thickness, to the water �ercolating nearly uniformly through 

. all parts, for the purposes spec.fied. 
25,392.-Henry Davis, of Baltimore, Md., for an Im

prol'emcnt in Brakes for Railroad-cars : 
I claim increasing the frictional action oCthe car-brakes upon the 

peripheries ot car-wheels, by the introductioa of sand or its equiva
lent, between the frictional surfacest at the time that the brakes arc 
brought in contact with the car-whee s, substantially as set forth. 
25, S9S,-David Decker, of New York City, for an Im-

provement in Pianoforte Actions : 
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lloating lever shall govern t�e action of the relieving.jack by or 
through the said regulating flcrew, whether constructed in this precise 
m

S��:�d�
r
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v
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d
iongue, pin, or 

equivalent, for the purpose of keeping the lifting-Jack in its proper po. 
Bition in relation to the repeating lever, and for preventing a.ny bind. 
ing or sticking of said repeating lever and lifting-jack. 

'rhird, I claim 80 alTanging the adjustable piece, D, and repeaUng 
��rJ��'b�����l��!���I�������h�l t::�t
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the front of the key, in front of the hammer rail, for the purpose of 
being thus conveniently placed for regulatlng. 
25, 394.-Sylvant19 A. Denio, of Boston, Mass., for an 

Improved Prison Lock : 
I claim the lock or part, b, with itS' parts c e i and k, arranged with 

each other as described, to move, bold and lock the bolt, k, in door, 1, 
l���� th��tt:�
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constructed and operated ill the peculiar manner desmiEed and for 
the purpose Bet forth. 
25, S95.-Simcon Dodge, Jr. and Benjamin Potter, Jr. ,  

of Marblehead, Mass. , for an  Improved Heel for 
Boots and Shoes : 

'Ve claim as a new article of manufacturE', a heel havIng a concave 
seRt, and a flat tread, with its rises united by cement, as set forth. 
2';, 396.-Thomas Dongherty, of Macon, Ga. , for an 

Improvement in Switch-stand for RaIlroads : 
I cluim the combination of eccentric, B, with the pin, C, through 

lever, D, to bar, E, for the purpose of locking and unlockin;; the main 
111n, A, to and from notches, M M 1\1, substantially as and for the PUl'
l'U�CS set forth. 
25, 3!l7 .-Eugene Duchamp, of St. Martinsville, La. , 

for an Improved Faucet :  
I claim the arrangement and combination of the oblique slot, G, 

handle, F, stem, C, and tube, A, sothat on turning the handle, F, the 
stem, V, will rise and fall with a 8piral or screw movement, thus en
suring ease of operation, and tightness of packing, as shown and de
scribed. 
25, 398.-Eugene Duchamp, of St. Martinsville, La. , 

for an Improved Filter : 
I claim the employment of fine spun glass arranged in the manner 

and for the pn
J
.0se� Ret forth, in combination with the reservoir, G, 

r��j!�'k���:; l'���raS��::d �dnle��ib��ter chamber, F, essentially 

25,399.-Eugene Duchamp, of St. Martinsville, La. , 
for an Improvement in Apparatus for Heating 
Water : 

I claim the combi:::lation and arrangement with t.he false bottom, G, 
and tank, A, of the perforated casing, D, fire-chamber, C, draft.pIpe, 
}--', smoke-pipe, II, as and for the purpose shown and described. 

[This invention consists in placing within a cylinder or outer casing 
perforated at the top and bottom, a e-maller cylinder, which latter 
serves as a fir-cchamber; these are placed in the center of a tubhav. 
ing a false bottom, so that when the water, clothes and soap are put 
around the boiler in the tub, and a fire made in the inner chamber, a 
constant rotary current of the water in the tub will be obt.ained, and 
the dirt carried to the bottom of the tub.] 
25, 400.-John Fasig, of West Salem, Ohio, for an Im

proved Mop-head : 
I claim the herein-named construction of a mop.head, consisting 

of the piece, B, with the slot, C, and hole, D� in combinatIOn with the 
rod, E, and notches, a, e, screw and nut, G, when the several parts 
are arranged and operated substantially as set forth. 
25, 401 .-Jacob Fassnacht, of New Milltown, Pa. ,  for 

an Improvement in Harness : 
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breeching, as set forth, 
25, 402 .-William R. Fee, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for an 

Improvement in Hydraulic Oil Presses : 
I claim, first, The peculiar construction of the dies, D', Rnd fol

lowers, D, having the grooveS', G, and conduits, G' and also the oil 
passages, d, to facilitate the expression of oil, substantially as set 
forth. 
an�

e
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and for the purposes described. 
Third, I claim the hinged hoop, F, for charging the press, substan

tially as set forth. 
25, 40S.-J. H. Frampton, of Hopewell, Ohio, for an 

Improvement in Cultivators : 
I claim the adjnstable 8hl'\re standards, G G, attached to the paral

lel adjustable bars, D D, which arc sccured to the b�am, A. by the 
bars, E E', the whole being combined and arranged substantially as 
and for the purpose set forth. 

[This invention consists in a novel way of attaching the shares to 
the plow whereby they may be readily adjusted nearer together or 
further apart, or higher or lower, as the nature of the work may re
qnire.J 
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25, 404.-Daniel K. France, of Congress, Ohio, for an 

Improved Churn Dash ; 
I claim the metallic strips, B, attached to the convex eurface of the 

slats, by slots and screws, and operating in the manner and for the 
purpose substantially as set forth. 
25, 405.-C. L. Gilpatrick, of Saco, Mame, for an Im

proyed Churn : 
I claim the combination of the crank.shaft, D, and staffs, B B, with 

the top, A', when said top is provided with boxes, F, in which play 
slides through which the staffs pass, the saD1.£ being arranged and 
operating snbstantially no and for the purpose specified. 
25,406.-Elias J. Hale, of Foxcroft, Maine, for an Im-

provement in Lamp Chimneys : 
I claim contracting the chimney above the flame, and admitting at 

��;�� ��bsflt���a��� :et
U
f�r�h� 

of air, in the manner and for the 

25, 407.-Robert Hale, of Hoxbury, Mass. , for an Im
proved Exhaust-pipe for Steam-engines : 

I claim an exhaust pipe) constructed as described and ha.ving an 
opening. B, and a steam plpe., C, in combination with a lip, 1, opera
ting in the manner set forth, lOr the purpose specified. 
25,408.-William Hamilton, of St. Catharine, Mo. , 

for an Improved Excavator : 
First, In combination with an excavator frame constructed ae de· 

scribed, having the side timbers braced in front only, I claim four 
wheels, when arranged in relation to the said frame, Bubstantially as 
described, so that a common cart may either be backed between the. 
hind wheels, or pushed over said wheels and frame, under tho ex· 
cavator, when the same is hoisted to be discharged, as specified. 

Second, The combination of an excavator with a frame having the 
rear ends of each of the side timbers bifurcated for the reception of 
the wheel, the BRme being arranged to turn on a pin or journal, ex· 
te

l£�l�:f,
t
i�l�i:�: ����tl�� !!!:a���::�e�fh��1��t�e excavator 

to the frame by means of arms, the same being so pivoted at the ends 
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excavating operation of the machine, Bubstantially a8 shown and de. 
scribed. 
25,409.-Stephen P. Hartk.of Boston, Mass. ,  for a'll Im

provement in Barrel /Syringes : 

m!;���"!uV:s�a�aYl� l� ::t "lort��
d to the ayringe, operating in the 

25, 41O.-Malachi B.  Hassler, of Columbia City, Ind., 
for .an·lmproved Churn: 

I claim the arrangem�,nt of the hinged curved leaf g, in combina
tion with the wings, f f " constructed and arranged to operate sub· 
stantialiy as described, IOr tbe purposes set forth. 
25, 41l.-R. K. Hawley, of Baltimore, Md. , for an Im

proved Construction of Segmental Circular Saws : 
I claim a segmental veneer saw, the blades of which are formed, 

hung and clamped in the manner described. 
25,412.-David Hinman, of Berea, Ohio, for an Im

provement in Grinding the Teeth of Mowers and 
Reapers : 

I claim the circular grooves, a 8 .... 0n the facea, e e, ofth. grindstone, in connection with the standards, 1i' F' G G', and holder, H,arrangea 
and operating in the manner specified. 
25, 413.-W. W. Hollman, of Eddyville, Ky. ,  for an 

Improved Mangle : 
I claim the combination of the levers, K J K' J', with one of the 

���o�� balancing lever, H H', substantially as and for the pnrpose 

25, 414.-W. H. Hortsmann, of Brooklyn, N. Y�,  for 
an Improved Mode of Manufacturing Telegraph 
Cables : 

I claim constructing the cable by the apparatns, snbstantially as 
�h:[;�J:i'v����

i
t��
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�� B�C\�:d�'

eservoirs, wrapping apparatuB, &c., or 
I also claim the final reservoir, m, for coating a telegraphic cable 

after it haa paesed all the othe.r apparatus, and before it hM entered 
the water or ground, conetructed and Rl>plied Bubstantially as speci. 
fied. 

I also claim the, manufnctnring of the cable, substantially in the 
manner described, at the time it is laid, so as to perfect it and at 
once launch it into the place where it is to remain, whereby I avoid 
aU the chances for injury and imperfections ariain

t 
here from, growing 

h���t�f��:��� b��n �����ing the cable after it as been made, as 

25, 4 1 5.-A. H. Inskeep, of Middleburg, Ohio, for an 
Improvement in Harvesting Machines : 

I claim, first, The arrangement of J;he l'evolving spiral cone-shaped cutter or gatherer with the base of tho cone in front, to gather up and 
�l:�Ii�l� g:s

a
��:C�i�e!r f���'i:'e S�=8�'� O:cfE�:r.

rocating cutters, sub-
Second, The combination of the spirany.rormed gatherer or cutter, 

D..rranged as described, wit!I the dIvider, D, �uards, D' D', and sta
tlOnary cutters, 6, substantIally as deecnbed, for the purposes speci. 
fied. 
25,416.-W. D. Johnson, of Raleigh, N. C., for an 

Improvement in Cultivators : 
I claim the bars, A A, curved so as to form handles at one end, and 

having horizontal oblique positions to form the body of the frame, the 
draft bar, C, and guide or retaining bar, D, the front ends oCthe Dars, 
!'�h��!ti�:r:i��
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aud for the purpose set forth. 
[This invention consists in a pecu�iar manner of constructing the 

frame of the implement, whereby tbe same may be readily adapted 
for the cultivation of cropp., and at the same time a very economical 
device obtained.] 
25, 417.-W. D. Johnson, of Raleigh, N. C., for an Im

provement in Seeding-machines : 
I claim the arrangement of two distributing slides, E F, with the 

proj(':ctions, H H, on the wheel�, C C, and two or more compartments 
1n the hopper, B', jnclllled tube .. G, inclined draught bar, B, and ad� 
justable roller standard, I, substantially as and for the purpose set 
forth. 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a seeding-machine capable 
of planting two different kinds of seed in alternate hills, and also drop 
therewith a fertilizing material in such a manner that a stratum of 
earth will intervene between the fertilizer and seed, so that the germ
inating principle of tbe latter wili not be injured by direct contact 
with the former. The invention also has for its object the ready ad
justment ofa gage roller to vary the depth of the fUlTO\v according to 
the depth the seed may reqnire to be planted.] 
25,418.-Morris L. Keen, of Rogers' Ford, Pa. , for an 

Improvement in Boilers for Making Paper Pulp from 
Wood : 

I claim a boiler fOl" boiling, under pressure, wood and ligneous 
materials for making papcrJ pulp, com�tructed with an eX
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�::n�������:�i!rl� �� ����d�rranged for t e pur-

25, 4 1 9 . -Asa M. Keith, of Kosciusko, Miss. ,  for an 
Improvement in Cnltivators : 

I claim the arrangement of the donble 8craper, the hoe drum and 
the hillers or coverers, in their relation to each other and ro the parts f�r\�� frame to which they are attached, as and for the pnrposes set 

25,420.-John C. Kimball, of New Haven, Cenn. ,  for 
an Improvement in Movable Tops for Cardages : 

I claim so constructing the standards or suppone of a manding car· 
riage-top, and attaching them by means of screwe that the top and 
standards or supports may be readily removed, when the whole is 
constructed and connected snbstantially as descnbed and for the pur
poses set forth. 

Second, I claim the combination of the smnd&rds with the body 
when the standards are secured by being screwed into the upper endr3 
of the I!Ituds, and the whole is constructed, arranged and made to 
serve the purpose intended, sub.tantialiy .s descriloed. 
25, 421 .-Nelson J. Knapp, of Chicago, Ill . ,  for an Im-

provement in Locomotive Lamps : 
I claim the combination of the ellipsoidal and paraboloidal reflecw 

���� �tDfo�r: 
burner, C, arranged substantially as and tor the 11ur. 

25, 422. -Jesse Ladd, of Holdernes�, N. H. , for an Im
proved Machine for Arral).ging Pegs : 

I claim a machine or combi:rrtition, consisting of the following 
devices, or their mechanical equivalents, viz.: 

1. The grooved cylinder, D, furnished with a hopper or other 
proper means of supplying it with pegs. 

2. The guiding receiver, H. 
3. One or more advancers, L L, and the operative mechanism 

thereof. 
4. A device 01' mechani�m for discharging from the guiding re· 

ce
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may be disposed therein 
6. The receiving IilPOUt, M. 
7. The peg-carrier, 0, and-
8. Mechanism for adYancing t�e pegs through the said carrier. 
I also claim, in combination WIth the eaid machine, or its hOPRer, and grooved cylinder, an agitator, E, or means of shaking or agitatmg 

the mass ofpe�s in the hoppel', or its conductor. 
I 8180 claim, m combination with the said machine, or its receiving 

spout, Mt the serrated bar, P, operated as described, or mechaniflm 
for insunng the descent of the pegs within the receiving �pout, as spe .. 
cified. 

I also claim, in combination with the said machine, or with the re· 
ceiving spout and peg-carrier thereof, the device or part, U, made to 
oP
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receiving spout, M, thereot, the door, R, and its operative mechan
ism, whereby the surplus pegs may be discharged from the spout 
after it may have become sufficiently sUPlllied with pegs. 

I also claim, in combination with the ea1d machine, or its spout, M, 
the finger, 0', or equivalent, to be operated in manner and by means, 
and for the purpose substantially as described. 
25, 423.-Angustus Lafever, of Battlecreek, Mich., for 

an Improved Board-measurer : 
I claim, first, The employment or use of the cone £ears, E J, and 
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and indexes, and with or without the arm, C and lever, D, substan. 
tially as and for the purpose set furth. 

Second, The arrangement of the yielding frames, H K with the 
pinion, F, and cone gear, Jt respectively attached to levers, b' c' g' hI .. 
and racks, a' f', substantially as and for the purpose specified. 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a portable instrument or 
device by whIch the aggregate number of square feet, in " lot of 
lumber composed of pieces of varying lengths and thickne.ses, may 
be ascertained by simply laying the imtrnment transveroely over 
the pieces in the direction of their widtb, the instrument being cap_ 
able of adjustment to snit the length and thicknesses of the pieces.] 
25, 424.-John S. Lash, of Carlisle, Pa., for an Im-

proved Dumping Cart : 
I claim the employment or use of the curved or segment rack, F, 
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forth. 
I further claim the rod, H, provided with the spring, r, and con ... 
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each other, to opcl".Lte substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 
[This invention consists in applying to an ordinary dumpingMcart a 

segment rack and pinion, spring and pressure bar, in such a manner 
that the cart body may be readily tilted by the attendant and ita 
load dumped, and the body made to right itself or assume its original 
position automatically by the forward movement of the cart.] 
25, 425.-Wm. Lees, of Germantown, Ohio, for an Im-

provement in Corn-planters : 
I cla.im the cylinders, d d', in combination with the hoppers, c' b 

::����b:d.
ce to the feed bar, D, arranged to operate SUbstantially 

25, 426.-Ferdinand C. Lighte, of New York City, for 
an Improvemcnt in Pianofortes : 

I claim� first, The crystal rcvel'berator, G. of glass, or other rna· 
terial, applied below or at the back of the souudwboard, in combination 
:c�lb�a.

ening8, a 8., therein substantially as and for the purpose de� 
Second, The insulators, f f, applied between the iron frame or plat.e, 

G, and the wrest plank and wooden blocking of the instrument, in 
such manner that the said frame or plate will bear upon the plank and 
blocking only at few points, sub.tantially as and for the pnrpose de
scribed. 
25, 427.-Geo. Lindsey and Wm. Cameron, of Peters

burgh, Va. , for an Improvement in Tobacco 
Presses : 

We claim a portable hydraulic ja,ck, or other powerful press, so con-
�l�':t���c��!
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hight on the truck on which it rests, in combination wit� the railroad 
track, E, at right angles with the track, B, when said press is used 
for increasing the pressure of the screw press and converting it into 
a retaining press, substantially as and for the purpose described. 
25,428.-John H. Lyon, of New York City, for an Im-

proved Lock and Detector: 
I claim combining with a padlock, or any lock provided with a 

shackle, a supplemelltal shackle, arranged with a lead or soft metal 
tube, 80 as to be temporarily secured thereby to the lock case, a.nd 
admltting of being released only by the Beveling of said tube, which 
thIrfitbit�:�f:i: fu�\;c:O�h:
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divIsion plate, p, between, whereby the construction of the lock is 
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invention enabled to be carried 

25,429.-Mnrdick Lytle, of Alleghany, Pa., for an Im-
proved Steering Apparatus for Barges in Rivers : 

I claim the application of a wheel, C, to the bow of a barge, so that 
i�
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pmrer of the propelling boat, substantialfy as and for the purposes 
specified. 
25, 4S0.-Jacob Maize, of Wooster, Ohio, for an Im

provement in Seeding-machines : 
I claim the adjustable cultivators, K, provided with the arms, K', 

gnides, 1\<1, and the adjustable jointed harrow, Q, when arranged ill 
relation to each other, 8.8 described, and acting conjointly with the 
seeding apparatus, in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 
25, 4 S l . -W. A. McDonald, of Mott Haven, N. Y.,  for 

an Improved Dovetailing Machine : 
I claim, fi .. t, The e.mployment or nee of spiral saw-cutters, 0 0' 
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and G" G.I...." attached to the rotating heads, F, connected by gearing, 
I�'s���!�� f:��:brl:30�e�ith the cutters, G G" and Gn G''', the ad-
justable platform, L. 

Third, The combination of the cutters, G GJ Gil GU', platform, L, 
and gage, M, operated by the screw, c, for the purpose set forth. 

[An engraving of this machine may be found on page 129 of the 
present volume of the SCIENTItrIC AMERICAN.] 
25 432.-Edmund Miller and Benjamin Miller, of Rising , 

Snn, Ind. , for an Improvement in Cultivators : 
We claim the combined arrangement of the �uard, H, elevated 

wing, I, curved horizontally in two directions, adjusting shank, G, 
and bracket, E F \ operating in connection with a shovel plow, in the 
manner Mond for tne purpose set forth. 
25, 433.-Henry Miller, of Grafton, Va. , for an Improved 

Shingle Machine : 
I claim the manner of tilting the bed, as shown, to wit, by means of 

the adjustable wheel, I, on shaft, J, actuated by the ratchet, K, also 
on said shaft, the pa.wl, L, on the framing, .A.. spring, w, attached to 
the carriageJ." E\ and lipring, t', attached to the Jraming, A, and acting 
on the bed, 1" , tne whole being arranged substantially a. and for the 
purpose set forth. 
ta�tf:rt�e:h�lf��;I��,a:�.������ �J�h
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of the bed, for the purpose of graduating the thickness of the shingles. 
[This invention relates to an improvement in that class of shingle 

machines in which the bolt, in order to have the shingles cut in taper 
form, is adjusted obliquely to the cutting plane of the saw by means 
of a tilting bed. The object of the iuvention is to simplify the me
chanism employed for such pnrpose, and to graduate with facility the 
length of the tilting movement or the degree of inclination of the 
bed, so as to give the shingles a greater or less degree of taper aB 
may be desired.) 
25, 434.-Jonathan H. Mitchell, of Germantown, Tenn. ,  

for an  Improvement in  Cotton-scrapers : 
I claim, first, The combination and 8.n8.ngement of the beam, d, 

chair, c, mold.boo.rd, a, and share, b, when operating substantially as aet forth. 
Second, The adjustable and changeable share, b, when constructed 

arranged and operating .ubstantlally .. s and for the purpose set 
forth. 
25, 435.-William Morrison, of Carlisle, Pa. , for an 

Improvement in Corn-planters : 
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in Ihe manner and for the purposes described. 
25,436.-William O'Neill, of Pine Level, Ala. , for an 

Improvement in Plows : 
I claim the lapping land. sides of the plows and the bar, A, attached 

to the beam as specified, in combination with the bolts, nuts and 
braces described. whereby they may be formQd at pleasure into a 
double or hill-side plo,!, as se,t forth. " 

25, 431.-Wm. O'Neill, of Pine Level, Ala., for an 
Improvement in Plows : 

I claim the arrangement of the adjustable mold.boards, M M', at
tached to the share by bolts, a, and constructed aa described, with 
braces, z and T, stock, S, and share, S', and point, P, substantially as 
and for the purposes specified. 
25,438.-Geo. T. Parkhurst, of Baltimore, Md. , for an 

Improvement in Lamps : 
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25, 439.-Stephen B. Peet, of New York City, for an 
Improvement in Carriage Springs : 

. I claim a compound spring, composed of a combiDft.tion of an ellip
tic leaf or leaves and a volute coil, substantially as set forth. 
25,440.-John G. Perry, of Kingston, R. I. , for an Im-

proved Sausage-stuffer : 
I claim combining the cylinders, � having a spiral cavity or cavi

!�et
s
fo';i�� the follower, D, substanti ly as described for the purposes 

25, Hl.-Orris Pier, of Ludlow, Vt., for an Improve
ment in Horse-rakes : 

I clain the arrangement and combination of the adjustable bar, I, �e::OBl�\�:C��h ��d' J!S�:i���:' strap, J, and seat, P, as and for the 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a rake that may be readily 
raised and lowered for the purpose of having its load discharged, and 
also readily adjusted, sO that the ends of the teeth may be at the 
desired hight from the surface of the ground, and the rake he enabled 
to gather or rake all the hay without having it' teeth catch into the 
ground, a. contingency which frequently ocew'S in using the wire
tooth rake, greatly lncrea,ing their draught and the wear and tear of 
the implement.) 
25,442.-Daniel R. Prindle, of Bethany, N. Y., for an 

Improvement in Boilers and Steamers : 
I claim the 80 turning or forming the flange of the upper section so 

tbat it wiII contain water to prevent the fire from burnmg the packing 
beneath the flanges, substantially as described. 
25,443.-S. G. Randall, of New Braintree, Mass. , for 

an Improvement in Seeding-machines : 
I claim the -arrangement and combination of the seriee of plate 
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wheels shall assume an oblique position, as set forth. 
[This invention consists in the employment or use of 8. novel har .. 

rowing device applied to and combined with a seed·box and seed-dis
tributor, whereby a very llimple and efficient implement is obtained 
for the desired purpose, and that may be nsed on rough grouud with
out being obstructed in its work or liable to be broken or injured.) 
25,444.-J. A. Safford, of Winchester, Mass. ,  and John 

W. Chase, of North Weare, N. H.,  for an Im
provement in Skiving Machines : 

in '!��r�l:�fth ��
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on, M, alTanged and operating as specified 

25,445.-Francis C. Schaffer, of Brooklyn, N. Y. ,  for 
an Improvement in Carriage-tops : . 

I claim the arrangement and combination, with the curtains, D, of the hooks, I, guides, d, and supporters, c, as shown and described 80 that the curtains, D, may be ke:pt stretched, and be readily lowered or ra.ised and secured overhead, Within the carriage at any desired point, a. set forth. 
[This invention cons ists in arranging the side curtains with hooks, 

which catch over guides attached to the top of the carriage, and ex
tending from one side to the other, so that thQ curtains can be made 
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to slide up and down, and that the same are retained in tbeirposition, 
when raised, by the friction of the books on the euides, amI more par
ticularly by the curve which they are forced to tum as soon as they 
begin to rise ; and the curtains are hinged to the carriage.top·in such 
a ma.nner ihat they can be raised and supported in such a pOSition 
that they protect the persons in the carriage against the direct influ
ence or"the rays of the sun, without excluding the air.) 
25, 446.-Thaddeus S. Scoville, of .Rochester, N. Y. ,  

for an  Improved Spirit Level : 
I claim employing a single transparent cell or cistern of spirits, or 

other fluids, in combination with the scale, c, and rectangular stock, 
A, in such a manner that the surface line of the liquid shall indicate 
both the horizontal and perpendicular, wllh the intermediate degree., 
substantially in the manner and for tne purposes set forth. 
25, 441.-Harvey Sloan, of Franklin, Ind. , for an Im-

provement in Seeding-machines : 
I claim, first, The arrangement of shanks, I P, drag·bars, K K", 

levers, J J\ b8.I', G, rest, II, and tsupport, h, the 8ame being co�. 
bined and operating substantially .. s and and for the purpose speCi
fied. 

Second, In connection with the subject of the first claim, the ar-
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specified. 

25, 448.-C. A. Smith, of Piermont, N. Y. ,  for an Im
provement in Railroad-car Seats : 

I claim, first, The arrangement of the �ck �nd bottom of a. car 
8eat� as described, so thn.t when the seat IS a�Justed to an iJ?chned 
position both parts move together on the same Plvot, 8, on. whiCh the 
back moves independent of the bottom, when the seat IS reversed· 
l:!ubstalltially as specified. 

Second I claim the spring catch, e" notched arc, f, bottom, A, and 
back. D. �hen the same are arrangeCl and combined as described. 

[This is an invention for inclining car seats at night, to ad.apt them 
for sleeping. The scat is so arranged tbat the bottom and back move 
together, on the same pivot, when it is desired to give the seat more 
or leBS inclination, and that the back moves independently of the bot. 
tom, but On the Bame pivot, when it is desired to reverse the seat. 
The seat is held at the de.ired inclination by the spring-catch and 
notche,l arc, the operation of which i. so simple that it can be easily 
nnder.tood by any person, even ·ihough entirely nnacquainted with 
mechanical apparatus.) 
25, 449.-P. M. S�ith and T. T. Collier, of Lavernia, 

Texa.s, for an Improvement in Cotton-seed Plant-
ers: . 

We claIm the arrangement and combination ot the wbeels
l 

B, 
axle, C crank, a, puney� H, slide, D, agitator, Ii", fender-bar, S, p ow
j!l.lu�re, a, and ecru-per, D, substantially as and for the purpose de
sCl'Ibed. 

[This invention consists in arranging, over a reciprocating slide, an 
agitator, which serves to mcilitate the discharge of the seed from the 
hopper through a hollow wrought-iron plow-sbare, Baid agitator being 
operated from a pulley on the same shaft which gives motion to the 
slide, so that both move .imultaneously.) 
25 !50.-James C. R. Steirly, of Brooklyn, N. Y. ,  for , 

an Improved Thimble : ' 
I claim the combination of the thimble and cutter in the manner 

and for the purpose set forth. 
25 451.-David Stuart, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Im-, 

provement in Cooking-stoves : ' 

I claim combining with the hollow cross·plece, b, the distributor, a, 
constructed and arranged as set forth. 
25 452.-J. H. Swan, of New York City, for an Im, 

proved Folding Chair : 
I claim, first, The arrangement of the bacJ:c, E, seat, F, nnd arms, 

G G substantially as shown, 80 that the back and seat, when occu· 
pied: will be nearly counterpoised" and the arm� G, moved with the 
seat and back for the purpose spemfied. 

Second, In combination with the back\ E, seat, F, and arms, G G, 
the curved legs, A A B B', when the whOle are arranged substantially 
as shown, so as to admit or being completely folded. 
25,453.-Jame$ Taylor, of Rushville, Ill., for an Im-

proved Chum : 
I claim the peculiar construction and RITangement of perforated 

brakes and auxiliary reflectors. in combination with a dasher, having 
its blades flattened out gradually from near the shaft to their ends, 
substantially as and for the purpos .. set forth. 

[This invention consists in arranging, on the side of the tub or bar" 
reI in which the dasher operates, a seliea of brakes, which are con. 
structed of altemately wider and' narrower ledges ; and the wide 
brakes are cut out close to the side of the barrel, so that the cream 
or milk, '8 it is agitated by the dasher, is broke towards the sides of 
the barrel by the same, wbile the narrower brakes are so arranged 
that the current of milk or cream is broke from the.e sides, whereby 
the cream is not only reduced to butter iu .. very short time, but the 
churn can also be operated quite easily and with little exertion.) 
25,454.-James S. Taylor, of Danbury, Conn. ,  for an 

Improvement jn Mttehinery in Forming Hat, 
Bodies : 

I claim the combination of the two perforated cones and exhaust, 
with one picker and feed 8.n-angement so arranged that the CUlTent 
of im�elled fur is alternately shifted from the tip of one cone across 
on to the tip of the other in such a manuer as to give the required 
proportions in forming a perfect bat body. 
25,455.-George W. Tolhurst, of Liverpool, Ohio, for 

an Improved Washing"machine : 
I claim the inside bottom box, Bi constructed air.tight, so that when 

��: �(oth�:�O ote 
t
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rubber � l'emoTed it will float, and expose 

25,456.-·M. L. Tourtelett, of Neshonoc, Wis . ,  for an 
Improvement in Seeding.machines : 

I claim the combination and arrangement ot the levers, G II con� 
nected by the traverse rod, e, the cam, I, the slides, F F and t, for 
joint operation for the purpose set forth. 

[This invention relates to an improvement in that class of seeding� 
machines which are designed for planting various kinds of seeds, and 
either in hllls, drills or broadcast. The invention consists in a novel 
device or attachment, whereby the seed may be planted at a greater 
or less depth, and, at the same time, leave the earth pressed fi1'lnly 
on it, and the soil left with a smooth surface. The invention also 
consistti in a pecullar a1'l'angement of hoppers and mechanism for 
operating t.he seedMdistributing devices, whereby eIther hopper maJT 
be used separately or all used simultaneously, as may be desired.] 
25, 451.-Louis S. mlman, of Nashville, Tenn. ,  for an 

Improved Hygrometer : 
I claim the combination of the capsule and naturally spiral tail�like 

appendage of either of the plants specified, with an index and dial, or 
their equivalents, substantially as described, to constitute a hygrom� 
eter. 

[This is a most novel invention, and we 8-ha11 present our readers 
with an engraving and description of it in a faw week •. ) 
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25,458.--John Van Horne, of Magnolia, Ill . ,  for an Im-
provement in Machine for Weighing Grain, &c. : 
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springs, N N, working in the bottom of the beam by means of the 
grooves, P P, so as to weigh different weights or drafts, and board, H, 
combined for the purposes set forth as above described. 
25, 459.-Thomas J. Wallace, of Cameron, Ill . ,  for an 

Improvement III Machines in Raking and Loading 
Hay : 

I claim, first, A bay-raker and loader, all the parts of which are 
�t��:f�l�;

e
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nd combined together for Joint operation snb� 
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for the purposes sct forth. 
25,460.-Hamlin Whitmore and David M. Smith, of 

Springfield, V t., for an IJ;llproved Carpenter's 
Rule : 

We claim the spiral springs;-1l h applied to the pintle, e, of the joint
j 
in combination with the elastic bearings, d' of the plates, c c, prov ded with notches, f, and pl'ojections, g, as and for the purpose set forth. 

[This invention relates to an improvement in the joints of the rule, 
whereby the same nre prevented from casually opening and closing, a 
result due to the wear occasioned by a very little use. The invention 
consists in having spiral springs fitted on the pinUes of the joints, and 
bearing againet elastic plates at the central portion of the joints, suid 
plates-being notched and provided with projections, flO as to form 
snaps or catches, to effect the desired object.] 
24, 461.-Charles Whitaker, of Davenport, Iowa, for an 

Improvement in Corn-planters : 
I claim the arrangement of the seed�boxes or receptacles, F, Blide� 
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[This invention relates to an improvement in that class of "Corn
planters in wbich the corn is distributed from the peripheries of the 
wheels. The invention consists in a peculiar distributiDg�device, sr� 
ranged in connection with a seed receptacle within each wheel 
whereby a very simple, economical and efficient machine is obtained 
for the purpose intended.) 
25,462.-J. S. Williams, of St. Louis, Mo. ,  for an Im

provement in Grates : 
I claim the combination of the stove�grate, A having register 

plates, D D, and valves, H H, which admit unheated air from the 
&:�f�:!l:��r:'i!��h�hr�����d�8��it��� ,����e�h�u�rdr:��
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place, Cl when the latter is separated from the flue above by & sim� 
pIe fire. ooard, b, in the manner and for the purposes described. 
25, 463.-W. B. Williams, of Warrenton, N. C.,  for an 

Improvement in Plows : 
I claim, first, The combinat!on of screw·bolts, S, nut, n, in beftm 

B, standard, A, cuff, c, and slotted brace, b, to regulate the depth of 
plowing substantially as described. 

Second, And, in combination with the above, the curved arm, D, 
for collecting weeds, substantinlly as described. 
25,464.-W. B. Williams, of Warrenton, N. C. ,  for an 

Improvement in Plows : 
I claim the combination of standards, S, plate, P, and oblique 

wings, W, substantially as and for the purpose set forth, with 
share, C. 

25, 465.-Albert Broughton, of Malone, N. Y. (assignor 
to himself and A. Lindsay, of same place), for an 
Improvement in Converting Rolal·y into Reciproca
ting Rectilinear Motion : 

I claim the combination of the divided jonrnfil�box, F F', containing two bearings and closed by sprin�8, G G and the spring, I, or 
toothed plate, P, with the vibrating pimon�shaft, B, the whole oper. 
ating substantially a. and for the purpose specified. 

[This invention consists in combining two opposite toothed racks 
with a single interposed rotary pinion, for the purpose of converting 
rotary :uto reciprocating rectilinear motion, by so applying the shaft 
of the pinion, in combination with a divided journal�box, having two 
bearings closed by springs, and so applying means of shifting the 
pinion-shaft from one bearing to another of the journal·box that the 
pinion is made to gear with the two }'acks alternately, and so caused, 
by its revolution, to give the carriage or device to which the said 
racks are attacbed a movement back and forth.) 
25, 466.-J. H. Gould, of Alliance, Ohio (assignor to 

himself and E. A. Hartshorn, of Mount Union, 
Ohio), for an Improved Cover for Stove-plates : 

I claim tho self�ereeting handle, A, in combination with weights, 
C, arranged essentially as and for the purpotes set forth. 

[This invention consists in the employment of a wire handle, in 
such relation to a common circular or other-shaped lid used for cov
ering the boiler.holes in the top plates of stoves, that said handle w\ll 
always keep an erect position, and, at the same time, is not liable to 
be bent or broken off, nor will it bo in the way in using the top of the 
stove.) 
25, 467.-James A. Hamer, of Reading, Pa. (assignor 

to himself and Noms Maris, of Kimbm·ton, Pa.), 
for an Improvement in Brick Machines : 

I claim, first, The combination of the tlades, P, and rods, L", wHh 
the valves, J', and spiral, K', constructed, arranged and operating, In 
relntion to each other, substantially as and for the pUl-poees set forth. 

Second, The combination of the adjustable cover, D, with spiral, 
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Third, The combination of the hinged smoothing�piece, Q, with 
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d vertically�reciprocating piece, P, as and tbP the purposes 
Fourth, Providing the hinged smoothing.piece, P, with the slot, 0, 

and tube, S, as snd for the purposes sct forih. 
25,468.-S. P. La Due, of Rockford, Iowa (assignor to 

'l'homas S. La Due, of same place), for an Improve
ment in Calendar Clocks : 

I claim� first, The anangemeut and combina.tion of the wheels, C 
D E and G� and the ring, M and Q, the faces of which are marked 
with the proper figures and letters, 80 that thf'!Y indicate the seconds, 
the minutes, the hours, and the days of the week and month, sul.t� 
stantially in the manner specified. 

Second, Arranging the wheel, G, in sllch a manner that it serves 
the double purpose of actuating the bell�hammel' and to indicate the 
hours of the day substantially in the manner described, 

Third, Placing the figures and dials on the faces of the dIiving� 
wheels to indicate the seconds and minutes by a continuous motion ; 
also, to indicate the hours by a continuouB 0]' intermittent motion sub· 
stantially in the manner described. 

[This invention consists in an'anging the wheels in the clock with 
figures and letterf:l, in such a manner that the flame, by their relative 
position towards an opening or openings in the lower part of the case, 
or towards a stationary point, indicate the seconds, the minntes, tile 
hours, the days of the week, amI those of the month, without the Rid 
of movable hands or indexes, and these wheels therefore serve, at the 
same time, as driving parts of the clock, and as dials and hands, those 
wheels being dispensed with which mmally serve to operate the dials 
or hands ; and those wheels which iudicate the hours, the dAYS of the 
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"eek. and the days of the month. Me eo arranged that they have an 
intermittent motion, keeping the respective figuree or letters in viow 
during the whole hour or during the whole of the day, the changes 
ta.king place almost instantaneon�ly with the wheels which indicate 
the days of the week and montll, and at !:1horter or longer intervalS! according to the hour which the clock has to strike, with that whee 
which indicates the hours, which latter, howcyer, may be made 80 88 
to have a continuous motion. And this invention also consists in a1'
ra�ging the wheel which indicates the 110u1'8 in Buch a manner that it 
serves the double purpose of indicating the time and nctuating the 
bell-hammer.] 
25, 469 .-Joseph B. Okey, of Indianapolis. Ind. (as

signor to himself and Wm. H. Hendrick, of same 
place). f01' an Improvement in Straw-cutters ' I claim. first, The combination of sliding-bar, B, when constructed 

asset forth, with yoke, C, and vibratln
�

bottom, D ;  �nd-
co�:f��c�1d

T
!��d ����gi�sa���ribed��i'ope�1n�' s���J�ri�lt��v��d for the purposes mentioned. 

25, 470.-Joseph Rider, of Newark, Ohio (assignor to 
himself and E. Remington & Sons, of Ilion, N. Y.), 
for an Improvement in Breech-loading Fire-arms , I claim the combination of the movable breech-tn, F, and the CRP-

tU��d�l��E�t�;�t�t�,�ilhs�t���i�l�fa:h�efu�'� e3escribed, I claim 
the arrangement of the main-spring and ttigger, relativelv to each 
other, to the hammer. and to the stock and barrel,Bubstantially as de
scribed. 
25, 4 7 1 . -Joseph C. Silvey. of Nmv Orleans, La. (AS

signor to Thomas J. Dobyns, of St. Helena Parish, 
La.). for an Improvement in Sewing-machines : 

I claim, first, Operating the needle-arm, by means ofa �ooved ec-
�:��
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Se.cond, The construction or arrangp.ment of the gortion of the 
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m'1vement of the feeding-dog, substantially as described and illustra
ted. for the purpose set forth. 
m:����' l��ribOe���a�W�to���iI����n�ngTo��ge �tit�h�li:�d l�tht��� wise control the threa.d hptween the perfQl"'J.ting-needle and its spool 
by the automatic operation explained. [This invention consists, firstly, in a certain mode of applying an 
eccentric, hi combination with the needle-arm, for the purpose of 
driving the needle. whereby the perforating needle I. caused to have 
• siower motion In perforating the cloth. and a qUicker motion on Its return to take up the stitch, and to have its motion almost suspended 
for a considerable time while in the cloth. It consists, secondl:r, in 
the construcUon 01' arrangement of t.hat portion of the surface of the 
feed-table whl('.h surrounds a feeding-dog working through the said 
table. and below or at the back of the cloth or material being sewed, 
in such manner as to form an inclined plane or occupy an inclined 
position relatively to the plane or dire.ction of the movement of the roughened surface of the feeding-dog, whereby t.he said dog is made 
to opernte effectllally with only a simple reciprocating motion. It 
consists, thirdly, in a Dovel combination of spr1ngs attached to the needle.arm, for the purpose of controlling the thread between the eye 
of the perforating needle and the spool from which the thread is BUPplied to the said needle, and for regulating the tightn.ees of the said 
threne\ in the stitch.] 
25. 4 72 . -Seth D. 'fripp, of Stoneham, Mass. (assignor 

to hImself and Luther Hill, of same place), for an 
Improvement in Apparatns for Feeding Pegs : 

I claim. first. Winding up the blank or strip of pegs with the rib
bon, f, eo that, as the ribbon is wound off by thp. movement of the ma
chine, the blank w1l1 be fed up in the manner substantially a8 set 
forth. 

S('<cnnd, I claim hatl2ing the spool, I, on a vibrating arm, F, so that the spool and troneh, M, ma.y follow the motions of the swlngmg-gate 
or part of the pegging-machine, to whIch the trougb. M, is attached. 
25, 4 73. --Andrew Tnrnbull, of West Menden, Conn. 

(assignor to hhmelf and James D. Frary, of Meri
den, Conn.), for an Improvement in Scales : 

I claim, first, Tne combination of the beam�lever, F, with scoop 
platform, 01 attached, with the spring, X, rac� J, adjustable or fixed 
���l��'o�e�l!��g�!t�� 1�1:�
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Second, I claim attaching or suspending loosely the rack, J, to the 
�ri��i1
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or
!�iaching the lower end of the spring, K. to the 

traverse bar, h, hy means of the screw, L, and nut, � in order to reg· 
tl�ii� ��ea!�nf���h! ���r:�i�:t afu�t.g�·eserve its uni ormity, 8ubstan. 

Fonrth, I claim, in comhinatlon with the bp.sm-lever, F, spring, � 
Rud inrlexes, N, connected with the bea.m·lever, the stop, j, on the 
arbor, B, for the purposes specified. 
25,474.-0. H. Waters. of Baltimore, Md. (assignor to 

Alfred Hunter, of Washington, D. C.), for an Im
proved Clothes-dryer : 

I claim the combination and arrangement o'the adjustable grooved post, B, its radial arias, F, and box, H, with box, A, cYllnde� D, ��: 
�:t;;�

r�eff;�t.
whOle being constructed in the manner an for 

25,475.-LelVis White, of Hartford. Conn. , (assignor 
to himself and Daniel McLaughlin, of New York 
City) for an Improvement in Lamps : 

w�o���c�
h
d
e i:��I:r:;,���e�';.�d}���K:���o�� �e�efE';f::��ea�ar •. po�:���b���":I��I� '!'�d:��;ig:E�' B B. In the manner and for the pur-

RE-ISSUES. 
William Fulton, of Cranberry. N. J., for an Improve� 

ment in Lamps. Patented August 3, 1 858 : 

va�i���n:;s :tib�n"I:r: G[:,f��a}�rdt�l:t���;!��d�ft����\��i�g �h�t�?a��l� 
force of the air so that it may be presented evenly to the frame (when applied to flat wick lamps) . It being placed horizontal Second. I claim the perforations, h. In the low.r Jl"rt of the caP. D, 11S sho\vn in Fig. 1, in combination with the perforated or air�distrlhuUng nlate, C, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Third, I chdm the register formed of the perforations, e, in the top, A, !�,S shown in Fig. 3, in combination witb the perforated plate or airdistributor, C, ti S  shown in Fi.!!'. 2, and the holes, h, in the lower p·u"{.of the cap, D, as shl)wn in Fi::t. 1, the whole being arranged substant.lally as and for the purpose described. 
P. A. Palmer, of Troy, N. Y. , for an Improvement 

in Heating Elevated Ovens. Patented September 
24, 1 850 : 

1 clnim the arrangement and combination of revertible flueil in elevated ovans of cook .. stoves, with partition walls, in the manner 8S nn(l f0f the purpose deRcribed and set forth. I q,lso claim t.he R1Tall�ement Rnd combination of the oven plate, C', in and wIt.h the inner ·plate Rnd ('Ods of the oven, as and for the T'urpose described and set forth. 
I clfl.im the arrangemement of the damper, e, immediatelY' between the main part of the stove. and the bottom or lower Pl!rt of the elevated oven, thereby combining it with the said oven, the stove and 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
the double flne. e. for the pu·rpose of cOntrolling and regulating the 
heat In its Jl8_ Into the flues of the .aid elevated oven. ftS described, dlsclalmlDg any damper foun� In any et<>ve not having an elevated oven, 0.8 set forth. 
Henry B. Goodyear, of New York City (administrator 

of Nelson Goodyear, deceased), for an Improvement 
in India-rubber Fabrics. Patented May 13; 1 845. 
Extended for 7 years from May 1 3, 1 859 : 

I claim making fabrics by thoroughly intermingling and incorporating the ehearings or clippings of fibrous substances with the gum 
,vh11e rendered plastic hy heat, snbstalltiRUy M and for the purpose 
specificd. 

EXTENSIONS. 
C. J. Woolson, of Cleveland, Ohio, for an Improve-

ment in Cooking-stoves. Patentlld Sept. 9, 1845. I claim tbe forming of the bottom plate of the oven with " number of tubes or boxeg, ul!ually of sheet-iron or other substance 
thinner than the bottom plate, tbat descend from it, through the 
lower flue-I!pace, the same being effected under aD arrangement of 
their respective parts, substantially the snme with that described nnd 
for the purpo,e set forth. 
Frederick E. Sickels, of New York City, for an Im

provement in the Mode of Tripping Cut-off Valves. 
Patented September 1 9. 1 845. 

pe�d��\�f tt"��P{iWe;��u%���n�i!ll� �� \�: c�;��e�Ya�d}��
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pose described. 
I also claim combining the wiper that drops the valve of the cut

off, whether working horizontally or vertically, with any of the mo
ving parts of the engine, other than the lifters or their rockiu/Z shaft, 
by means of the sector Rnd arm or arms, by means of which the ex-
tg�
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DESIGNS. 
Henry Hubbard, of New York City, for a De8i�n for the 

Handles of Spoons, Forks, &c. 
NOTE.-A fortnight ago we took occa.ion to complain of the dilatory 

manner in which certain departments of the Patent Office were pro
gressing. We are now happy to state that since that time the ex
amine,.. have been busy at their labors. and most of the back-work 
ha. been brought up. The Commi •• ionner has returned to hi. duties after an absence of about six weeks ; and some members of the examining corps. who"'have had a ahorter vacation, caned upon u. du
ring the past week, on their way back to their poots. apparently invigora1;edc by their sojourn among the hills of their New England homes. 

Of the patents In the above list. TlIIRTY-EIGHTwere secured through the Solontific American Patent Agency-a larger number, we are no 
doubt COlTect in asserting, than was ever before secured through a single agE'.ncy in one week. For our superior fucUitiea for obtaining patents, see advertisement on another page. 

S. W. W. , of La. -You have probably learned by thiB 
time that the strange light which you saw on the 2d of September was the remarkable aurom borealis, which was oheerved in Cuba as well as in this latitude, where we are more familiar with the phenemenon. The �\ savans U would be very happy to explain it if they were able. but it Is one of those secrets of nature which have yet eluded the comprehension of man. 

J. C. , of Ill.-Cement for the outside of brick walls, to 
imitate stone, is made of clean I'!and, 90 parts , litharge, 5 parts ; 
pla�ter-of-Paris, 5 parts ; moistened with boiled linf!eed oil. The 
bticks 8hould receive two or t.hree coats of oil before the cement is applied. 

A. BROS. , of N. Y.-Messrs. Fox & Polhemus, corner 
of Beaver and Broad.stl'eets, sell an article of cotton hose. The 
Grenoble hose, made of linen and seamless, is sold by Charles Lenzmann. No. 54 Cedar-'treet. The New York Belting and 
Packing Company, Nos. 37 aWl-38 Park-row. keep a complete assortment of india. rubber hose. 

G. H., of Miss.-Our dealers in telescopes do not credit 
the statements in the advertisement referred to. They say that 
telescopes combining 80 great power with 80 small a size have never 
been aeen here. and that they should have imported some of those advertised If they had not satisfied themselves that the statements 
were erroneous. Bookbinder'S paste is made in the same manner 
br different per.one generaUy in the tmde. It contains alum. 

A. F. A.,  of Conn.-Clay tobacco pipes are made hy 
Edwin HoUely. NOR. 3!) Hudson-nvenue and 241 John-street, Brook
lyn. 

R. H. , of Ohio.-It would afford us pleasure to receive 
other coutributions on coal-oils, especially in regard to the temperature and management of the retorts, the coals most suitable for 
the purpose and the methods of refining the product,. 

J. A. W., of Ga.-The best alloy for journal boxes is 
composed of copper, 24 lbs.; tin, 24 ; and antimony, 8. Melt the copper first.. then add the tin, and lastly the antlmony. It should 
be first run into ingots, then melted and caet In the form required 
for the boxes. 

G. H. , of Texas.-Icc has been made in this city, and in 
'Vashlngton. by mechanical power. The plan was to condense air by steam or water-power, and then allow It to expand in contact with ·water. The expansion absorbed brge amount£! of heat, making it latent, and drawing this heat from the water freezes It. The great capacity of water for heat (23 times as much as that of mercury) reqnlred '0 much power to freeze the water that the proooss 
was too expensive. and was abandoned. We do not believe that Ice 
has ever been made in the summer for half a cent per pound. 

Money Received 
At the Scientific American Office on account of Patent 
Office business, for the week ending Satnrday, Sept. 17. 1859:-

J. C .• of Mass .• $25 ; H. & F. , of Pa.. $30 ; M. & S .. of N. Y., $26 ; 
J. M. C., of Ky . • $25 ; J. C. A .• of Cal., $30 ; D. M. C .• of N. H . •  $30 ; 
C. C. B., of OhiO, $25 ; D. & G., of N. Y., $:10 ; K. & 1\1. of MMe., 
$25 : P. & R., of Conn., $25 ; G. C., ofMaine, $2o ; N. G. S., ofN. Y. ,  
$30 ; H. R .  of Ga., $35 ; W. M., of Maine. $25 ; W. T. J . •  ofm .• $25 ; 

W. H. T., of Mass.-':'The facts stated by you in reference L. E., of Conn .• $75 ; J. H. L .•. of Iowa, $30 ; A. R. R.. of Mo .• $25 ; 
to your success in oiling Journals are unprecedented so far as ,ve W. J. H.i of Ala . • $67 ; N. H. C .• ofN. Y . •  $20 ; G. C. Bo. of Ill. $15 ; 
know, but before we could publlsh them satisfactoilly, we should G. W., of Pa . •  $25 ; S. W. S . • of Wis., $25 ; J. E. L. of Conn . •  $20 ; 
like a sketch of the way it is done. This would Interest our readers C. T. S . • of Cal., $15 ; J. H. G . •  of Cal . • $35 ; P. K.. of Conn . • $55 : 
more. than the bare facts themselvee. J. L., of R. 1.. $30 : S. R. McD . •  of Del.. $25 ; R. T . •  of Iowa. $9<1 ;  

E .  P .  M., of Tenn.-You cannot get a good work on R. C . • of N. Y .• $30 ; S. P .• of Mass .• $30 ; W. T. L .• of Mich .• $2G : 
E. K.. of Conn .• $10 ; H. S . •  of Ohio, $25 ; J. C .• of N. C .• $80 ; C. Mo, mill-building. Such a work is needed. but the expense of getting of N. Y., $32 ; J. P. B . •  of Pa.. $30 ;  W. C . • ot m., $25 ; J. S. 0., of It up would bp great, and might not pay. Pa .• $19 ; H. II .• of Mas, .• $55 ; J. E. of Cal.. $20 : T. H. W .• of Mass .• 

S. C. N. , of N. Y.-We do not wish to publish anything $310 ;  H. C. F .• of Ohio. $30 ; T. R . • of Conn .• $30 : G. F. P., of N. 
more at preSent upon the subject of "Rain at Different Elevation'," H .• $32 ; W. S. K.. of Conn .• $25 ; J. J. K.. of Miss., $30 . L. H. F . •  

unless some very novel view I s  presented. We will make a note ofP .... $35 : A. D. H •• of Mich . • $30 : W. E . •  of Maine. $30 : A .  A. D., 
of the suhetance of your communication in our next Issue.. of S. C., $30 ; 'V. B .. of Ohio. $25 : W. H. Jr., of N. y . .  $25. 

J. J. B.,  of Iowa.-We have no knowledge of the prac- ; 
tical value of the paint you mention. Address the patentee. 8ptlCrl!catI()I1�, iIrawfng., and mOdels belonging to par-

W. J. McC. , of Tenn.-You can procnre glazed clay ties with the following initials have been forwarded to the PateDt 
pipes from Miller, Youle '" Co .• oftbls cit)'. Office during the week ending Saturday, Sept. 17, 1809 :-

M. S. C., of Md.-There are clocks that keep the day W. C. of I11.: C. M. ofN. Y.: G. C. B . •  of III.; C. '" L. of N. O.; S. 
of the week. month and year. Paddle-wheels have been invented R. McD. 01 Del.: P. K. of N. Y.: J. C. A. of Cal.: G. W. B. of LIL. 
where a cmnk was employed to keep the paddles In position. No L. H. F . •  of Pa. : K. '" S. of N. Y. M. '" S . •  of N. Y.: W. G. of N. 
such contrivance has proved of any pmctieal value. The Improve- Y.:  J. W. C . • of N. Y.; H. H. of Mass.: W. S. K; of Conn.; C. C. B • •  

ment you suggest In reaping-machines Is not new. of Ohio : J. E. of Cal.: W. H. K. of N. Y.; W. M. of MaiDe ; P. '" R: 
R. B., of C. W.-A good undershot ,,,heel on your fall of Conn.: G. W. of Pa.:· J. S. C. of Pa.: J. M. 0., of Ky.; C. T. S. of 

of 3?>O feet (If you have plenty of water) will answer well for driving Cal.: K. '" M. of Vt.: H. O. A. of La. (3 cases) ; H. S. of Ohio : J. C. 

an upright or a circular saw. Address S. K. Baldwin. Laconia, o_f_M_a��._T_. L_�_ M_iC_h_. __ 

N.H., regarding the turbine wheel. 
S. T. N.,  of N. Y.-There are a numher of patented FR. WAGNER. MODEL AND PATTERN MAKER, 

machines for filing saws. See back numbers of the SCIENTIFIC No. 216 William-street. New York. 18 ," 
AMERICAN. There are a nnmber of patent. in this country for file machines, some of which have done good work. A file machine is 
now successfully operating in England, as we learn from our ex
change •. We are not familiar with any practice of curing spavined horses. You should apply to a uhorse_doctor." 

J. W. D. , of Texas.-The mineral which you have sent 
us contains a little 8ulphuret of copper, some shellP., and carbonate of lime. It is not worth working for the quantity of metal In It. Your subscription expires Jan. 1, 1860. 

G. B. B. ,  of R. I.-We perceive nothing patentable in 
your " Plumb and Level Indicator." The same . plan has been 
often submitted for our opinion before. · In the first volume of the old series of the SomNTIFIO AMEruOAN you will find an illustration of 
a plnn Dot very unlike yours. 

W. H. B . ,  of Ky.-We intend to notice all snch com
munications as are Bent to us having a bearing upon our busineE's. Sometimes, however, the inquiries are of such a nature that we cannot answer them without subjecting ourselves to a great deal of 
Inconvenience. Your letter was one of that kind, and de.lrous of serving }ou. we handed It over to Leavitt '" Co. for attention. We 
hope you will be satisfied with the oxplanation. and not attribute any intentional neglect to us. 

N. P. A . ,  of N. Y.-The cheapest way to make carbonic 
oxyd is to hurn charcoal or anthracite with an imperfect supply of 
air ; it cannot be made cheaply from lactic aeld salts. 

CINCINNATI MACHINE WORKS-MANUFAO-ture Stea.ID-engines and Boiler,. Mill Machinery. Parker Waterwheels. Portable Corn and Flouring Mills (with or without bolt.). Muley, Sash and Circular Saw Mi11s, &c .• &c-
13 '* W. R. DUNLOP '" CO .• Cincinnati. Ohio. 

VALUABLE MANUFACTURING PROPERTY FOR SALI!] AT CLEVELAND OHIO.-Thls property consists or a brick bul1din
� 

metallic rOOfl,is three stories hl�hb20llXll0 
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further subdivision. Power is supplied to on part. of tbe ruilding 
by the main Rnd counter.shaft.s which are attaChed to an engine 91 
about 80 horse-power. located within the building. It was origln.l1� 
1;\ra�t::��ti¥h��:��:��J'd��ina�� ���� �do:�re3Ct�P!�e 
o�t�I���{:ndtW��:'!l;!�!t,mn"::rotg:r l]::;rei'a�d��J�lt��:s��g'C��� 
cinnati Railroad. At Cleveland the Lake Superior Iron and Iron ore 
are brou�ht In contact with the coal fitlds of Ohio, thus furni.blng 
great advantages to the manufacturer. Terms of payment liberal, 
par: �fthe purchase-money only 

¥�
i
L� ii�Wi:"#,°Ci�ve\and. Ohio. 

T o C A N D L E MANUFACTURERS.- T H E  undersigned manufacture ��Weeden's Patent Self-consuming 
Wick " for tallow candleft. Specimt"ns of candlel:t and Bample� of the 
wick may be procnred at the store of C. Shepard '" Co .• No. 397 Broad. 
WIl3. New York. Samples sent by mali lly f.h. under.igned. if d.Bired. 
Candle-wlcklng of every description. and of the be,t quality, snpplled 
to order at short notice, and all the common' kinde, brnided- and twisted, constantly on h"nrl. 

13 3* ST�:PHEN RANDAL &; CO . •  Providence, R. I. 
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS. 
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT SOLICI-'rORB.-Messl's. MUNN & 00., Proplietors of the SCIENTWIO 

���J �n::ci:n
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in preparing Specifications nnd Drawings has rendered 11S perfectly 
conversant with the mode of uoing business at the United States 
Patent Office, and with most of the inventions which have been pat
ented. Information concerning the patentability of inventions is 
freely given, without charge, on sending a model or drawing and 
description to thi8 office. 

(Jonsultatlon may be had with the firm, between NINE and FOUR 
o'clock, daily, at their I.lRINOIPAL OFFlO.E, No. 37 PARK Row, NEW YORK. We have also established a BRANCH OFFICE in the CITY OF 
W ABIJINGTON, on the COIL.""ffiR OF Ii'" AND SEVENTH�BTRRE".l'B, opposita the 
United States Patent Office. This office is under the general Buper� 
intendence of ODe of the firm, and is in daily communication with 
the Principal Office in New York, and personal attention will be given 
:f�:h�.�t���� �:�
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Office, are cordially invited to call at our office. 
We are very extensively engaged in the pre�rRtion and securiBg of Patents in the various European countries. For the transaction of 

this business we have Offices at Nos. 66 <Jhancery Lane, London ; 
����l�ka;..� �a���cly����h"a�
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Patents secured to American citizens are procared through our 
A�ency. Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the English · aw does 
not limit the issue of Patents to Inventors. Any one can take out a 
Patent there. 
8 u�li����:ln��!ni?���!ofb�g������.gA

t�;���lg� �c���·!��r;l�f tbe Patent Office, &c., ma.y be had gratis 
�

on ap¥.liCation at the 
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. e also urnisb a (Jircu-
The annexed letters from the last two Commissioners of Patents 

we commend to the perusal of all persons interested in obtaining 
Patents :-

Mes.rs. MUNN & Co. :-1 take pleasure in stating tbat while I beld 
the office of (Jommiesioner of Patents, MORE TItAN ONE�FOURTU OF ALL 
THE IJUSINllSS OF THE OFFICE came through your handa. I have no 
doubt that the public confidence thus indicated lIas been fully de� 
served, as I have always observed, in all your intercourse with the 
Oflice, a marked degree of proIllptness, skill, and fidelity to the in. 
erest. of your employers. Yours, very trulY

CHAS. MASON. 
pJ:�s���:�n��al
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subjoined very fjratifying testimonial :-
Messrs. MtTNN & 00. :-It affords me much pleasnre to bear teBti� 

mony to the able and efficient manner in whleh you discharged yoU!' 
duties as Solicitors of Patents while I had the bonor of holding the 

mee of Commissioner. Xour business was very large., and you sus· 
::��J"a'j,1fdy,d�������;d;��i�&":lid�1It�i; ��r,¥�=g

o���e��: 
fessional engagements. Very respectfully, 

Your obedient servant, J. HOLT. 
Communications and remittances should be addressed to 

No.
M
3VNp'!.,·�-;;;��&!:Vork. 

T
HE PRACTICAL MACHINIST.-A WEEKLY 

paper of eight page8, devoted to the interests of mechanici, the 
development and encollragement of inventive geniu� and mecbani-9.01 skill, and the introductlOll and sale of home manufactures. Pub-
W�;'\.r ����;S����;; lo���;, b�ifrr�! ;;��t :ari�·i��nS; p;:'il;;r��: 
questing them. 

T
HE PLOW-BEAM PLANER AND MACHINE 

Spoke Shave for Crooked Work and Cross Grain Lumber will 
chamfer, round, butt, and. smooth irregular and plane surfaces. AU ���g� of wood· working machinery. J. A. FAY &; CO., Worcesi:r, 

------------------------------------ -

B
ARTLETT'S PATENT HOT-AIR FURNACES, 

6 p,izes, $fS5 to $125 ; Portable Heaters 5 sizE'S, $25 to $65 ; 
Polar Hefrig.rators, 9 .izes, $16 to $76 i Rotating Ash-sifters, 3 sizes, b$3, $4.60 to $6 ; Old Java Coffee· pots, " sizes, $1.5U to $7 ; Household 
()ondeoserfl, 10 sizes, We. to $8 ; are manufactured and warranted the 
est in the mM·ket, by BAR'l'LETT & LESLEY, Nos. 426 Broadway, N�a 

l
ork. Send fur book of prices, references.aud full particulars. 

M
AINE CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIA-

� TIO�!.-Fair and exl1ibitiou to be held in Portland, Maine, 
SE}'Pt. 27, 1 �5fJ, at the new Oity Building. Competition open to all. OtJject.-The promotion of mt, mechanical in�enuity ana industry ; 
fOl' the best specimens of which suitable premlUms will be awarded. 
Good, received from the 1uth to the 20th. Articles for exhibition car· 
ried and returned frae by steam.el'S from New York, and over all l'ail� 
;\�t1�le�e�t�gg,��n�n;��dJire�!�� t�YJ. 

s
iei.Ti�fi�e�':"fecr���f �����lg��nagers (W[��] will also send cilS'.
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JONES & LENNIG, NOS. 313 AND 31 5 NEW 
w ot :�·t��:��;,��:: Xl.:t���t.�r�g���:rl���f,ag\::;;r�n

oJ 
Oustomer Metere ; Meter Provers, BUnlel' Provers, Mercury Cups, 
Governor!!, Center Seals. &te. ; PrE'B8Ure Re,nstera, Indicators and 
Gages, &c., &c. Messrs. Jones & Lennig bpg leave to call the atten-
::8uo�e�sa:e���fl�l�8'tgasuii�ns����c�ii��� tnt1�1���� Cuba and California, to the superior instruments they are now otr(l;l'� 
ing. Meter. tested by a sworn Inspector. Orders promptly attended 
� e �  

MODEL AND PATTERN MAKING-BY J. 
MURRAY, No. 220 Center-street, near Grand, New York, 

Patterns for braas, malleable and cast·iron. 12 5* 

HOSIERY KNITTING-MACHINE FOR FAMILY 
and Plantation usa ;  the most simple and complete Stocking� 

machine ever offered to the public. No family or lclantation should 
� :!����� Jd

t
:"n,.�':;f'..�'i"�e�Ij'. l3'. �k�J, �r;������rjg: 

bange, Mancbeetel', N. H. For an illustration and price of the m:I� 
hine, send for a pamphlet. 12 Smo 

JOHN W. QUINCY & CO. ,  IMPORTERS AND 
'" dealers in Met.ls, Cut Nails, &c., No. P8 William-street, New 
� ork. 15 13e5w* 

INSTRUMENTS. - CATALOGUE (SIXTH ED!
IIIld �gj'(��
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taohment ora large sheet rppresenting the Swiss ¥:struments in their 
(t.ctnnl size and slla

E
e, will be delivered, on application, to all parts of 

the United Stat�: .{ ��L��� 'ii3�tc��.fn��-��r�
t
:t�}.'l;;ladelphi .. 

Catalogues, without the large sheet of SwiBB instruments, fumlsbed grs.tis, on application. 10 6eow 

C
LOCKS FOR CHURCHES, COURT-HOUSES, 

Glas� 't"ia\.
T
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�ib:.ru�;gs. O�';fd}e:· J&�� SPERRY, Manufacturer, O,k nd Works, Sag Harbor, N. Y. 
9 13* eow 

--------------------_ . _ ------- --_.-

C
ALIFORNIA AGENCY FOR P ATENTS.-

WETH�;RED & TIFFANY, San Francisco, will attend to the 
�ale of patent rights for the Pacific f,otUlJt. References :-Messrs. Tif
fany & Co., New York ; Wethered, Brothers, Baltimore ; George W. 
Bond & Co., Boston. 4 13 

APPEALS BEFORE THE JUDGES OF THE 
U. S, District Court, from the final decisions of the Patont Office, in Rejected Cases, Interferences, &c., are prosecuted by the undersigned on moderate terms. 

No. 37 Park-row ��c;:,�t�cC.Priie����t�tng1t���t{>ork. 

NEW YORK MACHINEIW DEPOT.-MILBANK 
& ANNAN (succe.sors to A. L. Ackerman), manufact.urer. and 

�::��rD��r��fwBli�hd Pib�hin:ic
���i��:��i�:;
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inM�: 
chiniets' Tools, Files, Leather and Rllbber·belting, and findings of 
every deSCription, No. 222 Pearl, street, New York. 9 24* 

PATENT EXTENSION S.-ALL PATENTS FOR Inventions, granted by the United States during the year 1845, 
will expire by tbeir own limitations during the cnrrent year (l85!)) 
:=io�rp��n���::dJRi��i·teli::
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grant being made to the inventor him�lf, or if deceased, to his heirs 
and administrators. The EXTENDED TERM inures solely to the benefit 
of the inventor or his heirs. Assignees or owners of rights uuder the first term of the Patent have no rights whatever in the extended 
term. The inventor 01' his heirs may, however, sell their interests in 
the Extension prior to the grant thereof, in which case the Extended 
Patent, when granted, becomes the exclusive property of such pur� 
chaser. Applications for Extensions must be made at the Patent 
Office at least 65 days prior to the exten.ion of the Patent. The un· 
dersigned, having had great experience in Patent business, will 
promptly prepare the various documents and prosecute Extension 
CtlSes on moderate terms. For further informatIon address 

No. 37 Park-row
M
(¥��tft;�2�es;:��

t
�ffi�!t�t;�t�ork. 

THE MOST VALUABLE BOOK OF THE AGE.-
U The Graefenberg Manual of Health " has been revised and 

improved, imd elegantly Illustrated with beautifully colored engrav
Ings of the human system. Sent by mail to any fart of the country on receipt of25 cents. It is 8 complete guide to 8.1 diseases and their 
cures. It 1& written in plain .tyle, and without scientific medical 
Ehr.ses, so that it can be comprehended by any one. The New York 

• Tribune n says : _U 'The Graefenberg Manual of Health' is an able 
and comprehensive family oook." Address orders to JOSHUA F. 
BRIDGE, M. D., Secretary and Consulting Physician Graefenberg 
(Jompany, No. 82 Park.row, New York. Dr. B. is constantly in the 
office of the Graefenberg Company, where he will receive letters from 
or hold personal consultation with invalids. 11 4 

LEATHER AND RUBBER-BELTING, ENGINE 
and Hydraulic Packing, Heater Pipp,�rings, Printers' BlanketA, 

Holler Leather and Roller doths, Macliine Cards, superior Laeing-
�;J!�;����g tI�I��E'li��1�12
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P
ARTNER WANTED-WIT,H. $5, 000 "QR UP-

wards, to take an interest in three gOOi1 inventions, to manufac· ture and introduce them in this and other countries. Also, a process 
for makin� extra meal. The germ is separated from the corn before 
it 11 1[*oun .  For particulars, BO�P.s�TlvENS, Cleveland, Ohio. 

15 HORSE HORIZONTAL STEAM-ENGINE, 
lO·lnch bore, 24-lnch stroke, with 7·foot ily-wheel, governor, 

pumps, &c., complete. A first-class engine at a bargain. 
11 3' 135 North .g[��rr!�t,l{;Ji�JJ�a. 

K
NITTING MACHINES, CIRCULAR AND 

straight, and machine�knitting needle}!, of all sizeB·and gages, 
on hand and made to order. Addres. WALTER AIKEN, l'r,nklln, 
K &  • 7 �  

F O R  S A L E - A  lO-INCH WATER-WHEEL 
Shaft. 14 reet 9 Inches long, with Flunges and Pillar Blocks, all 

in good order; will be sold very low. Apply to R. T. COHNELL, 
Hart's VlIlage, Dntchess county, N. Y. 10 4* 

IMPROVED SPRING BALANCES, CAPABLE 
of sustaining from 8 OUn""s to 1,000 (lOunds each, snitable for 

�,?"st��cem�
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u
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motive Balances ; also, French and Spanish Weight BaIal>des, mad" 
to order and for sale by tbe manufacturer,_ THOS. MOltTON (lRte 
Morton &·Bremner), 212 Pearl-street, New %ork. 10 4' 

W M .  W H I T T E M O R E  (SUCCESSOR TO 
• John Whittemore & Co.) 91 Malden.lane, New York, Com

mis,ion Mercbant and dealer in (Jotton and Woolen MachInery and 
manufacturers' supplies. 11 13 

IMPORTANT TO MANUFACTURING JEWEL-
erlland others.-Lava, for the manufacture of Brooehes, &e. Just received, a fresh importatIon 6f th .. g""ulne· raw material" 22 shade, 

of carll"ol!. ThI. Lava Is positively Indestrilctable. 
10 4' BOTT��rJ�I!e�Iil�Sp.. 

GET THE BEST.-WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED 
DICTlONARY.-New pictorial edition. 1,600 pictorial illus. ����;'i,.:,u�� �r:�o,!'eQ,;J��b, in

wm: �=
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�"[,;. 
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Together with all the matter of previous editions. In one volume of 1,750 _s. P'rice $6.5\l, Sold by all booksellers. 12 g . G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mas •. ------------------------ --------------

HARRISON' S GRIST MILLS-20, 30, 36 AND 
48 inches diameter, at $100, $200, $800 and $400, with all the 

modem Improvements. Also, Portable and Station NY Steam·engines 
of all sizes, suitable for said Mills. Also, Bolte'!', Elevators, Belting, &e. Apply to , S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt·street, .New York. 1 e3w 

A MESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS-AVIS IM-
portant.-Lee inventeurs non familiers avec In langue Anglaiee, et qui prefereraient nous eommuniquer leurs inventions en Francais� 

aeuvent nous addt'A8Ser dans leur langue natale. Envoyez nous un ���\��o��e���cr�t���8 C;>ri�
:
tlre��e�lO

tre examen. Toutes com. 
�N <It CO., Scienti1lc American Office, No. 87 Park-row, New 

York. 

O
IL ! OIL ! OIL !�FOR RAILROADS, STEA+l\i: 
en:, and for 'Macllinery and Burning. Pease's Improve<! M a� chin&ry and Burning Oil will save fifty pel' cent., and will not gum. This Oil possesses qualities vitally ti�s�ential fOl' lubricating and bUl fl� ing, and found in nn other oil. It is offered to the public upon the moat reliable, thorough aad practical test. Our most skillful cn "iDeers aud machinists pronounce it superior to and chc:t1;lcr than allY other\ and the only oil that is in all cases reliable and WIll not gum. The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, after several tests, pronounces it Hsuperio to any other they have ever used for machinery.lI For sale only by t.he Inventor and Manufacturer, �'. S. PEASE

N N. B.-Reliable orders filled fo;'�;,;l
p��i�i":��eb�f�ak�ates �.;'d Europe. 1 13 

------------_._---- _.--- ------------------

S
TEAM ENGINES, STEAM BOILERS, STEAM: 

Pumps\ Saw and Grist Mills, Marble Mills, Rice Mills, Quartz Mills for gola quartz, Sugar Mills, Water Wheels, Shafting and l'ul-
�
'g

�·tly�
e �::;'it

e�y
assortment of the above in ,��. eB¥Y�i)J'Y.'t con-

I 18 No. 102 Fron;-,treet, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING, EN-
GINE HOSE.-The supeliority of these articles manu!aetured of vulcanized rubber, is established. Every belt w1ll be warranted su�rior to leather, at one�third less price. The Steam Pack .. ing is made in every variety, and warranted to stand 300 degs. of heat. The Hose never needs oHinA, and is warranted to stand any required pressure ; together with all varieties of rubber adapted to 

:�fr:���e�'f.l:'!�S�urDw��\:��:e. PWE1V �oift B�Lt\��eilt PACKING COMPANY. JOHN 11. CH�;EVER, Treasurer� 1 13 Nos. 37 and 38 Park.row, New York. 

PORTABLE COAL GAS APP ARATUS . -IT IS A 
Fixed Fact !-The Gas Generating Co. is a great success, and their apparatus works beyond their most Ban1a"uine expectations. It is to be seen in operation at the St. Denis Hotel, 8Ul Broadway, German Clubhouse, 106 Fourth,avenue and at the office of the Company No. 512 Broadway, opposite the St. Nicholas Hotel. Judge for yourselves, and recollect. HENDHlCKX BROTHEHS, Patentees. 1 tf 

WOODWORTH PLANERS-IRON FRAMES TO 
plane 18 to 24 inches wide, at $90 to $110. For salo by S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 1 tf 

PECK'S PATENT DROP PRESS.-THE MOST . perfec� macp.ine in use for the manufacture of silver, copper or tmware, spoons, Jewelry\ �c. Manufactured by. the 'p_atentee. 4 22' MILO PECK & CO., New Haven, (Jonn. 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, AND OTHER 
. Machimsts Tool., of superior quality, on hand and finishing, Hnd for sale low ; also H..mson's Grain Mills. F.!l.r de.criptive circular, address New HaVen Manufacturi"g Co., New Haven, Conn. 2 1;� 

C
ARY'S CELEBRATED DIRECT-ACTING SELF-

Adjustlnll Rotary Foree Pump, unequaled in Ihe world for the 
rl��'i:,X

f
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Also for sale by J. C. CArty, No. 240 Broadway, New Yorlc. 8 13 

FELT FOR STEAM BOILERS, PIPES, SHIP 
Sheathing, Marble Polishers, Jewelers and Catico Printers' use, manufactured by JOHN H. llACON, Winchester, Mass. 1 15" 

BOILER FLUES FROM 1 1-4 INCH TO 7 mCH-
. es outside diameter, cut to any leI!�th desired, promptly furn� lshed by JAMES O. MORSE & (JO., 7tf No. 76 John.street, New York. 

GUILD & GARRISON' S STEAM PUMPS FOR 
all kindA of independent Steam Pumping, for sale at 55 and 57 

First-stroet, Williamsburgh, L. I., and 74 Beekman-street, New York. 
1 13 GUILD, GARHISON & CO. 

LUCIUS w. POND, MANUFACTURER OF SU-
perior Planing-machines for Iron ... Engine Lathes and Machinist. Tools generally. Address L. W. PONu, Worcester, Maes. 2 16t' 

W
ROUGHT IRON PIPE, FROM ONE-EIGHTH 
of an inch to six inches bore ; Galvanized 11'9n Pipe, (Il substi� tute for lead,) Steam Whistles, Stop Valves and (Joek.!'J_and a great variety of Fittings and Fixtures for Steam, Gas, and water, sold at wholesale and retail. Store and Manufactory, No. 76 John.street, and Nos. 29, 31 and 33 Platt-street, New York. 

7tf JAM.ES O. MORSE & CO. 

CROSSETT' S PATENT STAVE CUTTER-PAT-
ented July 1, 1844 · re-issued March 2 1858 · renewed and extended June 26, 1858.-The above mentIOned machine is warranted to cut more and better staves tban any other machine in the United 

��;;,�:: �s 
!��f'�:r;���\��,;d&;n.'!;g���n; 8��

e
��u1.�� tnres of whi� consist in the stationary knife and vibratory bed-piece) without the legal right to do so. Oilenders will be dealt with wlcord_ in!!' to law. All persons wishing an intereit in the extended term of 

.ald patent can obtain it by addressing the undersigned at Joliet, III . 6 10 GEO. 1. CROSSET'l" Assignee. 

C
HRONOMETERS, FINE WATCHES, NAUTI

CAL AND ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS, &Q.-D. 
I!:GGERT '" SON, No. 239 Pearl-street, New York, oiler 011 favorable term. first-cla.s Marine, Sidcrial and Pocket CIu'onometers ; nl9o, 
plaln and finer quality of Watches, witb new series train, so tho. 
roughly adju8ted as to be unaffected by any change Qf temperature, 
exercise or position in the pockpt ; Astronomical Clocks, Transit In. 
struments, Standard and Self-Registering Thermometers

i 
Barome. ters, &c. 13eo�v* 

CHARLES W. COPELAND, CONSULTING .AND 
Superintending Engineer, No. 122 Broadway, New YOI-k. Plnns 

��g,�:;.cii�:;;'·Ye���r:�l
O
�t:�mt:t:,,���s�\,"��-��f'::l�:COllJ:l: 

hand, for sale. Also, Wire.rope, Steam and Water.gages, IndicatQrfl, 
Steam Fire�engines, Pumps, &c., &c. 10 18 

C
AST-STEEL WIRE-IN THE ROUND j ALSO, 

Flattened and Temppred for Crinoline pUrpo!'PS. F9r .rue by 
the Importer, THOMAS MORTON, 212 Pearl,street, New York. 10 4* 
-------------------------------------_. 

S
LIDE LATHES, IRON PLANING-MACHINES, 

Bolt·cutting Macbines, Drlll
� 

&e.-..-\ I"r�e stock on htmd;l't reo �£�:t ��if.�elp"},1�ress CHARL S H, SMITH, 135 North 1���' 
3ur �ead)tuug fiir �rflnber+ 

(hfinb(\', \!:ld�e nicl)t mit bet .ngIifd)'" @)Vtacl)e befannt flnb, filnn'" 
i�te Wlitt�ei(ungen in bet beulfd)en eVtad)e mad),n, elia!'" �Dn <ltf!It
bung,n mit lut!.n, beutfi� gefd)ricb,nen �'fd)teibungen beneE. mmt &11 
abnf\lttn nn !lRUItIl « (!;o • •  

3 7  'linrl fftD\!:l, 1)C'\!:l.'I)Dr/, 
m:u bet Office \!:litb beutfd) gef�rod)en, 
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QUIMBY'S MONITOR CLOCK, 

This device is designen particularly for the use of 
schools. Its object is to enable th" teacher so to arrange 
the clock as to indicate, by the stroke of a hammer upon 
a bell, the time for commencing and closing each recita-

a small portion of it suddenly combined with liquid iron, 
holding oxyd in solution, takes up the oxyd from the 
iron, converts it into the oxyd of manganese, which 
passes into the slag, and in this manner the metal is 
purified. It is generally held that molten iron cannot 

the upper cam, This is effected by having the geared 
periphery of the upper disk contain one more tooth than 
the periphery of the lower disk, The disks are made to 
revolve by turning the gears, G and G2, by means of the 
lever, L, which works with a click or pawl, Friction
rollCl'S are interposed between the base, B, and the lower 
disk, and betweeu the upper disk and the follower, F, 
These rollers, as well as the rollers, r, between the cams, 
are hung to frames, f f j; which run loosely about the 
shaft, S. All these rollers are provided with beveled 
tracks above and below, 

tion 

The engraving represents a perspective view of this in
vention, The wheel, A, is so conBected with the clock
work by the gear, u, that it (the wheel) revolves once in 
every 12 hours in the direction of the arrow marked 
upon it, In this wheel are drilled 144 holes, a a, which 
receive the pins, c, which are iO arranged that they can 
be inserted or removed at pleasure, Some of these pins 
are represented in their place, Each pin, as it passes 
the cam, C, causes the hammer, H, to strike, by means 
of the spring, S, upon the bell, B, Thus, by inserting 
the pins at the proper intervals, as indicated by the fig

ures on the wheel, A, the time of each recitation may 

be indicated, however irregular those intervals may be, 
When all the pins are in their place, the hammer will 

strike once in five minutes, If every other pin is re

moved, the hammer will strike once in 10 minutes, and 
80 on ; anel it will easily be understood how the hammer 

may be caused to strike at different and still shorter in
tervals by increasing the ipeed of the wheel, A, or the 
number of the pins, c, 

Those who appreciate the importance of promptitude 
and regularity in the scho�l-room will readily see the 
utility ot a monitor so vigilant and incorruptible, But 

this device may also be used for railroad-stations, and 
for other purposes where irregular portions of time are 
required to be audibly indicated, This invention was 
patented June 14, 1859, by E, T, Quimby, of New Ips
wich, N, H" and further information of the same will 
be furnished by addressing Newton Brooks, of the same 
place, 

. .. -
IMPROVED CAST STEEL. 

In a communication to the London Engineer, Mr, 
Robert Mushet, in commenting upon the "Bessemer pro
cess " for manufacturing iron, describes Improvements 
which he has made in producing steel from cast-iron. In 
an experiment with Welsh No, 1 pig-iron, which was 
purifieu in a Bessemer furnace, he added 10 pounds of a 
triple compound of malleable iron, carbon and manganese, 
to every 70 pounds of th!) cast- iron, and the ingots 
made from this were good welding cast-steel, on the other 
hand, ingots made from the same pig metal without the 
manp;anese and carbon being added, were so brittle that 
they cracked to pieces at both a high and low heat when 
worked under the hammer, He asserts that there never 
was, or can be, a bar of first-rate cast-steel made by the 
BeS!lemer process alone, In all pig-iron there is gener
ally too much phosphorus, sulphur, or oxyd of iron, 
('ither of which prevents it from becoming steel. As me
tallic manganese is about the most oxydizable of metals, 

contain oxyd of iron in solution, but Mr, Mushet is of a 
different opinion. He also a.'lSerts, that a very small 
quantity of metallic manganese introduced among molten 
cast-iron counteracts all the pernicious effects of phos
phorus and sulphur in it. He says, "I have merely 
a1ailed myself of a great metallurgical fact, namely, 
that the presence of metallic manganese in iron or steel, 
conferred upon both an amount of toughnQss, when cold 
and heated, which the pressure of a notable amount of 
sulphur or phosphorus cannot overcome," "IIi another 
portion of his letter he says, " The great remedy for red
shortness in iron or steel is simply the addition of a 
little metallic manganese therelo, Why are the Prussian 
irons celebrated for their excessive red-toughness and 
cold-toughness ? Simply because they contain a small 
alloy of metallic IlIanganese," 

Here is information for our iron manufacturers who are 
. endeavoring (or those who may wish to engage in the 

business) to make steel from pig-iron, Metallic mane 
ganese combined with cast-iron in a crucible converts it 
into good steel, according to Mr, Mushet's statement, 
and he has received a patent in England · for the inven
tion. It must not be forgotten that it is not the oxyd of 
the manganese which is usu�Ily imployed in making 
steel, but the metal 'itself which is used, And it will 
not do to mix it with the pig-iron in the smelting fur
nace, because in that case, the manganese will all be 
oxydized by the air, instead of taking up the oxyd from 
the iron to purify it. This is It subject of no small im
portance, for if a little metallic manganese can convert 
iron scraps into good cast-steel when smelted in a cruci
ble, every machine-shop in our country may easily man
ufacture its own steel. 

. ... ... 
IMPROVED CAM PRESS, 

Here is It novel idea for It press, which, in !he direct-
ness with which it multiplies the power, makes a not dis
tant approach to the hydraulic press itself, A brief in
spection of the engraving will enable one to understand 
the nature of the device, 

When the press is used as a punch, the punch is at
tached to the lower end of the shaft, S, the follower is 
braclild in its place, and the upper disk only caused to re
volve by means of a crank attached to one of the friction 
rollers which interpose between it and the follower ; the 
gears, G and G2, in this case being dispensed with. 

The patent for this invention was granted to Thomas 
R. Hopkins, of Petersburg, Va" August 23, 1859, 

-------=====-.---�---------------

MECHANICS, INVENTORS, MILLWRIGHTS, 
AND MANUFACTURERS. 

The SCIENTIFIC AKERICAN is a paper peculiarly adapted to aU 
persons engaged in these pursuits, while to the Farmer, Housekeeper, 
and Man-of-Science, it will be found of equal interest and n.e, 

The iiCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has been published FotnmlElt 
YEABB, and has the largest circulation of any journal of its cl .... in 
the world, It is indispensable to the Inventor and Patentee ; e...,h 
number containing a complete official list of the claims of all the pat
ents issued each week at the United States Patent Office, beside! 
eiaborate nolices of the most important inventions, IIl&Ily of which 
are accompanied with engravings executed in the highest degree of 
perfection, 

To the Mechanic and Manufacturer tbe SCIENTIFIC AlIlERI
CAN is important, as every number treats of matters pertaining to 
their business, and &s often as may be deemed necessary a COIUDlD 
or two on tbe metal and iumber market. will be glven ; thus com
prismg, in a useful, practical, scientific paper, a Price Current which 
can be relied npon. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN i. publi.hed weekly, in a form 
suitable for binding, each number containing sixteen page. of letter
press" with numerous illustrations, malting 8 yearly volume of 8811 
pages of u.eful matter not contained in any other paper. 

Terms. 
Two volumes will be issued each year ; hut there will be NO 

CllANGE IN THE TERMS OF SUDSCBIPTION, as the two yearly volumes" to

gether will be Two DoUal's a Year, or One Dollar for Six Month .. 

Club Rates. 
Five Copies, for Six Months" " " "  " " ' . " " " "  " , , $4 
Ten Copies, for Six Months. " , . " "  " " "  " "  " " , . , , $8 
Ten Copies, for Twelve Months . . .  " " " " " " " " " ,  $15 
Fifteen Copies, for Twelve Months. " " " " " " "  " , $22 
Twenty Copies, for T"elve Months, " " , . ,  " " , . .  , , $28 

For all c1uhs of Twenty and over, the yearly subacrlptlon I. 4nly 
$1 40, Name. can be sent in at dIfferent times and from different 
Post-offices, Specimen copies will be sent gratis to any part of the 
country. 

Southern, Western, and Canadian money or Post-office stamp. 
taken at par for snbscriptlons. Canadian subsc.-ibers will ple ... e to 
remit twenty·six cents extra on each year'. snbacrlption to pre-pay 

postage, 

The circular base, B B, is connected with the circular 
platen, P P, by means of the rods, R R R R. It will be 
seen that if the upper disk, D2, is made to revolve while 
the lower disk, D, is held stationary, the upper disk 
must rise, because it rolls the roller, r, up the inclined 
cam, C, and its own cam, C2, also presses upon the rol
ler in a way to raise the disk, But in order to increRse 
the power, instead of holding the lower cam stationary, 
it is caused to revolve only It very little more slowly than 

When persons order the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN they should be eare. 
ful to give the name of the Post-office, County, and Sute to which 
they wish the paper sent. And when they change their residence, 
nnd wish their paper changed accordingly, they should stnte the 
name of the Post·office where they have been receiving It and that 
where they wish it sent in future, 

Rates of Advertising. 
Thirty cents pedine for each and every insertien, payable in ad

vance. To enahle nil to understlllld how to calculate the amount they 
must send when they wish advertisements published, we will explain 
that ten words average one line, Engravings will not be admitted 
into onr'sdvertiiing -columnl!l ; and, as heretofore, the pnbUebers re
serve to themselves the right to '".'er.t any Mvemeement sent for 
pu bllcation, 

MUNN & CO. 
Publishers, No, 87 Park-row, New Yor. 
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